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Abstract 

China construction machinery agent enterprises were born in the early 1990s, which 

rapidly develop along with the flooding of foreign construction machinery giants to 

China. In the short more than 20 years, China construction machinery agent enterprises 

have almost gone through a journey of recent century of western enterprises and made 

the astonishing achievements. However, a series of problems have been exposed. Since 

the majority of construction machinery agent enterprises are weak and small and 

remains inferior position when cooperating and competing with manufacturers, the 

industry and academic world have conducted more studies on construction machinery 

manufacturers than agent enterprises whose studies are often limited to such aspects as 

the macro market circulation or specific enterprise sales and risk management and 

control skills during these years. It will not only be of great significance to summarize 

the successes and failures of this sector over more than two decades and but also 

practical significance to relieve the pressure on industrial transformation and upgrading 

by casting an insight into agent enterprises and deeply discussing the organizational 

evolution and strategic change of agent enterprises to find out evolution law therein 

under the historical development context of China’s macro-economy and construction 

machinery sector over these decades. 

The paper selects the successful representative of China construction machinery agent 

enterprises - Shandong Jundar (Group) Co., Ltd as the research object based on the 

punctuated equilibrium, organizational strategic change, organizational life cycle and 

other theories related to organizational evolution by adopting the case study. Through an 

in-depth analysis, it summarizes the macro environment, the industrial development 

environment, inside and outside of the industry to explore the unique law for the 

development of China construction machinery agent enterprises, ranging from 

environment variable and enterprise variable, the content and process of strategic 

changes, great historical depth to the time, the large cross-section to the space, to the 

historical cross-section featuring the specific strategic phases to the time-space 

intersection.  

The organizational evolution for Shandong Judar Group is divided into four stages in 

this paper which gives a briefly described. Based on the division, the paper combines 

relevant financial data to mainly make an analysis of organizational performance, 

strategic positioning, change pressure and organizational inertia successively in each 

stage by qualitative analytic method. The paper proposes an organizational evolution 

model adapting to situation of construction engineering agents which is not only 

inspecting the theoretical model at earlier age, but developing it further. 
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The research has found that when it is concerned with the China construction machinery 

agents, the impact of organizational performance on change pressure and organizational 

inertia is identical with conclusion of available literature, but meanwhile of change 

pressure on organizational inertia in the punctuated equilibrium model of original 

organizational evolution. Case study in the paper found that change pressure weakens 

the organizational inertia to a certain extent. The organizational inertia tends to 

strengthen or goes after available organizational activity and thinking model so as to 

shaken organizational inertia. In a word, research findings in the paper examine the 

explanatory capability of punctuated equilibrium, organizational strategic change and 

organizational life cycle and develop these theories in an appropriate way, which will 

also conduct a comparatively deeper and systematic field research on China 

construction machinery agent enterprises. Finally, the paper proposes 

correspondingsuggestions for the China policy-making and policy-making of 

construction machinery agententerprises, as well as the countermeasures for developing 

agent enterprises, etc., to serve a reference for the relevant administrative staff from the 

government and enterprises. In the end, the limitations of the paper and future potential 

study will be discussed.  

 

Keywords: organizational evolution; punctuated equilibrium; strategic change; 

organizational life cycle; construction machinery manufacturing; construction 

machinery agent; case study 
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Chapter I Introduction 

China constructionmachinery agent enterprises were born in the early 1990s, which 

rapidly develop along with the flooding of foreign construction machinery giants to 

China. In the short more than 20 years, China construction machinery agent enterprises 

have almost gone through a journey of recent century of western enterprises and made 

the astonishing achievements. 

However, a series of problems have been exposed while it has made tremendous 

achievements. The increasingly prominent problems such as the saturated product 

market, aggregating product homogeneity, excessive product capacity have posed 

enormous challenge to the development of construction machinery and increased the 

unprecedented pressure and threat on construction machinery agent enterprises which 

experience market front-end, more direct pressure conduction, uneven developmental 

level as well as weaker tolerance to risks.  

Meanwhile, construction machinery agent enterprises are part of channel enterprises and 

intermediate agents which are faced with another pressure on urgent need of 

transformation and reorientation as the Internet and traditional industries quicken 

integration and Internet disintermediation continuously develops. Therefore, how China 

construction machinery agent enterprises seek the transformation and upgrading, 

completely make a rebirth and create greater achievements as same as the old days 

while facing the unprecedented challenge is a major concern for the sustainable and 

steady development of China construction machinery sector after experiencing 20 years 

of rapid development.  

Since the majority of construction machinery agent enterprises are weak and small and 

remain inferior position while cooperating and competing with manufacturers, the 

industry and academic world have conducted more studies on construction machinery 

manufacturers than agent enterprises whose studies are often limited to such aspects as 

the macro market circulation or specific enterprise sales and risk management and 

control skills during these years. Studying the China construction machinery agent 

enterprises from the macro perspective and pure marketing skills which is lacking in 

exploring internal mechanism of construction engineering agent enterprise evolution is 

very limited to guide construction engineering agent enterprises in detail, thus cannot 

explain how construction engineering agent enterprises to evolve in theory. 

In consideration of above questions, the paper selects the successful representative of 

China construction machinery agent enterprises - Shandong Jundar (Group) Co., Ltd as 

the research object based on the punctuated equilibrium, organizational strategic change, 

organizational life cycle and other theories related to organizational evolution by 
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adopting the case study. Through an in-depth analysis, it summarizes the macro 

environment, the industrial development environment, inside and outside of the industry 

to explore the unique law for the development of China construction machinery agent 

enterprises, ranging from environment variable and enterprise variable, the content and 

process of strategic changes, great historical depth to the time, the large cross-section to 

the space, to the historical cross-section featuring the specific strategic phases to the 

time-space intersection.  

Based on the fundamental ideas and findings of punctuated equilibrium, organizational 

strategic change and organizational life cycle theory, the paper constructs the model for 

the organizational evolution and strategic change of China agent enterprises to explain 

the dynamic mechanism of organizational evolution and strategic changes and as well as 

evolution and change model of construction machinery agent enterprises. 

1.1 Research background 

China construction engineering sector has developed more than fifty years, however, its 

genuine history and rising can date back to the time of carrying out reform and 

opening-up policy in China when centrally-planned economy evolves into market 

economy along with carrying out reform and opening-up where political and economic 

environment brings unique external environment for various enterprises in the 

transformation period. Many products occurred in the original planned economy such as 

state-owned enterprises(SOEs) and even private enterprises present quite different 

development law compared with those under improving socialist market economy 

system. (Hu, 2000; Sun and Tong, 2003; Tylecote and Cai, 2004) 

The rising of China construction engineering sector is bound up with large-scale 

infrastructure construction and rapid urbanization as well as the rise of economic 

development benefiting from China reform and opening-up. However, China 

construction engineering sector and agent enterprises are faced with environment 

uncertainty and upheaval due to such reasons as “government succession” (five-year 

term) occurred in the process of China economic development, periodic macro-control 

as well as construction engineering products as production materials whose marketing 

mode takes credit sale as the principal thing, possessing enormous risk and so on.  

Under the uncertain and special environment, China construction engineering agent 

enterprises shows some special evolution law. Organization history plays an important 

role to understand organization and its development (Greiner, 1998; Weber and Dacin, 

2011). Therefore, historical background of China construction engineering sector and 

agent enterprises will be of great significance in studying their organization evolution 

modes and relevant laws, thus offering more regularity. 

1.1.1 Development background of China construction engineering sector 

Engineering machinery industry as one of pillar industries in mechanic equipment 
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manufacturing has an intimate relationship with China economic and social 

development, especially the infrastructure construction. 

There is a book titled as engineering machinery published by China Machine press 

which gives a definition of engineering machinery: it is sort of machinery which offers 

service in various capital construction projects as town and country construction, 

railway, highway, port and dock, irrigation and water conservancy, electricity, 

metallurgy, mine and so on and operating mechanical equipment are necessary needed 

in all ground works, stone works, concrete work as well as various construction and 

installation works in the process of comprehensive mechanized construction which are 

collectively called as engineering machinery.   

Engineering machinery is divided into sixteen kinds, namely, excavating machinery, 

earth moving machinery, construction hoisting machinery, powered industrial trucks, 

compaction and pavement construction machinery, piling machinery, concrete 

machinery, reinforced and prestressing concrete machinery, decoration machinery, rock 

drilling machinery, air tool, permanent way machine, municipal sanitation machine, 

elevator and escalator, spare parts of engineering machinery and other dedicated 

engineering machinery. 

World engineering machinery industry is growing stronger along with the process of 

western industrialization and modernization and has experienced almost one-century of 

century so far. Currently, there are about 2,000 engineering machinery manufacturing 

enterprises with a certain large- scale of which around 100 enterprises are comparatively 

well-known. After years of competition, mergers and reorganization and with 

concentration ratio constantly improving, more than ten large transnational corporations 

have been founded such as Caterpilar, Komatsu, Terex, Hitachi Construction Machinery, 

Volvo Construction Equipment, Liebherr, John Deere, Keyes-New Holland Group, 

Sandvik Mining&Construction Corporation with their strong economic strength, 

advanced technology and managerial experience leading the development of global 

engineering machinery industry. China engineering machinery industry was born in the 

1970s and has become an important manufacturing industry with enormous enterprise 

quantity, quite strong manufacturing capability and basically completes specifications 

through more than fifty years of development. The industry has offered millions of 

construction machinery in decades playing an important role in magnificent 

construction cause in China.  Since the reform and opening-up, China engineering 

machinery industry had become more and more intimate with global engineering 

machinery, introducing large-scale technologies at the beginning of late 1970s and 

constantly improving and strengthening itself through constant study and use for 

reference when making extensive joint venture cooperation at the end of 1980s. When 

China acceded to WTO which promoted China engineering machinery industry to 

integrate into world economy to move forward, nearly all well-known global 
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engineering machinery enterprises entered China. As innovation and mechanism 

innovation has unceasing quickened and technical R&D investment continue to increase, 

China state-owned old engineering machinery enterprises such as Xuzhou Construction 

Machinery Group, Liugong Group as well as private machinery enterprises such as 

Zoomlion Heavy Industry, Sandy Heavy Industry, Lonking, etc. are growing stronger 

and stronger while competing and cooperating with foreign-funded enterprises, forming 

“three pillar” structure of foreign-funded enterprise, private enterprise and state-owned 

enterprise. Figure 1-1 shows the sales growth of national main engineering machinery 

products for 2003-2012. Currently China has become the second largest engineering 

machinery manufacturing nation, ranking only second to the USA in the world and 

meanwhile China construction machinery products are emerging in the global 

engineering machinery market and have become an important impetus for stimulating 

whole industry rapid growth with quick export growth, especially in recent years. 

 

Excavators 

Pushdozer 

Wheeled Srarter 

Concrete Pumper 

Graph 1-1 Sales growth of main construction machinery products for 2003-2012. 

1.1.2 Development background of China engineering machinery agents 

So-called agents refer to manage the business for enterprises rather than buy out 

enterprise products, which is a sort of operation that manufactures offer shops 

commission. The ownership in goods which agents’ agent belongs to manufactures 

rather than shops which do not sell their own products, but change hands to sell 

products on behalf of enterprises, therefore, “agents” normally refer to business unit 

which earns commission from the enterprises. China engineering machinery agents as 

the bridge between manufactures and end-users is closely bound up and independent 

with China engineering machinery industry.  
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The “construction machinery agents” was imported, a new thing generated by the 

foreign engineering machinery manufacturing enterprises in the early 1990s when they 

entered China and seized the Chinese market. As mentioned above, the “Ninth-five 

plan” (1996-2000) is an important period for groups of China engineering machinery 

agents to generate, breed and grow. However, as the construction machinery industry, 

especially the hydraulic excavators belonged to high-end equipment, not everyone can 

be the construction machinery agents with high barrier to enter 

According to the article Six Kinds of Success Stories of Construction Machinery agents 

published in Construction Machinery Today on May 22th, 2015, China construction 

machinery agents mainly came from “six types” of special people and became the 

bosses: six type of people are from the state-owned enterprises, the “middlemen”, 

factories, related industries and accessory shops as well as workers or middle managers, 

along with manufacturers.  

(1) State-owned enterprises reformed to become as construction machinery agents. 

In the field of agents, state-owned enterprises reformed to engage in engineering 

machinery is the earliest ones, most of which were founded in the early 1990s. At that 

time, many state-owned electromachincal companies specializing in trade experienced 

institutional reform and their bosses with such enormous advantages as personal 

abilities, financial strength and networks took over the companies after the reform 

which entered engineering machinery industry. In addition, in the early 1990s, some 

staff related to Ministries and Commissions also plunged into the construction 

machinery industry. In the wake of foreign enterprises entering China, these old dealers 

had become the preferred authorized agents for foreign brands. 

(2) Agents from the “intermediate sector”. Around the 1990s, China coastal area as 

the emerging distributing center of construction machinery, its second-handed cell 

phone industry was quite famous with quite a few people acted as the “middlemen” 

entering the construction machinery agents.  

(3) Factory workers or middle managers. Workers or middle managers in the 

original state-owned construction machinery manufacturing plants and those from joint 

venture enterprises afterwards plunged into the commercial areas and became the agents. 

Construction machinery agents not only had a large group, but also a favorable position 

to gain special advantages. 

(4) People from accessory shops. Agents who made their fortune by accessories 

shops were not uncommon. 

(5) People who followed the manufacturers. After 2010, the industry began a 

dramatic rise, so many agents along with manufactures specialized in construction 

machinery industry which did not achieve sustained achievements when catching sight 

of market fever and entering it hastily.  
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(6) People from relevant industries. Quite a few agents came from relevant 

industries. For example, some worked on agricultural machinery and mining as well as 

some used construction machinery before. 

In the short more than 20 years, China construction machinery agent enterprises have 

almost gone through a journey of recent century of western enterprises and made the 

astonishing achievements, making great contribution to high-speed development of 

China engineering machinery industry and economy and society. China construction 

machinery agents have experienced four phrases by and large: initial phrase (in the early 

1990s), growth phrase (1995-2005), high-speed phrase (2010) and new normal phrase 

(2011-so far). Currently, China construction machinery agents have initially developed 

an operation group with certain operation mode and relative fixity and their industry 

association” Working committee on China engineering agents” was founded in 2003. 

Since the majority of construction machinery agent enterprises are weak and small and 

remain inferior position while cooperating and competing with manufacturers, there are 

a series of questions for the development of China engineering machinery agents such 

as numerous agents with small size, poor comprehensive competition, less 

concentration ratio; monotonous service, single profit structure and poor anti-risk 

capacity; single agent brand, incomplete product series which cannot meet customers’ 

different requirements; single financing channels and strong dependence on financial 

services such as bank; numerous risk sources, strong operational risk and the risk 

control being important symbol for testing agent abilities, etc. As the industry and 

academic world have conducted more studies on construction machinery manufacturers 

than agent enterprises whose studies are often limited to such aspects as the macro 

market circulation or specific enterprise sales and risk management and control skills 

during these years, up to now, the comprehensive study of engineering machinery agent 

mode is lacked, so does internal factor and influence on its organizational evolution. 

1.2 Research problem 

Based on the above analysis of research background, the industrial development of 

China construction machinery agents are found with the following distinctive 

characteristics:  

Firstly, the industrial development and macro-economic boom are closely related to the 

national fixed assets investment. According to Zhou Wei’s empirical research result 

shown in the International Competitiveness of China Construction Machinery, GDP and 

fixed assets investment have a significant effect on the sales revenue of construction 

machinery, in which every 1% increase of GDP will increase by 0.7% to the sales 

revenue of construction machinery. While the fixed assets investment has much more 

significant effect on the sales revenue, every 1% increase of GDP will add up 0.96% to 

the sales revenue of construction machinery.  
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Secondly, the development of construction machinery agents also shows an obvious 

periodicity along with the cyclic features of China macro-economic development. 

According to annual revenue performance and sales volume increase of construction 

machinery sector from 1998 to 2011, the revenue of construction machinery industry 

rapidly rebounded and achieved higher growth when the macro economy quickly 

rebounded during three phrase being 1999-2000, 2002-2003 and 2006-2007. On the 

contrary, when the macroeconomic regulation and control are issued to be the lower 

level, the decline of construction machinery product distribution is not only showing 

guidance and meanwhile its declining range is extremely obvious. 

Thirdly, China’s construction machinery agents show regional imbalance. The 

imbalance of development phases and level of China regional economy as well as the 

different features of regional resources has led to the significant difference among 

regional markets of China construction machinery industry. There are such regions and 

provinces as Shandong and Jiangsu with leading economy, comparatively mature 

market and larger market space; however, such regions and provinces as Guizhou, 

Qinghai and Tibet are economically backward with their markets under the development 

and speeding up faster. 

Fourthly, China’s construction machinery agents show unique industrial risks such as 

industrial overcapacity, industrial transfer, cooperation with manufacturer and subject to 

manufacturer, the product risk whether it could maintain the stable quality and timely 

upgrading or not, brand exclusivity of placing all eggs into one basket, mortgage, 

payments by installment, funding risks for sale mode of financial lease as well as the  

losing market share due to the job-hopping of key sales and technical support personnel 

as well as debt administrator, etc.  

Fifthly, China construction machinery agent industry has a short history, showing 

premature industrial development. 

Based on special industrial development background and features mentioned above, 

how China engineering machinery agent industry successfully reforms to adapt to the 

new ear is an important issue faced by various manufacturers and relevant agents. In 

essence, if the engineering machinery agent industry really wants to adapt to new 

situation and strategic target, it means its organization must experience enormous 

evolution and even changes dramatically. 

When using theories related to organizational evolution to explain the development of 

China engineering machinery agent industry, we only find out that there are many 

theories about organizational evolution overseas, but comparatively fewer based on 

China background. Furthermore, China engineering machinery agent industry owns its 

unique historical background and industrial features and at the same time is involved 

with cultural environment quite different from western culture which plays an important 

file:///C:/Users/Cecilia322/AppData/Local/youdao/dict/Application/6.3.69.8341/resultui/frame/javascript:void(0);
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significance for organization and its development. (Shane, 1992). What is more is that 

the environment faced by transitional economy is quite different from mature 

environment of market economy. (Tan and Tan, 2005) 

Just ass chapter document reviews the relevant research on China engineering 

machinery industry and agent industry, foreign scholars have fewer studies about China 

engineering machinery agent industry, especially lacking in research findings about its 

organizational evolution; however, domestic scholars have conducted more studies 

which are often limited to such aspects as the macro market circulation or specific 

enterprise sales and risk management and control skills, paying less attention on 

organizational evolution of agent industry. Its organizational evolution is affected by its 

history (Garud and Karnøe, 2001) and environment as well as internal factors, being a 

complex process in essence. China engineering machinery agent industry owns special 

historical background and it is necessary to deepen its research and evolution law when 

its development is under transformative and updating economic development with 

dynamic condition. 

The paper plans to explore the law of its organizational evolution within China 

engineering agent industry, quite different from existing relevant research on it. Only 

penetrating into the inside to enterprise, can the process of its organizational evolution 

be investigated in detail so that its evolution can be uncovered better which can add the 

understanding of its organizational evolution.  

Studying special development law of China engineering agent industry and enterprise 

cannot utilize general research theories and methods, but need to construct theoretical 

perspective and framework with new explanation based on “discarding the dross and 

selecting the essential” and “eliminating the false and retaining the true”. 

In this study, it was found that the “organizational evolution theory” mainly focuses on 

“during the process of organizational development, the organizational variation, 

selection, retention and orientation for the scarcity of resources, resulting from the 

association and change of external environmental factors and internal organizational 

factors, so that the organization shows a stronger adaptability to the environment and a 

stronger ability in sustainable development”; while the “strategic changes theory” can 

“analyze the cause and effect of strategic changes using large sample and statistical 

method”, or “analyze the roles of the management level in the process of strategic 

changes through several years of longitudinal case study”, from the perspective of 

content and process; meanwhile, the “organizational life cycles theory” can resolve the 

“differences of business operation and management, during different phases of life 

cycles, during the transition of development phases, the differences of the focuses and 

characteristics of changes.” Therefore, it is considered that the “organizational evolution 

and punctuated equilibrium theory”, “strategic changes theory” and “life cycles theory” 

are combined and chosen as the theoretical method and theoretical framework for the 
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special development law of China’s construction machinery agents, to explore the 

unique rule of the development of agent enterprises of China’s construction machinery 

from the great historical depth of time, a large cross section of space, and the historical 

cross section of the specific strategic time-space phases, which shows a very strong 

universality of organizational study and industrial-specific feature. Therefore, we plan 

to explore the unique rule of agent enterprises of China’s construction machinery, from 

three perspectives of “organizational evolution”, “strategic changes” and “life cycles”.  

In the specific study, we mainly focus on the following “four” problems:  

Firstly, stage and content of macro environment; how do stage and content of macro 

environment have an influence on organizational evolution and strategic reform? What 

about the rules and characteristics? 

Secondly, what are the phase features and content of successful strategic change for 

agent enterprises? How do these content elements change in different stages? How 

about their rules and characteristics? 

Thirdly, is there any necessary connection between organizational evolution and 

strategic reform of China construction machinery agent industry? How do main contents 

connect with each other and what are structures of main content elements as well as 

their connection and how do they influence on each other. 

Fourthly, when the elements have connection and influence on each other, what kind of 

strategic reform motivation and mechanism do they influence on China engineering 

construction agent industry, thus forming successful strategic evolution and 

development of agent enterprises?  

1.3 Research design 

To specifically explore the mode and mechanism of organizational evolution and 

strategic change of agent industry and China construction machinery agent enterprises, 

the “organizational evolution and punctuated equilibrium theory”, “strategic change 

theory” and “life cycle theory” are combined together to explore the unique law of 

China construction machinery agent enterprises from health depth related to time, big 

cross-section related to space and historical cross-section with fixed strategic stages 

mixed by time and space. Case study is suitable for collecting message in all directions 

and comprehensively utilizes multiple methods to collect data such as internal 

documents, network, questionnaire, journals and magazines, etc. which is unique 

advantage of case study. (Yin, 1989, 2009).  

Case study can fully grip the information of research object, especially for some 

inaccessible information from public channel so as to facilitate how things happened 

and causes and effects, thus contributing to the profound insight into the nature of 

management phenomenon. The case selection is quite different from the sample 
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selection in the general study, the former mainly adopting the theoretic sampling (Coyne, 

1997). It is required that the selected case should fulfill the standard for “extreme case”, 

which will be more conductive to highlight the theoretic essence of case study behind 

the phenomenon (Eisenhardt, 1989). Based on the existing theories, the paper attempts 

to explore the rules of organizational evolution and strategic change under the specific 

historical background with “organizational evolution and punctuated equilibrium 

theory”, “strategic change theory”, and “life cycle theory” as the theoretical framework 

for the paper to guide the subsequent case study, including the data collection and 

analysis and the application of theories will help improve the external validity of a 

single case study (Yin, 2009). 

As shown in 1-2, the research lasts for about one year, including the proposal and 

revision of research plan, research design, data collection and compilation, data analysis, 

result conclusion and paper writing, etc. Data collection and paper writing run through 

the whole research process, which firstly reviews the relevant literature of China 

construction machinery industry and construction machinery agent industry, raises the 

research problem existed by analysis, presents the research plan and ultimately define 

the feasible research plan; then it needs to look up the relevant literature of 

“organizational evolution and punctuated equilibrium”, “strategic change theory” and 

“life cycle theory” to understand the relevant theoretical development process and 

research status; based on the above mentioned work, it proposes the research idea and 

amend the final plan; according to the research scheme to conduct the case selection, 

data collection and data analysis, in which the latter two things are iterative processes; 

finally, it reached a relatively reliable conclusion.  

In the course of above mentioned work, the problems encountered will be determined 

through the discussion among team members, Chinese and foreign mentors to ensure 

the paper quality. More detailed research method will be seen in the chapter 

three：”research method”. 

 

Graph.1-2 Main Research process 
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1.4 Research Significance 

China construction machinery agent industry is an emerging industry with only 20 years 

of development and owns many distinctive features. As the industry and academic 

world have conducted more studies on construction machinery manufacturers than agent 

enterprises whose studies are often limited to such aspects as the macro market 

circulation or specific enterprise sales and risk management and control skills during 

these years due to various reasons. 

Based on the punctuated equilibrium, organizational strategic change theory and 

organizational life cycle theory of organizational evolution, a successful representative 

among China construction machinery agent enterprises– Shandong Jundar (Group) Co., 

Ltd is selected as the research object. Historical depth related to time, large 

cross-section to space and specific historical cross-section with strategic features fixed 

by time and space, which is of great significance to understand dynamic mechanism and 

evolution change mode of organizational evolution and strategic reform of China 

engineering machinery agent industry, but also of great importance in formulating the 

agency policy of engineering machinery manufacturing enterprises. 

1.5 Paper structure 

The paper is divided into seven chapters and main content is briefly described as 

follows:  

Chapter 1 Introduction, which points out the research background, raises the 

research problem, identifies the research significance and briefly describes the structure 

and main content of the paper. 

Chapter 2 Literature Review, which firstly defines and studies the organizational 

evolution, particularly reviews its “punctuated equilibrium theory”; then looks back the 

strategic change theory, especially the strategic change theory from the “three major” 

perspectives; and reviews the organizational life cycle theory, especially the corporate 

life cycle characteristics of China private enterprises. Finally, the chapter reviewed and 

summarized the development of China construction machinery industry and 

construction machinery agent industry. 

Chapter 3 Research method, which systematically describes the research method 

and process adopted in the paper, including the basic thought and method based on case 

study; standard and process of selecting the case as well as basic information of research 

objects and elaborates the research process in detail, including the process of selecting 

data and procedures and methods of data analysis. 

Chapter four analysis of development environment which carries out relatively 

exquisite analysis of external environment in the process of organizational evolution of 

Shandong Jundar (Group) Co: Ltd in the four aspects: China macro-economy 
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environment, Shandong regional economic environment, the development of China 

engineering industry, engineering machinery agent industry. 

Chapter five：Analysis of evolutionary process gives a brief introduction to 

organizational evolution of Jundar Group and then analyzes organizational structure, 

organizational performance, strategic positioning, pressure for change, organizational 

sluggishness and etc. in detail based on four stages of organizational evolution of 

Shandong Jundar(Group) Co: Ltd. 

Chapter six analysis of evolutionary mode mainly describe the relationship of each 

central construct mentioned in the above cases including external macro environment in 

the process of organizational evolution of engineering machinery agent enterprises, the 

relationship between macro environment and micro organizational evolution process， 

interaction among various internal factors in the evolutionary process and finally 

summarizes the mode of organizational evolution of engineering construction agent 

enterprises。 

Chapter seven Conclusion and Outlook expounds on the theoretical contribution of 

the paper and proposes the practice and policies based on research results and discusses 

the limitations and future research orientation. 
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Chapter II Literature Review 

2.1 Organizational Evolution 

Organizational evolution is the development of evolution concept in the field of 

organization research. Biological evolution and punctuated equilibrium theory provided 

significant theoretical basis for studying the development and variation (evolution) of 

things with their fundamental concepts been referred to the field of organizational 

research, thus promoting peoples’ understanding of the specific and complicated 

organization. 

2.1.1 Definition of organizational evolution 

According to Darwin’s Biologic Evolution, biology species evolved from natural 

selection, namely survival of the fittest. In the process of the competition between 

organisms and environment and among organisms, only can those species with relative 

advantage which enables them to be more adaptive continue to survive and develop. 

These Darwin’ viewpoints had laid foundation for the Evolution Theory. But it needs to 

be pointed out that the natural selection in the theory of biologic evolution is quite 

different from common selection, which is human conscious selection because humans 

always think of their own interests. However, natural selection is based on organism 

intrinsic nature and affects nuances inside the organisms as well as the whole system of 

the organism; human conscious selection can only affect exterior visible traits of an 

object, while natural selection contributes to functionality based on the interior 

mechanism. When Darwin proposed the Biologic Evolution, evolutionary thought has 

advanced to all fields of scientific research from micro to macro, and individuals to 

organizations. Correspondingly, this idea has also been referred to the field of 

organizational research.  

There are also some viewpoints about organizational evolution in economics (Deng 

Junrong, 2008). Different from the new classical economics, the evolutionary 

economics is committed to studying the innovation and propagation in the Economic 

System as well as the structural change it brought up. The enterprise research in the 

evolutionary paradigms focuses on knowledge production, propagation and application 

inside the company and use a kind of learning viewpoint to understand enterprise 

heterogeneity and complexity that cannot be explained by traditional industrial theory. 

The economic idea of evolution originated from The Wealth of Nations by Adam Smith 

and Austria School. In the frame of evolutionary economics, the evolution theory of 

enterprise organization began to develop such as company resources theory, dynamic 

capability theory of enterprise and theory of company conventional behavior. Under the 

framework of evolutionary economic thought, heterogeneous resources of enterprises 

are integrated to a managing frame where convention is regarded as organizational skills, 
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and dynamic ability as conventional performance while emphasizing possibilities and 

routine dependence of organizational learning.  

Since the late 20th century, study of organization evolution had experienced major 

changes in direction. Scholars began to pay attention to the study of organizational 

reform. The evolution viewpoint gained special attention and achieved lots of 

theoretical achievements (Singh, 1990; Singh and Lumsden, 1990). The evolutionary 

theory of organization explored how the organization was evolved including its 

formation, dissolution, growth and transform by studying the process of constant 

changes inside the organization. Based on the thought of organizational evolution and 

combining achievements on other subjects, a number of theories occurred such as 

organizational ecology, strategic evolution and evolution of economics, sociology, 

organizational transform and social culture.  

The above analysis indicated a basic concept of organization evolution: the process of 

organizational development is a complicated process caused by connection and change 

between exterior environment factors and interior factors. Numerous factors interact and 

organization achieves its development, showing stronger capacities to adapt to the 

environment and sustainable development through the process. However, the study on 

original organizational evolution exists in numerous deficiencies and even some 

contradictory viewpoints(Tushman et al., 1985) which attracted many scholars’ 

attention(Aldrich and Pfeffer, 1976; Child and Kieser, 1981; Kimberly and Miles, 1980; 

March, 1965),calling on paying attention to the research on organizational evolution so 

as to make up deficiencies of historical factor and attention in the earlier stage caused 

by static and cross-section organizational research and at the same time help people 

understand the reason why some organizations can develop sustainably and some things 

that are failed(Tushman et al., 1985). However, the study on original organizational 

evolution exists in numerous deficiencies and even some contradictory 

viewpoints(Tushman et al., 1985) which attracted many scholars’ attention(Aldrich and 

Pfeffer, 1976; Child and Kieser, 1981; Kimberly and Miles, 1980; March, 1965),calling 

on paying attention to the research on organizational evolution so as to make up 

deficiencies of historical factor and attention in the earlier stage caused by static and 

cross-section organizational research and at the same time help people understand the 

reason why some organizations can develop sustainably and some things that are 

failed(Tushman et al., 1985).  

2.1.2 Process of organizational evolution 

In general, organizational evolution includes four basic processes: variation, selection, 

retention and struggle targeted to scarce resource (Aldrich and Ruef, 2006a, b, c).  

In this process, variation selected by organization is retained, copied and spread, same 

with retention inside the organization (role definitions of specialization and 
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standardization) and among organizations (institutional cultural believes and practices 

about value concept). The potential selection stress and changes for effect of the 

organization were both seeking for control of rare resources and organizational legality. 

There’s struggle for resources when members pursue personal goal or organizational 

goal. To put it simple, if process that caused variation or retention occurred in the 

system, it would need selection and gained evolution, including maintenance inside the 

enterprise (such as specification of the organization, scandalized role definition and so 

on) and maintenance process among organizations (such practical activities as cultural 

briefs and values). The change of selection pressure and seeking effect existed in the 

organization is in pursuit of controlling the scarce resources or organizational legibility. 

When organization members are in pursuit of individual goal or organization goal, 

scrabbling for scarce resources will occur. To put it simple, if process that caused 

variation or retention occurred in the system, it would need selection and gained 

evolution. The above four general processes consisting of evolution theory gave sound 

explanations of the evolution process, such as why a certain form of organization 

existed in a certain environment. In brief, when the process triggers change and 

maintenance in the process, the system needs to selection and system can also obtain 

evolution. Four normal processes which constitutes evolutionary theory above are 

enough to explain evolutionary process such as the reason why a certain of 

organizational form exists in the specific environment. When variation and maintenance 

exists in one system, the system will make a selection, thus causing the evolution. The 

evolutionary mechanism is adaptive to the organisms and non-living bodies such as any 

an ecological system and social system. Therefore, evolutionary thought is widely 

applied in various fields such as McPherson applies evolutionary model to rising and 

decline of studying voluntary organizations in a system and Lomi is used to analyze 

competition force among organizational groups (Aldrich et al., 2006a). All in all, the 

evolutionary theory can be applied in analyzing various levels such as teams, 

organizations, groups and collections. The four processes of organizational evolution 

constantly exist all social units or among themselves.  

Studies of organization evolution contain many aspects and perspectives but the logic 

starts from the birth of a new organization. When an organization is founded, it 

gradually sets up and improve its core value, strategy, structure, rights distribution, 

scarce resources allocation and system control. The core value is the deepest part that 

constrains where, how and why the organization survives and competes.  

The change of core value would lead to changes in such various areas as strategy, 

structure, rights distribution and control system and the opposite of that control system 

change may also cause subtle changes of structure, rights and strategy (Tushman et al., 

1985). The control system is closely linked to organizational structure and the former is 

a formal or informal institution that the organization uses to evaluate and monitor its 

behavior, performance and reward and punishment. Organizational core value, strategy, 
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rights distribution, scarce resources and control system are mutually independent and 

correlative, all of which constitute organization orientation. The organization orientation 

must be coordinated, otherwise it would cause low organization efficiency. When 

organizational strategy, structure, rights distribution, scarce resources allocation and 

control system have changed, there’s reorientation; when its core value has changed, 

there’s re-creation. Organization decided the management according to environmental 

conditions during its early establishment and built up initial model of organizational 

activities based on these decisions. Due to inertia and institutionalization, organizational 

system development after its formation extends those existed activity models, but the 

organization would indeed conduct a reform for organizational orientation. 

Organizational evolution is a complicated process with different opinions from many 

scholars. The Representative opinions are ecological model (emphasizing that group 

variation is the result of survival of the fittest by environmental selection), adaptive 

model (emphasizing that more efficient organizations take gradual variation and 

balanced move upon adjusting to environmental threat and taking use of opportunities), 

reform model (focusing on qualitative changes of organization and indicating the 

organizational evolution consists of a series of basically different stages and steps) and 

punctuated equilibrium model (Tushman et al., 1985), of which punctuated equilibrium 

model combines rational opinions from above-mentioned three models and give an 

integral consideration of interior and exterior factors that lead to organization reform 

and Inertia and meanwhile it admits the critical influence of management decisions on 

organizational long-term behavior. The punctuated equilibrium theory provided a nice 

analysis frame for the research of organization reform (Romanelli et al., 1994). 

The fundamental thought and research progress of punctuated equilibrium model are 

particularly discussed below:  

2.1.3 The punctuated equilibrium theory and its research progress 

The punctuated equilibrium theory is a theory about biologic evolution model in the 

beginning, namely a pedigree that a static or balanced status existed for a long time was 

broke by a short-term and explosive major evolution so as to create a new species with 

stronger adaptability Gould and Eldredge, 1977). It had given a brand new and 

systematic explanation of intermediate type during ancient biologic evolution, and is 

also the extension and supplement of Darwin’s evolution theory.  

Since the punctuated equilibrium theory was proposed, its fundamental idea was 

referenced in many research fields and gained wide attention with plenty of 

achievements such as economics, politics and public management (Baumgartner et al., 

2009; Boushey, 2012; Breuning and Koski, 2006; Jones, Sulkin, and Larsen, 2003; 

Jordan, 1999; Robinson, 2007) and other fields. In the organization field, Tushman and 

Romanelli integrated fruits of evolution research, drew into reasonable viewpoints of 
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ecological model, adaptive model and reform model and finally proposed the 

punctuated equilibrium model of organizational evolution (Tushman et al., 1985). It 

showed that organizational evolution did not move forward in linearity but a 

complicated non-linear process constructed by alternative occurrence of consolidation 

stage with balance and slow variation and reorientation stage with major substantial 

variation. From then on, a lot of researches were made around the punctuated 

equilibrium theory in the organization field, such as (Chimhundu, 2011; Gersick, 1991; 

Lant and Mezias, 1992; Romanelli et al., 1994; Sabherwal, Hirschheim, and Goles, 

2001; Wollin, 1999). Tushman and Romanelli’s model had reached to a model as 

showed in the diagram 0-1-1 based on Sastry’s development, which gave a 

comprehensive demonstration of how an organization realized punctuated equilibrium 

(Sastry,1997), which would also be one of the important theoretical frames for 

following cases analysis.  

 

Graph 2-1 Simplified causal relationship of punctuated equilibrium theory 

Data source：Sastry, M. A. (1997), Problems and paradoxes in a model of 

punctuated organizational change. Administrative Science Quarterly, Vol. 42, No. 2, pp. 

237-275 

The punctuated equilibrium model of organizational evolution is explained in the 

following three aspects: consolidation stage, reorientation period and senior 

management.  
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(1) Consolidation stage 

In the consolidation stage means that the organization integrates its social activities, 

policies, technologies, economics and other aspects through evolutionary mechanical 

variation for a long time to come so as to keep them in consistency to support an overall 

strategy location of the organization. Reorientation stage is also named as reform stage, 

which is short and strategy, structure, right and system of the organization all go through 

essential change and form a new organizational strategy. The punctuated equilibrium 

model of organization evolution, namely its development, experiences a series of 

consolidation stages, which are continuously broke by reorientation and enter next 

consolidation stage. Diagram 0-2 depicts the punctuated equilibrium of organizational 

evolution under the condition of one environment change from the perspective of time.  

 

 

Graph 2-2 the punctuated equilibrium of organizational evolution under the 

condition of one environment change 

Date source: Sastry, M. A. (1997), Problems and paradoxes in a model of 

punctuated organizational change. Administrative Science Quarterly, Vol. 42, No. 2, pp. 

237-275 

In the beginning, the organization presents evolutionary change and is in the 

consolidation stage. Later on, it generates strategic orientation and is a relatively short 

stage of reorientation (reform period) at some point (such as three or four clock). When 

reorientation drove the organization to a stage with higher consistency, the organization 

entered next consolidation stage.  

Inertia and institution existed in the organization makes the organization keep original 
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active model. However, if the strategic orientation is lacking in consistency or 

competitive, legal and social conditions change vitally which cause the original 

orientation no longer to work, the organization would confront pressure for reform. The 

middle-and-low level executives could maintain organization in the consolidation stage 

under the existed strategic orientation; while only superior executives could coordinate 

consolidation stage and reorientation stage under the reform stress, are able to initiate 

and complete a series of non-continuous change needed by reorientation and guide 

themselves to choose to maintain consolidation stage or reform through perceiving the 

opportunities and restrictions. As an independent unit in terms of politic, economy and 

social connection, the organization must be positive and effective and also need interior 

and exterior rationalizations to support its survival and development. Its evolution is 

closely relative to operational rules, technologies, goals, performance, inertia and the 

environment situated by the environment. The coordination (flow) inside the 

organization, the environmental forecast outside the organization and its responsibilities 

are associated with improvements of structural clarity and social complexity (Tushman 

et al. 1985).The decision models of organizational structure and social connection 

clarify and reinforce organizational strategy with the passage of time and the more 

coupling and correlative dependence between decisions of these two parts are, the more 

inertial organization is, which improves individual and group affirmation of its 

orientation and of evolutionary improvements, thus reducing perceptual skills for 

revolutionary change.  

Organizational development, scale and structural complexity are connected each other 

in its improvement. The larger the organization is or the longer the consolidation stage 

is, the more complicated the structure is, the more dependent they are and the more 

inertia it has. It emphasizes evolutionary improvement of organization and opposes 

non-continuous reform. However, the more turbulent the consolidation stage is, the less 

complex its social connection and structure are, the more interior differences are and the 

lesser obstacles for reform are. Therefore, the longer organization maintains in the 

consolidation stage, the lesser turbulent and more positive the organization is under the 

invariable exterior environment. Organization evolution with high efficiency always 

maintains consistency between inside and outside activities and between orientation and 

environmental condition. In general, organization has to adapt to its inside and outside 

environment, where high efficiency can be achieved with less turbulence in the 

consolidation stage. On the contrary, high consolidation will hinder organizational 

reform if the environment makes a difference.  

The reason lies in the contradiction between uncertainty of exterior environment and 

certainty of interior environment. However, if the organization’s inside is lacking in 

relative certainty, it’s impossible to solve the absolute uncertainty of exterior 

environment. Therefore, the organization cannot get high efficiency when facing 

exterior uncertainty without relative certainty of interior environment. However, when 
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interior certainty is too high, it would impact the organization in confronting exterior 

environmental change in time or successfully while facing exterior environmental 

change. The key of balancing contraction between exterior absolute uncertainty and 

interior relative certainty is to accurately and timely handle two dimensions of 

frequency and potency of exterior environment change and to dynamically adjust 

interior relative certainty so as to get consistency between inside and outside 

environment and balance between strategic orientation and reorientation, thus achieving 

spiral escalation of evolutionary development. Otherwise, the spiral escalation would 

suspend and the organization would perish.  

Compare to reform stage, senior executives never change their core decision in the 

consolidation stage and what is more is to make further improvement and optimization 

on technological level. Senior manager’s main task is to set an example and make 

current orientation more meaningful. In the consolidation stage, a more positive 

organization shall have complete and optimized management skills, a stable top 

management team, a reliable inside promotion model and lots of progressive changes of 

middle-and-low level executives. At this moment, strategy innovation and 

implementation efficiency are very crucial.  

(2) Reorientation stage 

The organization always faces the pressure from outside and inside environment. 

Demand for products, technology, users and institutional environment all come hand in 

hand with evolution of product life cycle(PLC) or in another way that evolution of 

product life cycle is the result interacted by demand, technology, users and institutional 

environment. However, the strategic consistency changes along with the evolution of 

product life cycle, leading to organizational reform (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995; 

Romanelli et al., 1994; Tushman et al., 1985). The noncontinuous change during 

product life cycle would lead to organizational reorientation and a better design, law or 

social event would impact its reorientation. Additionally, such things as dramatic change 

of macro environment, industrial policy, competition status and serious risk inside the 

organization all will result in strategic consistency. Alternatively, the decline or loss of 

orientation effectiveness will arouse reorientation, meaning the start of new strategic 

reform.  

(3) Senior management 

In the punctuated equilibrium model of organization evolution, senior management is a 

key factor, which coordinates the demand between stability and reform. The middle and 

low-level management only reinforces original strategy and none but superior managers 

have ability, potentiality and resources to start a complete reform. In the consolidation 

stage, senior leaders mainly set an example for middle and low management people, 

who finish progressive change; in the reform stage, superior executives also need to 
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select strategy, rights, structure and control. When environment changed, superior 

managers’ strategic choices are basic mechanism which leads to strategic reform. That is 

to say that superior managers’ cognition, analysis, judgments and choices are also a 

critical dimension between environmental and strategic reform.  

Superior managers’ perception and judgments have major influence on decision making 

in reform; while inertia affects their perception of information and judgments on 

organizational environment. The decision to reform is subjected to the length of 

previous consolidation stage, level of success and features of management team. The 

longer and more successful the previous consolidation stage is, the more higher 

advocated level of executive team to the organization is and the less possible the 

organization has reform. Due to the inertia, senior management does not tend to reform. 

When there’s performance risk and exterior members joining the senior management, 

it’s much likely to have reform. Among a high-performance organization, new senior 

managers normally have certain background and skills and abilities to handle risks. 

According to Tushman and Romanelli (1985), the organization reform is more from 

exterior members joining the senior management; however, the organization can 

complete the reform more effectively under the senior management inside the 

organization. New members in the senior management have different characters in the 

consolidation stage with different successful levels. Compared with consolidation stage, 

personnel adjustment of the senior managers and new members accounts for higher 

percentage in the reform stage.  

The evolution force comes from low performance caused by mismatching between 

strategy and environment or failure of orientation caused by outside political and 

economic environment. Although it could be efficient, it’s impossible to gain what it 

expected.  

Lant and Mezias (1992) suggested an opinion that corresponded to the punctuated 

equilibrium model, which regarded evolution as the result of two different means of 

learning by the organization. One was ‘first-order learning’ that kept organizational 

relations and rules stable in a progressive and conservative way of learning and 

corresponded to the consolidation stage of punctuated equilibrium; the other was 

‘second-order learning’ where organization sought for and explored various rules, 

technologies and goals to obtain higher performance and efficiency continuously and it 

corresponded to the reform stage (Lant et al, 1992).They also studied the relation 

between evolution and rules, scale, potentiality, performance and uncertainty through 

simulating the organization by means of computers. Just like Tushman and Romanelli, 

they emphasized on the key role of senior management in the organizational evolution 

and that only strategical orientation and environment faced by the organization are in 

harmony, can organization achieve high performance. The organizational inertia is a 

double-edge sword. When orientation is suitable for the environment, it doesn’t need 
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reorientation and on the contrary, inertia accumulation and increase would be 

conductive to improving organization ability. However, when orientation is not suitable 

for the environment, reorientation is a must because inertia existed reduces its ability to 

change and increase the obstacle for organizational change. In other words, 

reorientation is mainly up to orientation change required by the organization caused by 

environmental change. It becomes significant for organization to perceive 

environmental change and to know when the environment to change.    

In the case study of punctuated equilibrium model, Gerisick (1991) thought that it 

consisted of three major parts: consolidation stage, reform stage and deep structure. 

Deep structure refers to the fundamental means of system organization and fundamental 

model of system activities. Although system would have progressive changes, deep 

structure is quite stable which remains unchanged in the consolidation stage and 

meanwhile system would generate strong inertia to prevent system from changing itself 

or to drag it back from deviation to original position. Inertia and motivation obstacle 

became two key factors that the system can stay in the consolidation stage (Gersick, 

1991). In the reform stage, as Levision described that the original deep structure was 

destroyed, members felt uncertain and fear of failure at this moment. If a new deep 

structure was not built up, members perhaps would restore the old deep structure very 

soon (Levinson, 1978). Gerisick mentioned two key factors leading to reform: One is 

the joining of new members at the critic moment. Inappropriate deep structure would 

inevitably cause the system to change its present status, which increased the opportunity 

of new members to join. Compared with original members, new members are more 

capable to clarity the system and may use a new method to solve the problem which is 

likely to break the original deep structure to build up a new one; the other is a temporary 

milestone stage. Levison and Gersick pointed out one situation in their model that 

system members can realize clearly when to stop consolidate inertia for a reform. A 

system reform is that original deep structure is destroyed and original system 

temporarily loses organization and another deep structure is established quickly. In the 

continuous combination of original and present deep structures, the new systematic 

deep structure is evolved to finish the organizational reform. The system development is 

definitely affected by outside environment including the joining of new members, the 

present members being influenced by outside environment and suggestions from the 

outside.  

Based on the punctuated equilibrium model proposed by Tushman and Romanelli, 

Sastry (1997) established a simulation model in the computer and simulated the basic 

process of punctuated equilibrium. Diagram 2-1 clearly shows the strategic orientation 

process, the impact of inertia on reform and the influence of organization ability on the 

reform. If the strategic orientation does not fit the environment, it shows a low 

performance and organization faces pressure for reorientation. Only reorientation fits 

the environment can the organization avoid low performance or failure. Sastry(1997) 
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complements two points of the punctuated equilibrium model: firstly, the emphasis on 

the adaptive relation between organization and environment that reorientation is only 

appropriate when the original orientation does not fit environment anymore; secondly, it 

is the trial period which organizational managers can use under a turbulent situation to 

protect organizational capabilities and avoid destruction in turbulence, however the 

reform is not assured for success in the trial period.  

Many researches of the punctuated equilibrium model existed abroad, some examples 

are as follows. It is found in the study of organizational reaction to new water 

contamination control that manager slows down the impact of new control requirement 

on the organization through technology and employees in which some organizations 

conduct constant variation for a better environmental protection effect and production 

with higher efficiency and some companies even presented brand new products and 

production strategy. The author indicated the association between punctuated 

equilibrium model and organizational system: organization may cope with exterior 

environment changes by means of maintaining current status, but this method would 

affect its deep structure and finally make the organization evolve slowly to different 

behavior and forms (King, 2000). Saberwal and other people pointed out that evolution 

of information system is consistent with organizational strategy and structure based on 

three cases. The result fully proved the explanatory power of punctuated equilibrium 

theory (Sabherwal et al. 2001). A study about Israeli reform of health care reform 

indicated punctuated equilibrium and path dependence was existed in that case at the 

same time. The author believed what affected punctuated equilibrium included 

institutional crush, thought and policy leaders, who somehow relied on situational 

factors (Feder-Bubis and Chinitz 2010). Researchers applied punctuated equilibrium to 

study retail outlet and brand developments and trends owned by manufacturers, 

showing that retailer’s brands only lived up to anticipation of incrementalism in terms 

of annual average increase, however, in fact, the development trend is not a slow 

increase, but a slow increase for a period of time followed by an intermittent process 

and then a slow period of increase (Chimhundu, 2011). A study of US policy innovation 

diffusion based on punctuated equilibrium suggests that the frame of punctuated 

equilibrium contains three mechanisms that can lead to innovation diffusion: slow 

diffusion (drove by policy simulation developed by the organization), rapid diffusion 

among states (drove by policy duplicate) and instant diffusion (drove by reaction to 

outside attack on the state level) (Boushey, 2012). 

It’s worthnoting that while organizational evolution and its punctuated equilibrium are 

commonly existed in Chinese companies (Krug et al., 2008), the companies are faced 

with facing ever-changing political, economic and technical environment along with the 

deep development for China’s reform and opening-up and its evolution is more inclined 

to the process of punctuated equilibrium (Li Xin, 2005; Rui Mingjie, Ren Hongbo and 

Li Xin, 2005), relative studies about punctuated equilibrium are comparatively rare. 
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According to bibliographical database query of China National Knowledge 

Infrastructure (CNKI) (The website is www.cnki.net),there’s no literature of empirical 

research about punctuated equilibrium.  

2.1.4 Assessment of organizational evolution research 

Correlation theories about organizational evolution have provided weapons for 

understanding of development, variation and mechanism inside the organization. 

Punctuated equilibrium theory deepens people’s cognition and understanding of 

organizational evolution. However, as we can say that punctuated equilibrium is used in 

studies on various fields with a lot of literature, most of them are studied based on 

market economic institution of western well-developed countries. It’s in severe shortage 

of studies on organizational evolution under transitional economic environment. In the 

field of China engineering machinery industry, especially the agent industry, it’s entirely 

blank. The research done in this paper will be of use to change the current situation. 

2.2 Strategic reform 

2.2.1 Definition of strategy 

There are diverse definitions of strategy. Some think strategy is a plan. For example, 

Clausewitz considered strategy is a plan of war in the military field. Newmine and 

Morgans, scholars of Game Theory believe strategy is a complete plan, which stipulates 

what actions candidates can choose in all circumstances. The industrial organization 

school puts more emphasis on strategy as a positioning, which focuses on high profit 

industry and gains an advantageous position in this industry. Strategy shall be a plan or 

program while strategy management is a process.  

Andrews thinks strategy is a goal, an intention or a purpose and a model of main 

principles and plans established to achieve these goals, in which the latter defines 

company business range and operation type. Ansoff points out that company strategy is 

a common operational line running through connecting business operation, products and 

market which contains four elements: product and market scope, vector on growth, 

competitiveness and synergy. Hiroyuki Itami believes strategy determines company 

framework for business activities and guides coordination so as to enable company to 

adjust to ever-changing environment. Strategy combines the environment that a 

company prefers with an organizational type it wants to be. Hoff defines orientation as a 

feasible match between opportunities and risks sought from outside environment, and 

organizational abilities to use those opportunities and resources. Davy believes strategy 

is the way to realize long-term objective, generalizing company operational strategy into 

geographic expansion, multiple operations, merger and acquisition, product 

development, market penetration, shrinking, stripping, settlement and joint capital.  

The difficulty of reaching consensus on definition of strategy has two main reasons: one 

is the multiple dimensions of orientation and the other is strategy must be contingent 

http://www.cnki.net),/
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with different industries. General consensus is that strategy focuses on the indispensable 

relation between organization and environment. Organization adjusts to environmental 

changes according to the strategy. Due to the new integration that environmental 

changes brought to the organization, orientation must be flexible. Some people propose 

that strategy shall include two parts: strategic content refers to which actions and 

strategies to take; strategic process refers to how actions and strategies to be determined 

and implemented. Actually, it confuses strategy with strategy management. Consensus 

on orientation also includes differences between intentional orientation, emergent 

orientation and realizing orientation. 

All in all, the author’s cognition of strategy and main content used in writing the paper 

is as follows: 

(1) Strategy is a plan of action, the core of which is matching company’s inside 

ability with outside opportunities; 

(2) Strategy management is a process that continues to change its action to realize 

company objective; 

(3) The essence of strategy is that company shall adapt to the environment or 

change the environment.  

2.2.2 Strategic reform 

The “strategic reform” does not have a clear and consistent definition in current 

literature. Ansof is the first person to propose the definition of strategic reform. In the 

book Company Strategy published in 1965, he defined strategic reform as re-selection 

of product and market area and rearrangement of its combination by the company. Later, 

Ansof (1979) suggested in his masterpiece Strategic Management that strategic reform 

is adjustment of company’s formal system and organizational structure and transition of 

company culture. Rumeh (1974) studied the conversion between multiple strategy and 

professional strategy of the company in his famous work Strategy, Structure and 

Performance. He thought orientation reform was based on business level and was that 

company changes or adjusts particular products or market competition. Although 

Minzberg (1987) didn’t clarify the definition of strategic reform, he divided strategy 

into content and process and brought up the conception frame of strategic reform based 

on above mentioned. Later, western scholars further detailed content and process of 

company strategy, enriched and developed its connotation and gradually formed two 

schools divided by Rajagopalan and Spreitzer (1997), namely content school and 

process school based on Minzberg. Chinese scholar Chen Chuanming (2002) believed 

that strategic reform was linked to company’s complicated decision-making, not only 

consist of the change of company goal, butt also the change of implementing measures. 

Change process has occurred in the strategic formation stage, but continuously to occur 

in the strategic execution stage. Rui Mingjie (2005) gave a definition of strategic reform 
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that it was specific variation of the matching between organization and external 

environment on format, quality and status along with the time. It can be noted from the 

above definition of strategic reform proposed by the Chinese scholars that China has 

started the research in this aspect but does not reach consensus on the definition; what is 

more is that it is limited research on the depth and width (He Aiqin,2011). 

The research content involved in the strategy must be characterized by wide, deep and 

long-efficient influence, in other words, strategic issues shall be whole and profound in 

the time and cross-section and is long-term in the time sequence. Therefore, wholeness, 

profundity and longevity are major reasons for screening strategic reform and general 

management reform. In this paper, it suggests that organizational reform activities with 

such features as wholeness, profundity and longevity can be defined as strategic reform. 

Based on this definition, organization change featured by strategy shall also belong to 

conceptional category of strategy reform. 

2.2.3 Theory of company strategic reform from three major perspectives 

Studies of company strategic reform can be divided into two schools: content school 

and process school. Content school usually analyzes the antecedent and consequent of 

strategic reform by adopting major sample panel or cross-sectional data and statistics; 

while process school always pays much attention to studying the role of enterprise 

management level in strategic reform based on vertical cases with a time span of years. 

Although they’re potentially connected, they evolved independently and almost did not 

exist any theoretical and empirical synergy (Yang Lin, 2008). Rahagopalan and 

Spreilzer(1997) proposed integrated theoretical model aiming at research defect of 

dividing content and process by the strategic reform. Rahagopalan and Spreilzer(1997) 

studied integrated three different perspectives which are rational perspective, learning 

perspective and cognitive perspective, of which rational perspective is classified as 

research category of content school while learning and cognitive perspectives as process 

school.  

(1) Theory of company strategic reform under the rational perspective 

Rational perspective defines the concept of strategic reform from a single dimension, 

observes and measures strategic reform in accordance with business, deviation and 

changes of company or cluster strategy. Among them, business reform normally aims to 

improve company’s competitiveness in each single business; enterprise reform generally 

focuses on business diversities; however, cluster reform discusses relative value of 

relations with competitors, suppliers, distributors and other enterprises. The measure of 

strategic reform mentioned above can reflect possibility (whether strategic reform 

would occur or not), the direction (strategy changes from one type to another, such as 

from exploring strategy to defensive strategy) and (or) the scale and level of reform 

(business categories and volume in the business portfolio). Theoretically, we can tell the 
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opportunity, direction and scale of strategic reform based on specific environment 

located by the company and resources and endowment and other factors it has. Diagram 

2-3 showed the research model of strategic reform from rational perspective in which 

solid line stands for direct routine among variables and dotted line for responses which 

affects the relations among variables.  

 

Graph 2-3 Research frame of strategic reform from rational perspective 

Massive studies based on rational perspective had provided us unique advantage to 

understand enterprise strategic reform. Firstly, these studies include major sample and 

quantitative measurement of environment, company antecedents and strategic content 

reform, improving comparability among different researches. Secondly, some researches 

(Kelly and Amburgey, 1991) introduced analysis of more dynamic time sequence and 

historical events, not only observing the possibility and directional effect, but also 

explaining significance of reform opportunity. Finally, these researches focus both on 

mastering antecedents of strategic reform and its performance and consequence. 

However, researches in rational perspective presumed the environment was objectively 

certain, management level is fixed and environmental variables would directly affect 

strategic content reform; moreover, it believes company variables are also objectively 

certain; those related to inertia would block reform while those related to flexibility 

would stimulate the reform. These strict and ideal assumptions undoubtedly restrain the 

application range of rational perspective study to a great extent, and meanwhile create 

conditions for the occurrence of other perspective analysis.  

(2) Theory of strategic reform in view of learning perspective 

In view of learning perspective, enterprise strategic reform is regarded as an iterative 

process. Senior managers affect strategic reform through investigating the environment 

with a series of smaller influence and steps taken by the enterprise. These ‘learning’ 

steps may result in content reform. Rowden (2001) suggested, company’s learning 

ability may be the only source of competitiveness in a highly uncertain commercial 

environment. Compared with rational perspective, learning perspective is more 

comprehensive and concrete, believing managers play an important role in the process 

of strategic reform. Diagram 2-4 indicated research framework of strategic reform in 

learning perspective where solid line stands for direct routine among variables and 

dotted line for responses among variables.  
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Graph 2-4 Research framework of strategic reform based on learning perspective 

Studies in learning perspective and in rational perspective have the following 

differences: firstly, in learning perspective, strategic reform is defined as combination of 

company and environmental condition caused by executives’ behavior with content 

reform (similar to that in rational perspective) during changing reform. Managers’ 

behavior reflects what affect and is affected by environment, company and strategic 

reform. Therefore, learning perspective makes a more comprehensive definition of 

strategic reform. Secondly, in learning perspective, environment and enterprise variables 

are not objectively certain, but uncertain and dynamically changing. Environment is the 

radical source of information uncertainty and fuzzy causal cause-and-effect relationship. 

Senior managers try to master uncertain environment through a series of iterative 

behavior (such as information search), with a purpose of not only understanding 

external variables but also actively affecting environmental variables (Lant and Mezias, 

1992). Similarly, the enterprise can not only affect requirement for strategic reform and 

also suppress reform to happen. Changes of company variables (such as sales decline) 

can lead to management behavior (such as information search) aiming to understand 

risks and opportunities; opportunities and restraints created by the company are also 

subjected to management strategy aiming to minimize political consequence (Simons, 

1994). In this way, management behavior may become the obstacle of strategic reform 

and also create demand for strategic reform. Therefore, this kind of variable does not 

affect strategic reform directly but firstly impacts on intermediate variables and then 

promotes content reform along with enterprise reform and environmental change. 

Furthermore, strategic reform is not a linear process but evolutionary and iterative 

process, where managers can learn from their own experiences in view of learning 

perspective (Yetton, Johnston and Craig, 1994). At last, enterprise performance 

(including economic and non-economic performance) is not only affected by content 

reform but also subject to managers ‘behavior in the learning perspective. 

Of course, studies in learning perspective and rational perspective are also 

supplementary in theoretical advantages. First of all, studies in learning perspective 

open the dark box of management process and give a richer explanation on strategic 

reform by disclosing strategic reform intention or obstacle as well as mechanism with 

whole consequences in the process of strategic reform affected by managers’ behavior. 
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Secondly, the more comprehensive definition of strategic reform in learning perspective 

can be used to distinguish interdependent relationship among environment, enterprise 

and strategic elements in the process of strategic reform so as to understand why similar 

content reform is fruitful under some circumstances but disappointing under other 

circumstances. Finally, studies in learning perspective have begun to analyze 

theoretically how managers learn in the reform process and indicate successful strategic 

reform has different learning process compared with unsuccessful strategic reform.  

(3) Theory of Strategic reform from the cognitive perspective 

Strategic content reform can be speculated according to managers’ behavior and 

cognition in the cognition perspective. Among present studies, none but studies in the 

cognition perspective have pointed out the role of managers’ cognition function in the 

process of orientation reform. Managers’ cognition can be defined in different names, 

such as knowledge structure, central belief and schema (Wal sh, 1995). Studies of 

strategic reform based on cognition perspective emphasize interaction among the 

management, environment and enterprise variables (seen in the diagram 2-5) where 

solid line stands for direct routine among variables and dotted line for responses among 

variables. 

 

Graph 2-5 Research framework of strategic reform based on cognition perspective 

Compared with the rational and learning perspectives, empirical studies from the 

cognitive perspective start rather later than those from the less quantity. There’s a key 

assumption in the study of strategy reform based on cognitive perspective: environment 

cannot be determined objectively but is affected by the management and reflected 

through the management (Johnson, 1992); meanwhile, in cognition perspective, 

company variables are regarded as information sources of individual cognitive content 

and structure. Enterprise variables such as enterprise structure, incentive mechanism and 

control system determine company’s way of thinking to a certain degree, however, 

managers’ demand for reform and emotion against reform will be inserted in the above 

enterprise variables. The cognition hardly influences strategic reform, unless it is 

presented in behavior. On the contrary, managers can change knowledge structure by 

creating strategic reform demand for common cognition (Webb, 1991). Similar to the 

outcome of learning perspective, managers’ behavior can also affect environmental 

variable, enterprise structure and system as well as strategic content reform. In the 
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cognition perspective, the key performance of strategic reform contains economic and 

non-economic aspects. Studies in the cognition perspective especially focus on the 

continuous change of enterprise structure (Meyer, 1990). This change could derive from 

managers’ behavior but is more likely from strategic content reform straightly; the 

continuous strategic reform and changes of enterprise performance may ultimately 

reshape managers’knowledge structure. 

Studies in the cognition perspective specifically concentrate on managers’ cognition, 

realizing the managers’ cognition is crucial and separating it from managers’ behavior. 

This difference is necessary because managers’ cognition will affect enterprise strategic 

reform by impacting managers’ behavior. In addition, although cognitive perspective is 

similar to learning perspective, it also assumes strategic reform is an iterative process, 

but constructs a clear dynamic learning relationship, knowing that strategic reform 

would have an influence on enterprise’s non-economic performance, therefore studies in 

the cognition perspective is theoretically more mature than rational and learning 

perspectives. 

2.3 Theory of organizational life cycles 

2.3.1 Enterprise life cycles 

The so-called life cycle refers to the process from birth to death of an organism. 

Theoretical researches of life cycle existed long time ago and were applied to economic 

field. Regarding enterprise as an organism, it studied the process from the enterprise 

establishment to the perish, forming the research of company life cycle. Theoretical 

studies about enterprise life cycle began in 1950s, became popular in 70 and 80s and 

reached climax in the late 90s with over 20 models of enterprise life cycle phrases. 

Enterprise life cycle refers to the time process from its birth to death. Like a person, an 

enterprise also hopes to grow in health, extend lifespan and make a difference rather 

than die on the vine, fade at young age or live a dull life. Due to natural physiological 

factors, human life is limited; however, enterprise organization can extend infinitely in 

theory as it is not subject to these restrictions. However, history didn’t witness many 

long-lived enterprises. From an overall perspective, average life cycle of enterprises in 

the world is not long. According to statistics, average life of top 500 enterprises in the 

world is between 40 and 50 years. 50 million enterprises emerge in US every year and 

only 4% left in 10 years; enterprises survive longer than 10 years does not account for 

over 18.3% in Japan; Chinese large enterprises have an average life of 7 to 8 years 

while middle and small private enterprises live an average life of 2.9 years. In Japan and 

Europe, enterprise average life is only 5 years, while 62% US enterprises live averagely 

less than 5 years, which is a cruel truth indeed. Enterprise organizations present a trend 

of high death rate and short lifespan on the whole. Therefore, only a few enterprise 

organizations in modern society are of long history and most enterprises are still young. 

Enterprises also expect to have longevity and are vital. The research topic of theory of 
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company life cycle should be how enterprise organizations can survive long and the 

factors affect the length of enterprise life cycle.  

2.3.2 Stages of enterprise life cycle 

(1) Initial stage. It means the company has nearly established for one year. 

Generally speaking, an enterprise is unknown and insufficient in capital in the initial 

stage where any mistake during the entire production and operation activities may cause 

the enterprise to die. It’s quite uncertain whether new product development can success 

or not as well as whether enterprise will have big cash flow or not in the future, 

therefore its operational risk is very high. When the investors find a new market 

opportunity (a profitable future) or develop a new product, they can invest the enterprise. 

It takes big amount of capital to set up an enterprise and takes a long time to get 

equipment and machines; on the other hand, the changing market is so much uncertain.  

(2) Growth stage. Since an enterprise was established, it usually takes about one to 

six years of survival and development to enter high-speed growth, where the enterprise 

improves its ability substantially with rich managerial experience, employees’ better 

technical skills, more ability to raise fund, bigger production scale, rapid growth of 

business and fast development, forming its leading product recognized by users. 

Enterprise products are gradually accepted by the market and its sales ability increases 

with its leading product accounting for over 70% of company sales in the growth stage. 

However, enterprise operational risk is still high and easily drops in the pitfall of 

diversification under such circumstance. The main reason is that the enterprise needs 

more money on marketing and plenty fund-raising to invest projects, therefore 

entrepreneurs normally take it for granted that the past successful experience can be 

applied in different fields, “bravely” step into multiple industries and even some 

correlated industries they’re not familiar at all. It’s true that diversification may increase 

enterprise sales in the initial stage, but profit isn’t gaining more and more along with the 

increasing sales. Instead, there will be out of pocket more. However, enterprise’s cash 

flow is still uncertain and market environment varies. That’s why an enterprise needs to 

continue to improve its management system, update future development plan and 

enhance its adaptability to market to ensure its rapid growth.  

(3) Stage of maturity. In this stage, the enterprise growth slows down but product 

standardization is improved. The enterprise expands its operational field and regularizes 

its management, gaining better reputation and market share as well as builds up its 

image on public through various media channels. Although enterprise product has 

entered stage of maturity, most companies are very dependent on a specific product. The 

product must decline over a period of time, which probably impacts enterprise’s 

sustainable development and causes innovation spirit to slow down, because a company 

usually tends to be conservative and is lacking in sensitivity to new things and strong 

demand for reform when it’s in a relatively comfortable environment after struggling 
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during incubation period and high-speed growth. The slowing down of innovative spirit 

is also associated with sound rules and regulations of an enterprise in the mature stage. 

Innovation needs change, rules require compliance as well as rules and regulations are 

relatively sound, therefore all personnel just need to do things accordingly. But market 

is changing and if the enterprise ‘innovative capability is sunk in sleep for a long time, it 

will affect the ability to meet customers’ requirements and slow down its market 

competitiveness. The biggest risk in the mature stage is a short period of maturity. The 

mature period is the most ideal stage in the enterprise life cycle. It’s hard to be mature 

and ever harder to stay in the mature period. It’s no better for an enterprise to stay in the 

mature stage all the time. The problem is that an enterprise would fall into decline stage 

if there’s any unawareness. 

(4) Decline stage. It indicates that an enterprise is on the decline, facing decline and 

transformation. The key point of enterprise is to shorten decline stage as much as 

possible to stimulate enterprise transformation. In this period, serious enterprise 

problems emerge such as big management organization, complicated decision process, 

satisfaction to current status and increasingly severe selfish departmentalism in each 

department. In addition, old production means and aging of products have caused 

enterprise production shrinkage, low efficiency and deteriorating financial situation. 

However, it’s possible to extend enterprise life in the decline stage and enterprise can 

turn over a new leaf as long as it goes through the transformation, successfully changes 

the products, actively transforms enterprise form and accurately chooses new industrial 

field. It may be late for an enterprise to think about the transformation in the decline 

stage. In fact, an enterprise shall think about transformation once finding it going down 

or growth slowly in the stage of maturity.  

2.3.3 Evolution of enterprise life cycle 

Evolution of enterprise life cycle in each stage is dynamic. To be specific, there are 

three types of enterprise life cycles: 

(1) Normal type, its shape similar to normal distribution curve, is the oldest and 

most common type of enterprise life cycle. Its characteristics are: entrepreneurs struggle 

in incubation and survival period; certain scale and good brand are formed in 

high-speed period; enterprise improves step by step in mature period; enterprise 

competitiveness faded unconsciously, even quitting the arena of history. There are many 

reasons behind enterprise decline in late period，but the main reason is that enterprise 

leaders at that time are stoutly unambitious, lacking in management and technology 

innovation, which finally results in shortage of vitality and competitiveness. Enterprise 

with normal type can be divided into two kinds: one is so-called long-living enterprise 

and the other is so-called decline right after flourish, where an enterprise suddenly 

declines or goes bankrupt in a period of its great prosperity. Main reasons for the latter 
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one are suddenly adverse event (such as major accidents), major operational error 

(bankruptcy of Paris Bank), adverse mutation of macro-economic environment (for 

example, many real estate enterprises and financial enterprises caused by Japanese 

bubble economy) as well as enterprises with traditional technology suddenly eliminated 

due to emergence of major technological revolution. 

(2) Short life type consists of two forms: one is so-called premature end, meaning 

an enterprise will shut down or go bankrupt in the stage of survival, whose main reason 

is that entrepreneurs are lacking in experience, make wrong business direction or 

operational mistakes that cause enterprise failure; enterprise is short of capital, resources 

and talents, which leads to difficulty in the beginning and fails at last; new products or 

new business doesn’t succeed so that the whole company fail; it faces suppression from 

competitors when entering the market. The other is suddenly failed type. This type of 

enterprise has fast and successful development in the beginning, expands the scale and 

goes for diversification without considering the reality and fails in the end after entering 

the growth period.  

(3) Adjusted type. The enterprise can change original operational trace of life cycle 

so as to form a new life cycle curve. This type of enterprise conducts internal reform, 

business process recreation, technology and system innovations after entering the 

decline stage to realize the transformation and another entrepreneurship and 

development at a new starting point is also the idea and goal of each enterprise. 

2.3.4 Characteristic analysis of life cycle of Chinese private enterprises 

Chinese private enterprises come into being and develop with specific historical 

condition. What are the biggest difference between private enterprises and state-owned 

or collectively-owned enterprises is that former survival is absolutely up to its own 

adaptability to the market and its average lifespan is a result of nature instead of being 

subject to market factor? For example, some state owned or collectively owned 

enterprises may have already been bankruptcy and face perish in terms of their own 

abilities and actual operation status, but they’re still alive due to many factors in reality. 

Therefore, it is necessary to find different symptoms suffered by private enterprises 

easily in the different stages by discussing features of life cycle at all stages to bring 

private companies from survival to development period, and then to prime period.  

2.3.4.1 Divisions of life cycle stages of Chinese private enterprises 

The evolutionary process of enterprise life contains different stages or periods, which is 

a key logic presumption in the theory of enterprise life cycle. Domestic studies of 

enterprise life cycle pay more attention to stage theory. In the paper, it believes life 

cycle of Chinese private enterprises can be divided into four stages according to its 

specialty: survival stage, development stage, rising and down stage and regeneration 

stage.  
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This is division is based on the following aspects: firstly, it combines natural and social 

features of enterprise life. An enterprise goes from birth to death, the process of which 

contains various development stages. In this perspective, enterprise life has the same 

features as human or other organisms and can be named as natural features of enterprise 

life. In the meantime, enterprise life is much different from human or other organisms 

because it has obvious social features which show that an enterprise, as a social 

organization is reborn through recreation but this is impossible for organisms like 

human. Therefore, we divided life cycle of private enterprise into four stages: survival, 

development, up and down and regeneration, in which the first three stages show natural 

features of enterprise life and the last stage presents its social features. Secondly, the 

fourth stage is both moderate and easy to handle and even more moderate compared 

with other stages. The second and third stages are somewhat rough; therefore many 

scholars of second and third stages divided each major stage into several minor stages, 

which are very difficult to clearly distinguish in the actual operation. It seems over 

lengthy to divide it into more than four stages and is also not easy in the actual 

operation. Dividing four stages are the closest to human or other organisms’ natural 

stages. In essence, it improves available massive four stages and helps to master staging 

criteria and features in each stage. Thirdly, position of regeneration is unique. 

Regeneration period was put in the end in the four stages because it is quite different 

from theories of other stages. As general social organization, enterprise is changed both 

by inside and outside factors. Thus, as for human or other organisms, entering decline 

stage means getting close to death and being impossible to regenerate. However, 

enterprises may be close to die like human and other organism but may also have a full 

rebirth. 

2.3.4.2 Main features of private enterprises’ life cycle at different stages 

(1) Features in the survival stage. Private companies have the following features in 

survival period: it is registered officially and just start the production, opening market 

product being its priority. The outcomes of enterprise in survival period mainly are 

presented in three aspects: firstly, an enterprise works out survival problem along with 

market development, large scale and good sales and based on this, the enterprise 

conducts quick accumulation, especially capitalizing the most of profits and adding the 

investment so that the enterprise can enter the development stage soon. Generally, this 

period is 3 to 5 years. Secondly, it’s quite arduous for company in survival period 

because it does not seize the opportunity to expend reproduction, stays at same level in 

the productive scale for a long time and never changes institutional form or 

management level. The enterprise has been keeping a production status a little bit better 

than simple reproduction, which leaves company in a flexible decision-making space. If 

the industrial environment is not favorable, it needs to simply stop for a period or go for 

another industry immediately. Therefore, this kind of ‘dwarfism’ enterprise does not die 

easily, instead it perhaps lives longer. Thirdly, it’s hard for enterprise survival when 
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certain issue such as capital or product quality goes wrong. Once enterprise was 

depressed or unable to recover or sustain, the enterprise can only shut down, go 

bankruptcy or perish. Normally speaking, average life of this kind of enterprise is 

around 5 years.  

(2) Features in the development stage. Private companies in the development stage 

have the following features: company has fully opened product market and increase 

product categories, some of which are even involved in the diversification. The 

enterprise is like a young dude full of energy and vigor. However, as the enterprise is in 

fast development with bigger scale, the management always leg behind and its 

organizational structure, management system and talent reservation have been greatly 

improved, but the coordination is not enough. Professional managers start to step into 

the enterprise management but usually feel hard to adapt to the management and at the 

same time, middle and high level talents flow frequently. Company’s operational 

orientation. The enterprise has a general profile of management strategy but does not 

own a clear and specific route and has stronger brand consciousness and achieves 

obvious performance in the brand building but is still lacking in long-term and overall 

strategical conception. The enterprise development is relatively long, mostly longer than 

10 years.  

(3) Features in the rise and fall stage. Private enterprises have the following features 

in the rise and fall stage: company is still expanding its scale but totally under the 

control of strategic plan. Enterprise has strong core competitiveness with lots of profit 

growth points and strengthens the abilities to resist risks and make innovation, forming 

a regular and systematic mechanism. The enterprise would not have big turbulence due 

to the absence of a leader or a superior because it has already owned a mechanism of 

self-adjustment and recovery. As time passes by, the enterprise is very difficult to 

expand its development and its profits are on the declining curve with the core 

competitiveness gradually disappearing and mechanisms of innovative ability and 

motivation also fading away. No one is willing to take risks but bureaucratizing 

phenomenon has become normalcy. Enterprises in the rise and fall stage have two 

outcomes in the end: one is that the enterprise can always handle a stable relation 

between “change” and “invariability”, not only keeping pace with the time but also 

maintaining its own tradition with distinguished characteristics and at the same time 

keeping the abilities to innovate and take risks. Therefore, the enterprises have changed 

highly stable status to normalcy; the other is getting close to death. When the 

enterprises’ profit goes down with scale shrinking, loss increasing, people disorientating 

and talents lost frequently, the enterprises would be merged by other companies or die 

with bankruptcy, leading to the regeneration stage. When facing decline, enterprises will 

conduct a comprehensive reform under the stimulus of internal or external force, 

especially management strategy and management even the way to break the whole 

traditional configuration and to lead company to regeneration stage. 
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(4) Features in the regeneration stage. Private enterprises have the following 

features in the regeneration stage: the enterprises have experienced tremendous shock 

brought by a comprehensive reform. Just like a person who just recovered from a severe 

illness, the enterprises need an adjusting period first and can only work better after full 

recovery. Nevertheless, this adjusting period won’t last long and is around two years. 

Under the guidance of new development strategy, enterprises may become a different 

industry or produce different products. When owning the innovative consciousness 

again with stronger ability of innovation and risk taking and changing the management 

bureaucratizing, the enterprise will be vigorous again. The entire company pays great 

attention to the regeneration, therefore those in regeneration period will soon reenter 

flourish period crossing the development stage. 

2.3.4.3 Problems shall be solved in the life cycle of private enterprises 

(1) Private enterprises get improved from survival stage to the development stage 

successfully. Most private entrepreneurs in the recent decades are transformed from 

peasants with small farmer mentality formed for thousands of years in the Chinese 

society, affecting their operation in many aspects, restricting entrepreneurs’ view of 

development as well as their adventure consciousness and innovative consciousness 

along with the enterprise development. Meanwhile, enterprise would be influenced by 

specific industry structure, operation model and competitive environment. Therefore, 

the first thing is to improve entrepreneurs’ life values and enterprise values so as to 

strive to break away from small farmer mentality. They set up companies for family 

living and better lives in the beginning, but need to transfer from this aspect to create 

wealth, return to the society and realize self-values. To stimulate owners’ spirit of risk 

taking and innovative consciousness through market competition and social guidance; 

to promote private enterprises to realize industry update through industry transfer and 

structural adjustment; to equip traditional industry with high technology.  (2) Solve 

puzzles during the development to advance private enterprises from the development 

stage to the prime stage. After entering the development stage, private enterprises will 

encounter a series of troubles: firstly, it is enterprise property institution. Along with the 

enterprise expansion, the single family ownership is formed by the private enterprise 

which needs to change or not that has been considered by the entrepreneurs over and 

over again. Secondly it is about management and talents. As the enterprise develops 

very fast, its width and depth on the management is increasing day by day. The 

enterprise with the original management mode totally depending on founder’s personal 

centralization or employing the relatives is faced with many questions, which no longer 

adapts to enterprise development. How to distribute rights? How are “outsiders” 

involved in management? How to stimulate employees’ and professional managers’ 

motivations and how to find suitable talents and keep them are unavoidable questions. 

Furthermore, it is the development strategy. Though the enterprise market and products 

kept enlarging, it’s a realistic puzzle for the enterprise to make a breakthrough on the 
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strategy and build up an overall development strategy on the long term as well as how 

to build. Finally, it’s cultural confusion. The enterprises in the process of development 

excessively indulge in busy production and sales rather than focus on accumulating 

cultural construction and especially do not summarize or think about the key issues in 

multiple relations of enterprise values and spirits with enterprise owners, personnel, 

customers and society. In the process of solving the issues, the premise will still be the 

constant improvement of owner’s life value and enterprise conception. Society and 

governmental organizations shall create a sound environment as much as possible so as 

to promote enterprises’ self-change and improvement, meanwhile vigorously advocating 

positive and negative cases to drive companies to the prime period. 

(2) To prevent early aging and maintain vitality in the prime period. As Chinese 

market economy has short history, there are only a small number of enterprises entering 

the prime period in terms of total quantity. Seen from enterprises already in the prime 

period, some enterprises have begun to show early aging. For instance, some enterprises 

gain interests just based on performance in the past and taking use of imperfect system 

of market economy, taking advantages of political voice and market resources allocation 

and monopoly of domestic market exploration, but give up the adventurous spirit 

without any fear, as well as the innovative spirit that dared to conduct revolution in the 

entrepreneurship. Enterprises leaders need to be aware of risks to prevent enterprise 

aging in the prime period. Even when an enterprise is at its peak, leaders shall feel like 

walking on the thin ice and not slack off at all, especially not losing risky and 

innovative consciousness. They ought to take full advantages of the management team 

and establish self-examination mechanism that indicates the whole picture through 

slightest things and kills aging signs in the bud.  

(3) To recreate organization and regenerate in the decline stage. The enterprises 

have two routes in front of them when entering the decline stage from continuous aging 

in the prime period. One is keep withering and getting close to the death; the other is 

recreating the organization and regenerating from the decline stage. We believe that 

enterprise can regenerate itself through recreating organization, and still is the same 

company because the enterprise can add its brand value in its regeneration. The 

organization recreation mentioned here, not only means that original enterprise 

organization has changed its structure, but more importantly is to re-position 

enterprise’s operational strategy, industry and product structure and marketing mode and 

to comprehensively integrate enterprise resources so as to appear in the market with a 

brand new appearance. 

Subjected to fluctuations of the world economy, global construction machinery industry 

has also appeared some changes and adjustments over these years. In 2013, the global 

and China construction machinery continued to downsize with the total sales of Top 50 

global construction machinery being $178.613 billion, significantly lower than those in 
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2011 and 2012, decreasing by 10.57% compared to 2012; the operating profits were 

$14.489 billion, only equivalent to the level in 2010. Caterpillar, Komatsu and Volvo 

Construction Equipment are among the world’s top three. While the output and sales of 

China construction machinery rank the first place in the world, only XCMG, Zoomlion 

and Sany Heavy Industry ranking in the Top 10. 

In the industrial development, the global construction machinery industry owns the 

following features currently: 

(1) The international construction machinery industry enters the slow growth stage. 

Construction machinery industry is closely linked with economy is influenced by 

Marco-economic condition significantly. The growth rate of construction machinery is 

much lower than that of machinery sector with the significant feature of entering the 

low-speed development stage.  

(2) The international construction machinery market and manufacturing pattern are 

relatively stable. North America, Western Europe, China and Japan have occupied about 

70% of the global market share. A number of emerging construction machinery markets 

have begun to rise over these years such as Russia and India showing an ample market 

potential. The manufacturing of global construction machinery is mainly concentrated 

in North America, Western Europe, China and Japan, contributing over 80% of the 

global total output.  

(3) Construction machinery in industrially developed countries such as the United 

States, Japan and Germany is export-oriented, while China’s construction machinery is 

domestic sales-oriented. The export ratio of construction machinery in Europe, Japan 

and the United States is about 55%, 70% and 50% respectively, while China’s export 

ratio is about 18%.  

(4) DE-stocking is one of the market focuses for global major enterprises. In 2013, 

Caterpillar’s de-stocking was worthy of $2.9 billion, while it was approximately $ 3 

billion for Zoomlion. DE-stocking forces numerous enterprises to adjust their 

production plans and future expectations.  

In the development trend, global construction machinery industry presents the following 

trend: 

(1) The construction machinery industry will continue the slow growth. The sales 

volume of construction machinery industry in Europe, Japan and North America once 

suffered a YOY decrease and remained in the downturn. The world major economies 

experienced slow recovery and the domestic demand for developed countries was weak. 

Subjected to the higher pressure from the world economy, construction machinery 

industry under-powered to recover to the higher development level and will further 

continue the slow growth.  
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(2) The manufacturing and sales of international construction machinery shift to 

emerging economies China. Atcurrent, China has the largest market and the best base 

among the developing countries, so the world large construction machinery enterprises 

flood to China to make the investment or open joint venture factories. Due to such 

contrast of economic development, the global construction machinery demand and 

manufacturing centers are transferred to China and other countries with relatively fast 

development, and the world famous large enterprises of construction machinery have 

established research centers and new manufacturing plants in China and other 

developing countries.  

(3) The intensity of merger and reorganization increases and some famous 

international enterprises have been acquired. With the continuous improvement of 

China construction machinery giants, some world famous enterprises such as 

Putzmeister, SCHWING have been the acquisition targets of China’s SOEs. M&A 

further enlarges the industrial scale and marketing coverage and China’s enterprises 

have been further improved the international level.  

(4) Energy-saving and environmental protection, information technology, green 

manufacturing and re-manufacturing have become the main direction for the 

development of construction machinery industry. Environmental protection, safety laws, 

regulations and standards keep improving and the access of international trade is also 

increased as each country has improved the restrictive standards on such factors as noise 

pollution, waste gas pollution, heat emission, oil spills, etc.; the application of 

information technology continuously develops in depth, the infusion degree of 

“informatization and industrialization” is further deepening and product technology 

continuously develops in the direction of intelligence and humanization; the innovation 

of energy-saving technologies is emerging, users’ concern for the energy consumption 

index of construction machinery is increasingly enhanced and energy-saving becomes a 

key topic for new product development; green design and green manufacturing have 

been the development mainstream; Re-manufacturing has also constituted the critical 

components of green manufacturing and circular economy development, in addition to 

the energy-saving and environmental protection of new products. 

(5) The small products and large products is developing at the same time. Medium 

and large-sized construction machinery remain the mainstream in the global 

construction machinery and will constantly refresh the index up-limit in such aspects as 

equipment power, tonnage in order to further improve the construction efficiency; 

meanwhile, miniaturization has also become a trend and large-scale infrastructure 

construction projects keep decreasing while repairing and small-scale urban projects are 

increasing in North America, Europe, Japan and other markets with various small, micro 

mechanical machines suitable to narrow areas and family courtyard operation being 

launched with a growing trend.  
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2.4.2 Historical overview of China construction machinery industry development 

Through summarizing China Construction Machinery Industry Journal published by 

Fangzhi Press, 1949, China Construction Machinery Industry Journal published by 

Tianjin Media Publishing Group(2006-2010), China Construction Machinery Industry 

Yearbook published by the China Machine Press(2015), China’s Excavator Industry for 

the Past 50 Years published by Shanghai Science and Technology Press and other 

literature, the historical literature of China Construction Machinery Industry 

development are as follows.  

China construction machinery industry can date back to the 1960s and has become an 

important manufacturing industry with a large number of enterprises, considerably 

strong manufacturing capability and a complete variety of specifications and articles 

after some 60 years of development. Since the opening up and reform, China 

construction machinery industry has greatly accelerated the internalization progress and 

almost all the world famous machinery enterprises have expanded their business to 

China. With the accelerating system and mechanism innovation as well as the increasing 

investment in science and technology R&D, China’s state-owned and private enterprises 

of construction machinery keep growing during the competition and cooperation with 

foreign-funded enterprises, creating the “three giants” competition that involves 

foreign-funded enterprises, private enterprises and state-owned enterprises.  

In the 1960s, the founding of “Construction Machinery Bureau” marked the born of 

China construction machinery industry officially. Over the past five decades or so, 

China construction machinery has generally experienced the following six growth 

stages:  

Stage 1 - Pioneering period (in 1949-1960). Before 1949, China had no 

construction machinery industry in precise sense, but only a few of workshop-style 

repair factories engaged in fixing simple construction machines and other equipment. 

Between 1949 and 1960, construction machinery was still not an independent industry 

in China, but other industries concurrently produced a portion of simple small 

construction machinery products. During the period of the “first five-year plan”, with 

the surging domestic demand for construction machinery, the products of machinery 

production industry were far away from meeting the growing needs, other industries 

(e.g.: the former Construction Engineering Department, Ministry of Transport, Ministry 

of Railway) had to produce some simple construction machines.  

Stage 2 - Industrial Formation Period (in 1961-1978). On Dec. 9th, 1960, the former 

No.1 Machinery Industry Ministry established the No.5 Administration (Construction 

Machinery Bureau), which was responsible for the domestic development of 

construction machinery. On April 24th, 1961, the No.5 Administration under the No.1 

Machinery Industry Ministry (Construction Machinery Bureau) was announced to be 
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founded. There were 20 centralized enterprises, including four subordinated factories, 

namely: Fushun Excavator Factory, Shenyang Pneumatic Tools Factory, Xuanhua 

Construction Machinery Factory and Shaoguan Excavator Factory. On February 1961, 

China set up the Construction Machinery Research Institute under the No.1 Machinery 

Industry Ministry in Beijing. On October 1963, the Machinery Administration of 

Construction Engineering Ministry was incorporated to the No.5 Administration under 

the No.1 Machinery Industry Ministry, and gradually transferred its subordinated 

factories to the No.5 Administration under the No.1 Machinery Industry Ministry. On 

December 1964, the construction machinery industry set up a group of third-tier 

enterprises. On August 9th of 1978, that excavation machinery, compaction machinery, 

piling machinery, concrete machinery was assigned from the No.1 Machinery Industry 

Ministry to the centralized management of National Construction Committee, and 

further assigned to 60 subordinates under the National Construction Committee, so that 

“two” unique manufacturing systems of China construction machinery industry were 

established.  

Stage 3 - Comprehensive Growth Period (in 1979-1990). Along with the growing 

scale of national infrastructure investment and the ongoing introduction of foreign funds, 

the machinery industry with the fragmented construction due to the “two” 

manufacturing systems cannot meet the needs of new development situation any longer. 

SDPC (State Development Planning Commission) organized the No.1 Machinery 

Industry Ministry, Ministry of Construction, Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Railway, 

Ministry of Forestry, Ministry of Weapons, PLA Engineering Corps and other industries 

to jointly set up the State Industrial Planning Team for Construction Machinery, which 

was responsible for coordinating the industrial investment, enterprise deployment and 

arrangement, introducing foreign technologies and foreign funds, etc. Since 1985, China 

sequentially implemented several reforms on all competent authorities of construction 

machinery. In 1998, China removed the Ministry of Machinery Industry, established the 

State Administration of Machinery Industry, conducted a comprehensive macro-level 

administration on machinery industry, canceled the administrative function of ministries, 

administrations concerned on machinery sector, and implemented the big industry 

administration on construction machinery. Since the implementation of “the 7th 

five-year plan”, with the development of market economy, construction machinery 

industry experienced a rapid growth and was widely distributed nationwide with new 

products, new technologies and new marketing patterns extensively applied to all 

aspects of construction machinery industry.  

Stage 4 - Rapid Growth Stage (in 1990-2004).Since the 1990s, China construction 

machinery industry has entered the rapid growth. In this period, manufacturers came to 

realize that only good products were not enough, should products be delivered to the 

customers’ hands in a fast and efficient manner, and should timely and complete 

after-sales service be provided as well. To this end, they changed the past operation 
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mode that integrated production, supply and selling and began to build their own sales 

channels. It was in this period that China agent enterprises of construction machinery 

emerged and gradually grew to be a new commercial group. It was also in this period 

that China had attracted more and more foreign funds and world famous brands because 

of its enormous potential market demand and a number of foreign construction 

machinery manufacturers invested and set up factories in China. The state-of-art 

technologies, equipment and managerial experience as well as the foreign mature agent 

system came along with the inflow of foreign capital. Agent system as a commercial 

term and marketing philosophy began to propagate and work in the construction 

machinery industry. A considerable number of agent enterprises successfully learned the 

advanced managerial methods and operating experience with increasingly mature 

operating philosophy and gradually became outstanding agent enterprises of 

construction machinery when cooperating with foreign enterprises. However, the 

People’s Bank of China announced on March 24th, 2004 to implement the differential 

reserve ratio followed by a set of macro regulation and control policies from low 

priority to high priority, from point to face issued by the government. This impact 

somewhat inhibited the rapid growth of construction machinery which entered the 

adjustment stage.  

Stage 5 - Rapid growth stage (in 2005 - 2010).Since 2005, China construction 

machinery industry ushered the bright spring after a period of adjustment. By 2007, the 

industrial output surged and the output and sales of major construction machinery 

continuously hit the record. In 2007, industrial total revenue reached RMB 222.3 billion, 

1.95 times of total revenue in 2004. Meanwhile, the average growth rate of industrial 

revenue reached 22.3% in 2004-2007. In the last two years of the national “11th 

five-year plan”, the average growth rate was as high as 34.2%, which marked the 

so-called “blowout” period throughout the history of industrial development. During 

this period, the construction machinery enterprises with 10 billions-level revenue 

increased and 15 enterprises has been listed in the top 500 enterprises released by China 

Enterprise Confederation and China Enterprise Directors Association and at the same 

time a group of outstanding enterprises reached to 100 billions-level and headed for 

international, comprehensive and large-scale enterprises. Transnational enterprises 

showed an intense momentum to merge and operate the solely funded enterprises in 

China, the national distribution of foreign-funded enterprises were set up around the 

China and the rising of domestic brands had made China’s construction machinery 

enterprises present the distinctive momentum of “internationalization”.  

Stage 6 - Economic New Normal Growth Period (in 2011- ). The year of 2011 was 

a turning point or “watershed” for the development of China construction machinery 

industry. At the completion of “11th five-year plan”, the “blowout” growth of China 

construction machinery industry triggered by the “four trillion” investment portfolio 

came to an end and construction machinery witnessed an obvious decline from April 
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2011after experiencing one crazy quarter. In 2012, the domestic sales volume of eight 

major construction machines (excavators, bulldozers, construction cranes, industrial 

vehicles, loaders, graders, road rollers, pavers) had a YOY increase of -33.4%, -22.3%, 

-35.0%, -7.2%, -29.7%、-17.0%, -38.5%, -33.4%, -22.1% respectively. Besides the sharp 

decrease of sales volume, the profitability of construction machinery enterprises was 

also reduced. In 2012, the revenue of thirteen key construction machinery enterprises 

was RMB 369.85 billion, only in a YOY decrease of 3.7%. Nonetheless, the profit 

decline greatly exceeded the revenue decline by 30%, in a YOY decrease of 34.1%, 

while the total profits reached RMB 22.343 billion. Such decline could be primarily 

attributed to the fact that all enterprises expanded their sales by bearing debts under the 

context of the economic downturn and the accounts receivable reached RMB 91 billion 

in 2012, in a YOY increase of 61.3%. Meanwhile, the interest rate of monetary market 

gradually rose, which led to the sharp increase of financial costs and interest expenses. 

Financial costs and interest expenses had a YOY increase of 73.8% and 55.4% 

respectively. In 2013, total sales revenue of construction machinery sector hit RMB 410 

billion, decreasing by RMB 152.6 billion than that in the previous year with YOY 

increase of -27.1%. According to the data from China Construction Machinery 

Association, in January-April 2015, the domestic sales volume of excavators, loaders, 

graders, industrial vehicles, crane trucks, lorry-mounted cranes, road rollers and pavers 

had a YOY decrease of 44.2%, 52.3%, 27.4%, 6.43%, 39.6%, 20.0%, 27.1% and 7.18%, 

respectively from January to April，2015. Except for the YOY sales increase of pavers, 

the sales volume of other construction machinery experienced the decline at various 

levels.  

Over the past fifty years of development, China construction machinery industry has 

taken the path of autonomous development after ups and downs, and gradually 

developed and grew and has 20 categories, 288 series, 2,300 types and over 4,500 

models up to now. Domestic products also begin to rise to their feet in international 

market and show the brilliant momentum relying on the excellent price ratio when 

gradually occupying the domestic market share; however, it also faces a lot of problems 

when yielding the satisfactory results.  

(1) The production and marketing power nation is conflicting with the 

competitiveness of proprietary products. As China’s construction machinery industry 

rapidly develops and the market scale is the largest in the world. Nonetheless, China’s 

construction machinery products only have a few of core technologies with intellectual 

property rights, where the “clone” products occupied a larger proportion. Only a small 

number of enterprises or groups reach or approach the developed countries with respect 

to technological development levels, due to the weak strength of technological 

development and the limited investment of R&D funds, the overall technological levels 

of product are still behind that of the developed countries, particularly the localization 
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rate of large construction complete set is too low. For example, the large earthwork 

construction machines, large construction bridge erectors, large asphalt concrete 

regeneration complete set for high-grade highway and other sectors mainly rely on the 

direct importation or cooperative production using foreign advanced technologies. 

Meanwhile, the domestic absorption levels of introduced technologies vary from 

enterprise to enterprise, a lot of introduced products cannot be mass produced due to the 

importation of key parts, most products on supply market are old products designed and 

partially modified with reference to the foreign prototypes of the 1970s, the technical 

levels are not high. According to the statistics of 1,000h reliability test and “three 

warranties”, the mean time between failures (MTBF) of China’s construction machinery 

is within 200～300h, while the international levels reach 500～800h; the overhaul 

lifetime of machinery with no imported engine is only 4,000～5,000h, while the 

international levels reach 8,000～1,0000h, and the large product with a power over 

200kw is close to 20,000h. The disadvantage of product reliability and overhaul lifetime 

impacts the international competitiveness of China’s construction machinery. As the 

technological levels are not high and the quality is unstable, domestic machines are 

often inaccessible to the critical construction parts in key project, and the required spare 

parts have to be imported. Therefore, China’s construction machinery sector is big but 

not strong, compared to Germany, the United States and other power nations of 

construction machinery.  

(2) Industrial growth is significantly impacted by the macro-economy. Since the 

1990s, under the guidance of opening-up and reform policy, with the accelerated 

economic growth, China has shifted its investment focus to transportation, water 

conservancy, hydro-power project construction, electric power communication, 

environmental protection and other infrastructure construction, maintaining a good 

momentum of construction machinery sector, so as to achieve “two” strategic goals - 

urbanization and modernization.  

Construction machinery falls into the category of investment-driven products; market 

demand is largely subject to the macroeconomic policies, especially the investment 

policies. However, the national economic policies are alternately tight and expanding 

(expanding government investment, encouraging private investment, easing monetary 

policy in case of slow economic growth, insufficient investment or worsening 

unemployment; tightening the fiscal policies and monetary policies, reducing 

investment and increasing legal reserve ratio, in case of overheating economy, excessive 

investment or inflation, so as to regulate the operation of national economy), with a 

certain of cyclicity. Cyclic fluctuations (prosperity phase, depression phase, recovery 

phase and the next boom phase) of production and demand of the construction 

machinery sector are independent of man's will. 

For instance, in 2006-2008, construction machinery sector quickly recovered due to a 
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large number of infrastructure construction, faster growth of fixed assets investment, 

and the export vigorously driving the sector. After the financial crisis of 2008, 

construction machinery sector began to decline, and then rapidly rebounded as a result 

of national policies for stimulating domestic demand. Since 2011, the state changed the 

original direction of macro-control, formulated a set of tight policies for the regulation 

of infrastructure construction, reduction of development zones, strict control on land 

acquisition, control and cease on credit loan and mortgage to curb the overheated 

economy, putting an end to another round of “blowout” peak of construction machinery 

sector, and the market situation has not fundamentally recovered from 2012 till now.  

(3) Lacking of core technologies seriously impedes the international 

competitiveness of enterprises. The status of construction machinery sector in 

international market depends on core technologies. Although the main industrial 

products rank the first place in the world, China’s manufacturing is in the downstream 

and low-end position in global industrial chain. It can be mainly attributed to lacking of 

core technologies, low added value, small proportion of independent intellectual 

property rights, and lacking of international competitiveness. China’s construction 

machinery sector makes a breakthrough in international market share only by increasing 

the horsepower in innovation, research and development of core technologies.  

(4) The appreciation of Renminbi adds to the impediment to industrial development. 

In recent years, under various pressures, the appreciation of Renminbi continues. 

Throughout the domestic market of construction machinery, once Renminbi appreciates, 

foreign products will have more access to the domestic market, vigorously increasing 

the market share. In contrast, the exportation of domestic products will decrease; the 

trade surplus will narrow down, thereby intensifying the competition of domestic 

market. The decrease of price advantage will impede the exportation, the enterprises of 

China’s construction machinery sector have to survive and develop facing a multitude 

of difficulties.  

(5) The cost of enterprise rises. Over these years, the rising factor cost for China’s 

enterprises, funds tension for some enterprises, financing difficult of small and 

medium-sized enterprises will be prominent. From 2010, Australia substantially 

increased the mining tax rate, which led to the rising steel cost. Besides, China’s 

industrial development over the last decades largely benefits from the cheap labor cost. 

In crisis of labor cost, labor-intensive enterprises have to migrate to the regions with 

low labor cost or transform to technology-intensive business, or will be eliminated by 

the society. Although the construction machinery sector does not entirely belong to 

labor-intensive sector, many enterprises still gain an advantage by cheap labor cost, thus 

facing the challenge of transformation.  

(6) Energy-saving and emission reduction force enterprises to face the severe 

challenges. Environmental concern is a global topic, and it has become the international 
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trend to develop green economy. Machinery sector is a major contributor to carbon 

emission, it is an imperative to save energy and reduce emission. Over these years, 

some enterprises begin to focus on hybrid, re-manufacturing and other technologies, 

which is an exploration and attempt to orient for energy-saving and environmental 

protection. It is expected that China’s domestic enterprises and products can rewrite the 

history and create a new situation for global construction machinery market, in a new 

round of energy-saving competition.  

(7) The transformation and upgrading of domestic enterprises are sluggish. For the 

past years, the sales volume of construction machinery continues the rapid growth, 

which sufficiently fulfills the market demand of construction machinery, as driven by 

the increase of market share and the expansion of production and selling scale, 

construction machinery enterprises generally hold a higher expectation for growth, 

some enterprises are busy with market supply while neglecting the technological R&D, 

transformation and upgrading, even the blundering emotions and behaviors are apparent 

in some fields. However, when the economy enters the phase of appropriate adjustment 

and rational recovery, the market demand and expected sales target of construction 

machinery intensely conflict, and the market competition intensifies. Until now, some 

enterprises don’t pay much attention to the competition of global construction 

machinery enterprises in high-end field, nor treat the transformation, upgrading and 

self-improvement as the development focus.  

(8) The domestic demand declines and the low-position market operation cannot be 

changed in the short term. From Q2 of 2011, subject to the national prudent monetary 

policy, strengthened liquidity management, increased efforts in the regulation and 

control of real estate market and withdrawal of some stimulus packages responding to 

crisis, as well as other multiple factors, the sales volume for individual enterprise 

decreased month by month, finished goods inventory and dealers’ inventory 

significantly increased, accounts receivable continuously increased, the YOY increase 

drastically declined, as followed by the low-position market operation, presently this 

condition remains unchanged fundamentally.  

(9) The growth rate of production capacity is too high; the vicious competition 

worsens. Over these years, the growth rate of production capacity is too high, the 

upgrading sales tactics or excessive marketing also overdraws a portion of market 

demand, resulting in the non-standard market competition within the sector, or even the 

frequent occurrence of unfair operation. High rewards to sales, zero down payment, low 

down payment, too long payment time, too high ratio of financing lease, and lack of 

management in second-hand equipment disrupt the market order and increase the 

operating risk.  

(10) Key parts still depend on the foreign importation. Thee production and supply 

of common parts and components are adequate, but key parts of high technology and 
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high added value mainly depend on importation, for example, transmission components, 

control elements, diesel engine and key hydraulic parts are in serious shortage, excess 

capacity and structural shortage are sharply contrasted, which seriously restricts the 

development of China’s construction machinery to high-end technological products.  
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Chapter III Research Method 

Based on the theory of punctuated equilibrium" (Tushman et al., 1985), theory of 

enterprise strategic change and enterprise life cycle theory, the paper used the case study 

methods (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2009) to explore the answers to the research problems. 

Although there were so many studies on the organizational evolution, enterprise 

strategic change, enterprise life cycle abroad, China construction machinery agent 

enterprise owned its unique historical backgrounds, had its own features in the 

economic basis, investors and industry emphasis and so on and was in the cultural 

environment quite from the western culture which played an important role in the 

organization and its development (Shane, 1992). Domestic scholars paid less attention 

to the organizational evolution and strategic reform of China construction machinery 

agent enterprise, therefore there was necessary to make in-depth study. Case studies 

were conductive to collect the information comprehensively and could utilize a variety 

of methods to collect the data such as the interview, internal documents, network, 

questionnaires, journals and magazines so as to collect the information of the study 

object comprehensively, especially those which cannot be obtained through some public 

channels, thus in-sighting the nature of management phenomenon deeply. The chapter 

will describe the basic information, data collection and data analytic methods of 

Shandong Jundar Group in accordance. 

3.1 Case selection 

The research object selection is rather important in the case study, which is not selected 

randomly but aiming at some special requirements. In general, the extreme cases are 

rather applicable for case study. Hence, the research on such cases can help people to 

realize the nature of things so as to better reflect the theory substance behind the 

phenomenon (Eisenhardt, 1989). The research objective included theory exploration. 

Meanwhile, it is wished that the relevant policy-making departments, manufacturers and 

engineering machinery agents can provide good policies or development suggestions. 

Therefore, the case selection criteria are divided into “the most typical” and “the most 

successful”. The most typical case will bring out universality for conclusions to the 

greatest extent. The most successful case will show practicability on research 

achievements to the greatest extent. From the above mentioned, this paper chose 

Shandong Jundar (Group) Co., Ltd. It can be seen from the brief introduction that 

Jundar Group is not only a typical case for organizational evolution of agent enterprises 

of construction machinery in China, but one of the most successful cases among agent 

enterprises of construction machinery. Therefore, it completely meets “extreme” 

criterion.  

Shandong Jundar (Group) Co., Ltd was firstly born in 1999. After 16-year development, 
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it has become a large-scale engineering machinery service provider with integrated 

complete machine sales, after-sales service, maintenance service, accessories service, 

engineering machinery re-manufacturing, engineering machinery driving and 

maintenance technical training, used excavator import sales and engineering machinery 

labor skill identification.  

Based on the tenet of “help customers to create wealth, become an engineering 

machinery service export”, Shandong Jundar (Group) Co., Ltd has established strategic 

partnership with Hyundai Heavy Industries, Cummins Engine, Yannmar and Lonking 

etc.  

The company has been awarded honors and qualifications including “Cummins Engine 

Best Customer Service Award”, “Hyundai Heavy Industries Best Sales Agent Award”, 

“Hyundai Excavator Outstanding After-sales Service Award, China Lonking Holding 

Strategic Partners, China Engineering Machinery Agent Working Committee 

Outstanding Director Unit, China Construction Machinery Association Maintenance 

Branch Outstanding Director Unit, China Engineering Machinery Labor Skill 

Identification Shandong Station, the First Batch 15 Import Used Excavator 

Qualification Enterprise approved by Ministry of Commerce”. Further, the company is 

also a standing director member of Shandong Enterprise Federation, Shandong 

Entrepreneur Association, Shandong Quality Control Association and Shandong 

Federation of Industrial Economics. 

The sales revenue broke through 0.2 million yuan in 2006; the sales revenue achieved 

0.3 billion yuan in 2007; the sales revenue achieved 0.5 billion yuan in 2008; the sales 

revenue broke through 1.2 billion yuan in 2010; the company has entered into the list of 

a large-scale engineering machinery agent in China successfully. 

“Four Development Stages” as well as Stage Characteristics of Shandong Jundar 

(Group) Co., Ltd 

(1) Dong Jingchun left Shandong Agricultural Machinery Authority and then 

founded Shandong Jundar (Group) Co., Ltd in January, 1999. The company mainly 

engages in Sumitomo excavator parts and maintenance service. The company’s main 

mission was to survive in the fierce market due to insufficient capital, professionals, 

marketing personnel and mainstream complete product for market demands. Hence, this 

stage was hard with slow development. Concerning enterprise management, similar 

with many private enterprises in pioneering stage, the company basically had no 

management mode or organizational structure. However, thanks to Dong Jingchun’s 

previous working in the state organ, various friends from agricultural machinery 

systems offered assistance in pioneering stage. Further, with hard-working employees, 

the business volume was expanding gradually and the performance was growing 

continuously. The company gets through the pioneering stage.  
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(2) Stage 2: 2001-2004, rapid development stage  

In the late 1990s, with the rapidly increasing economy in China, especially the 

infrastructure construction and hydraulic engineering construction such as big rivers etc., 

the market demand for engineering machinery was increasing quickly in China. The 

huge market demand and abundant profit space attract a large number of world 

engineering machinery manufacturers to enter into China successively. The 

world-famous engineering machinery manufacturers including Caterpillar, Komatsu, 

Hitachi, Kobelion, Daewoo and Hyundai Heavy Industries etc. founded jointly-funded 

or exclusively foreign-funded enterprises in about 1995. After entering into China, 

though with rich product design and manufacture as well as market operation 

experience, the jointly-funded or exclusively foreign-funded enterprises shall establish 

marketing channel systems that are suitable to China’s unique conditions. 

The company got very slow development concerning the parts and maintenance in 2000. 

Hence, Dong Jingchun started to seek for complete machine marketing business for 

greater development space. At that time, the sales of joint venture plant of Hyundai 

Heavy Industries in China also encountered difficulties aiming to seek for new 

marketing channels. Through consultation and strict investigation, Jundar Company 

became the fourth agent of Hyundai excavator in Jinan. Further, Jundar Company 

started its Hyundai excavator agency career in March, 2003, which achieved the 

business transformation from parts sales and maintenance to complete machine sales 

and service. Though still with crises in the development, Jundar Company moves 

towards fast lane with rapid development.    

(3) Stage 3: 2005-2010, initial group development stage  

After three-year “blowout” rapid growth in 2001, 2002 and 2003, the complete machine 

sales market in China engineering machinery industry experienced a shape decline 

affected by national macroeconomics policy in 2004. Many emerging machinery agents 

came to a premature end rapidly. However, Jundar Company not only got through the 

“winter” in engineering machinery industry successfully, but stepped on a group 

development road with a more healthy way by relying on its high-level management 

and strict risk control system; the sales revenue broke through 2 billion yuan in 2006; 

the company achieved 3 billion yuan in 2007 and 5 billion yuan in 2008; the company 

achieved sales revenue of 12 billion yuan and became one of the large-scale agents in 

China engineering machinery in 2010.  

(4) Stage 4: 2011 to present, transformation develop stage under new normal  

Since the second quarter in 2011, affected by multiple factors such as prudent monetary 

policy, liquidity management and increasing regulation on real estate market as well as 

some reflationary policies to deal with crises, the whole engineering machinery industry 

was in a low-price running stage. The parts supply, complete machine production, sales 
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agency and end users were encountering severe test. Particularly, the agent groups 

named as “survival in the cracks” are confronted with ever-increasing challenges and 

pressure including sharp sales volume decline, money squeeze, huge payment collection 

pressure and more and more intense cash flow as well as inventory drops etc. In this 

stage, Jundar took precautions and made leading adjustment by adopting a series of 

targeted measures and dealing with unprecedented crises in the industry effectively, 

which maintained its steady development.   

It can be found by reviewing the development course of Shandong Jundar Group that 

there existed obvious difference among four stages. The enterprise showed significant 

qualitative leap between two stages, which was mainly reflected on its strategic 

orientation. According to the core thoughts of punctuated equilibrium theory, the 

enterprise will experience relatively short radial reforms after some relatively slow 

gradual changes in a certain period, which is reflected on organizational strategy 

positioning as well as a series of structural changes.  

The preliminary study indicated that the case of Shandong Jundar Group conforms to 

the standard of theoretical sampling (Coyne, 1997, Eisenhardt, 1989). Hence, Jundar 

Group can be taken as the research object. Jundar Group integrated “punctuated 

equilibrium theory of organizational evolution” (Sastry, 1997; Tushman et al, 1985), 

“enterprise strategy reform theory” and “enterprise life cycle theory”. Therefore, its 

development course can be taken as the theoretical guidance for this case study.  

3.2 Data Collection 

Data collection is one of the core contents of case study. The diversified information can 

endow case study with more reliable credibility and validity (Yin, 2009). The data 

collection cannot be completed for once. Instead, it is a repeated process with the 

research progress (Yin, 2009). The data collection in this paper ran through the whole 

research process, which can be divided into five stages from the time perspective. In the 

data collection process, the possible sources of data shall be used to guarantee construct 

validity (Yin, 2009) including interview, network, journal, magazines, news, internal 

files and data etc. Considering that the author was the Chairman and CEO of the case 

study enterprise. In order to ensure the objectivity and authenticity of data collection, 

the interview with internal employees, manufacturer of agents as well as enterprise 

customers would be conducted by the authors’ assistant research team independently. 

The interview with China Construction Machinery Association and China Construction 

Machinery Agent Working Committee would be conducted by the author and assistant 

team. 

Stage 1: summary and reflection stage  

In this stage, the author summarized and reviewed the development course of case 

company---Shandong Junta (Group) Co., Ltd over 16 years by reading its weekly 
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newspaper, monthly magazine, minutes, monthly summary, annual summary, annual 

strategy symposium summary, author’s speech in various important meetings as well as 

major events, various rules and regulations, management process, various consulting 

reports, industry development history and reports and various macroeconomics research 

data in China and Shandong Province etc.  

Stage 2: internal interview and research stage  

The research expert team formulated interview outline and then conducted interview 

and research on four senior managements and four core middle-level cadres in 

Shandong Junta Group by adopting semi-structural interview forms according to 

“punctuated equilibrium theory”, “enterprise strategy reform theory” and “enterprise life 

cycle theory” (eg: Gersick, 1991; Romanelli et al, 1994; Sastry, 1997) aiming to know 

more about the whole development history process of Shandong Jundar Group and 

guarantee the objective fairness of internal interview and research stage. In the 

interview and research process, the author led the interviewees to talk about their 

opinions on the organization development course, beginning and ending time as well as 

major events in various stages, the external environment changes confronted by 

organization in various stages as well as its influence on the organization, internal 

environment change as well as its influence on the organization etc. Further, the author 

conducted deep discussion with the interviewees on important events concerning 

organizational evolution and strategic reform etc. aiming to better its significance in the 

whole organizational evolution process.  

In order to make sure the interview owned the objective independence and information 

authenticity, the interview at that stage would be conducted by the three experts from 

the assistant research team independently and were around two hours for each 

interviewee. Telling the interviewees that the related information was only used for 

academic research and all the audios would be transferred into the text materials after 

the interview. The author would ask the interviewees the correct information when there 

were doubts. All the text material in the interviews would be numbered in accordance 

with the table 3-2 and the related materials indicated would be noted by the 

corresponding numbers. The documents provided the foundation for the data collection 

and whole case study in the next stage. Furthermore, in order to make sure to capture 

and understand the information, three researchers of assistant research team would 

attend each interview and all researchers are scholars who focus on the organizational 

and strategic studies. One of the researchers was in charge of asking the interviewees 

according to the interview outline and other two researchers took charge of recording 

and writing and also asked the supplementary questions to remind the interviewees of 

mentioning some details or to confirm some key dates and events, etc. 
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Table 3-1 Interview outline in stage I 

Interview content  Leading questions  

Personal information  Please introduce your working condition (including position, responsibility 

and service year etc.)  

Organizational 

evolution  

1. To your knowledge, what development course does Jundar Group 

experience from its foundation to present?  

2. To your knowledge, what are the major events in those development 

stages?  

External environment  1. What external environment factors play an important role in the 

organizational evolution and strategic reform of Jundar Group?  

2. What correlation among those external factors?  

Internal environment  1. What internal environment factors play an important role in the 

organizational evolution and strategic reform of Jundar Group?  

2. What correlation among those internal factors? 

Senior leaders  1. What is the role of senior management in the above mentioned 

organizational evolution and strategic reform process? 

2. Where are their functions  

Table 3-2 Interviewees in stage 2 

No  Interviewees Position  Time  Palace  

R1 Lin Yiguo  Vice president, 

technical director  

December, 3, 2015  Conference room in 

Jundar Group  

R2 Xu Jun   

CEO and human 

resource director  

Do ditto  Do ditto 

R3 Yang Jie  General manager of 

Junrun Company  

December, 6, 2015  Do ditto 

R4 Dong Jinming  General manager of 

Junlong Company  

Do ditto Do ditto 

R5 Ren Junfeng  Branch manager  December, 11, 2015  Do ditto 

R6 Cao Shanwei Branch manager  Do ditto Do ditto 

R7 Liu Li  Technical service 

manager in Junlong  

December, 17, 2015  Do ditto 

R8 Dong Honglei  Director of 

maintenance 

technology  

 Do ditto 

Stage 3: external interview and research stage 
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This paper formulated interview outline by adopting structural interview forms 

according to “punctuated equilibrium theory”, “enterprise strategy reform theory” and 

“enterprise life cycle theory” (e.g. Gersick, 1991; Romanelli et al, 1994; Sastry, 1997) 

and conducted depth interview on the leaders of CCMA, CCMA Agent Working 

Committee, Construction Machinery Today Magazine, Korea Heavy Industries 

Construction Co., Ltd, China Lonking Holdings Group and Shandong Jundar Group etc. 

To ensure the objective independence and information authenticity of the interview, the 

three experts of assistant research team independently interviewed the principals from 

Korean Heavy Industries, China Longing Holding Group and so on which were senior 

typical representative customers of Shandong Junta group and others would be 

interviewed by the assistant research team with each interviewee around two hours. 

Telling the interviewees that the related information was only used for academic 

research and all the audios would be transferred into the text materials after the 

interview. The author would ask the interviewees the correct information when there 

were doubts. All the text material in the interviews would be numbered in accordance 

with the table 3-4 and the related materials indicated would be noted by the 

corresponding numbers. The documents provided the foundation for the data collection 

and whole case study in the next stage. In the interview and research process, the author 

led the interviewees to talk about the influence of national macro-economic 

development and industry development on Shandong Jundar Group development as 

well as the beginning and end of main stages in the historical development process, 

periodical characteristics and major historical events in the organizational evolution 

process so as to compare and verify the internal interview results and data.  

Table 3-3 Interview outline in stage 3 

Interview content  Leading questions  

Personal information  Please introduce your working condition (including position, responsibility 

and service year etc.)  

Organizational 

evolution  

1. To your knowledge, what development course does Junta Group 

experience from its foundation to present?  

2. To your knowledge, what are the major events in those development 

stages?  

External environment  1. What external environment factors play an important role in the 

organizational evolution and strategic reform of Junta Group?  

2. What correlation among those external factors?  

Internal environment  1. What internal environment factors play an important role in the 

organizational evolution and strategic reform of Jundar Group?  

2. What correlation among those internal factors? 

Senior leaders  1. What is the role of senior management in the above mentioned 
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organizational evolution and strategic reform process? 

2. Where are their functions  

Table 3-4 Interviewees in stage 3 

No  Interviewee

s 

Position  Time  Place  

R1 Yin 

Zhicheng  

General Manager of 

Hyundai (Jiangsu) Heavy 

Industry  

March, 3, 2016  Changzhou 

Hyundai meeting 

room  

R2 Zheng 

Kewen  

Vice-president of China 

Lonking  

March, 5, 2016  Shanghai Lonking 

meeting room  

R3 Feng 

Guiying  

Secretary general of 

CCMA  

April, 1, 2016  National 

Association Office  

R4 Yan Han  Director of Construction 

Machinery Today 

Magazine Research 

Center  

Do ditto Do ditto 

R5 Wang Kun  Manager of China 

Lonking in Shandong  

April, 3, 2016  Conference room of 

Jundar Group  

R6 Liu Xiyong  User of Jundar Hyundai 

Excavator  

Do ditto Do ditto 

R7 Liu 

Changbo  

User of Jundar Hyundai 

Excavator 

Do ditto Do ditto 

R8 Wang Tao  Do ditto Do ditto Do ditto 

Stage 4: historical documents and materials collection 

This paper mainly collected the national macroeconomics data, national industrial 

development policy data, Shandong regional macro-economic data, Shandong regional 

industrial development policy, China Construction Machinery Industry Yearbook, 

Market report of China Construction Machinery Circulation Field, annual operation 

planning of Jundar Group, annual work summary, minutes of annual strategy 

symposium, annual financial data, stage operation development data and resource 

allocation data etc.  

Stage 5: supplementary research stage  

Based on the previous survey and deepened research, the supplementary research 

outline shall be formulated according to the practical demands so as to satisfy the whole 

research plans.  

All the data including files, interview notes and record from various channels were got 
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together in a word document for further analysis. Further, the triangulation method was 

used to verify the sources of data so as to guarantee reliability as well as research 

credibility and validity (Gurtov, 1993; Miles and Huberman, 1984; Yin, 2009) 

3.3 Analytic Method 

The case study aims to clarify why to make a decision or a series of decisions (perhaps 

various layers including individual, organization, group, process and system etc.), how 

to implement those decisions and what are the consequences (Schramm, 1971). The data 

analysis is rather important for case study, which intends to abstract specific topic and 

construct from a large number of data via scientific method and steps. It is similar to 

factor analysis (Lee, 1999; Silverman, 2004; Xin Rong et al, 2001). The analysis 

thought and step will relate to results and then affect the research conclusion directly. 

The data analysis process mainly relies on “a series of constructs” proposed for the 

application and integration of “punctuated equilibrium theory of organizational 

evolution”, “enterprise strategy reform theory” and “enterprise life cycle theory”.  

The data analysis process of case study is rather important, which is quite different from 

many quantitative research methods. The data analysis does not have specific process or 

rule, but Yin (1989) put forward three analysis methods as follows, which may provide 

certain reference:  

(1) Pattern matching; it means to compare a mode based on empirical foundation 

with one or several hypotheses. If the mode is not matched to that in the practice, then 

the initial research assumption is questionable. 

(2) Constructive explanation; the researcher constructs an explanation by stating the 

research phenomena. This technique can adopt several forms. The typical method: the 

researchers put forward the basic theoretical statement of some processes and results, 

made comparison with case study to revise the above mentioned statement and analyzed 

the second similar cases with further repetition. 

(3) Time sequence; the researchers made comparisons on theory tendency or other 

similar tendencies of a series of opinions and hypotheses in the data. 

Based on the above case study analysis thought, this paper took “punctuated equilibrium 

theory of organizational evolution”, “enterprise strategy reform theory” and “enterprise 

life cycle theory” as the guidelines to understand the organizational evolution rules of 

engineering machinery agent enterprises by analyzing the strategic reform and 

organizational evolution process of Shandong Jundar (Group) Co., Ltd based on the 

basic thoughts and key constructs as well as its comprehensive logic framework of 

“three theories”.  

The specific data analysis included the following steps: 

First of all, the author read some related files including documents formed by 
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interview as well as other ways carefully. The collected data can be divided into two 

categories: one, the data related to environment variables such as national 

macroeconomic environment, national industrial policy, economic development 

environment in Shandong Province, industrial policy in Shandong Province 

development status of engineering machinery industry; two, the data related to 

enterprise variables including organizational orientation, organizational performance 

and other aspects in its evolutionary history and process. 

The second was to analyze the macro environment of strategic reform and 

organizational evolution of Shandong Jundar machinery construction (group). Analyze 

the macro and micro economic data to reflect the macro economy environment and 

market of China construction machinery agent industry based on the China macro 

economy environment, Shandong economic environment of Shandong Jundar as well as 

the industrial change of China construction machinery agent industry and construction 

machinery agent industry. 

The third was to analyze the organizational evolution and strategic reform of the 

group and to confirm its stage division of organizational evolution through discussing 

with the groups and mentor. Based on the analysis, evaluate the related constructs and 

dimensions and analyze the changes of organizational structure, organizational 

performance, strategic orientation, pressure for change and organizational inertia in the 

organizational evolution and strategic reform of the group. 

Step 4: this paper conducted contrastive analysis on the above evaluation result data, 

clarified the emerged change pattern and put forward the corresponding propositions. 

Those propositions mainly expressed the research findings in this paper, which can also 

be taken as the propositions of further empirical study.  

In the analysis process, in order to guarantee reliable research results, this paper not 

only needed to overcome the lacking objective standard at the time of qualitative 

analysis, but needed to overcome the inaccurate and incomplete quantitative data as 

well as possible data missing. Further, it was a vertical research with a large number of 

text materials. The main method in this paper was dominated by qualitative analysis and 

supplemented by quantitative evaluation. (Romanelli et al, 1994).  

construct concept cases 

developm

ent 

environm

ent 

China 

macro 

economy 

 

Shandong economy  

Construction 

machinery industry 
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Table 3-5 Example of sorting and encoding 

Source: according to the 1996-2015communiques sorted out by China national 

economy and social development  

In the qualitative analysis, the related data was encoded in accordance with the table 3-5. 

In the process of encoding, there were three experts from assistant research team who 

agent industry  

strategic 

guidance 

  

organizati

onal 

structure 

features and changes 

of organizational 

formal structure 

 

organizati

onal 

performan

ce 

financial performance 

and employee 

payments 

 

pressure 

for 

change 

necessary for change  

Organizati

onal 

inertia 

depend on the routines  

· GDP 

（100milli

on yuan） 

GDP 

Growth 

rate 

（%） 

industrial 

value-adde

d(100 

million 

yuan) 

growth rate 

of 

industrial 

value-adde

d%） 

fixed asset 

investment(

00million 

yuan) 

growth rate 

of fixed 

assent 

investment

%） 

1996 67795 9.7 28580 12.7 23660 18.2 

1997 74772 8.8 31752 11.1 25300 10.1 

1998 79553 7.8 33541 8.9 28457 14.1 

1999 82054 7.1 35357 8.5 29876 5.2 

2000 89404 8.0 39570 9.9 32619 9.3 

2001 95933 7.3 42607 8.9 36898 12.1 

2002 102398 8.0 45935 10.2 43202 16.1 

2003 116694 9.1 53612 12.6 55118 26.7 

2004 136515 9.5 62815 11.5 70073 25.8 

2005 182321 9.9 76190 11.4 88604 25.7 

2006 209407 10.7 90351 12.5 109870 24.0 

2007 246619 11.4 107367 13.5 137239 24.8 

2008 300670 9.0 129112 9.5 172291 25.5 

2009 335353 8.7 134625 8.3 224846 30.1 

2010 397983 10.3 160030 12.1 278140 23.8 

2011 471564 9.2 188572 10.7 311022 23.6 

2012 519322 7.8 199860 7.9 374676 20.3 

2013 568845 7.7 210689 7.6 447074 19.3 

2014 636463 7.4 227991 7.0 512761 15.3 

2015 676708 6.9 228974 5.9 562000 9.8 
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attended the interview and paid much attention to related theories about strategy and 

organization, owning comparatively rich case studies related to the organizational 

reform. The encoding would be completed by the author and three research people 

independently and the divergent encoding results would be discussed by them to reach 

the final consensus. 
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Chapter IV Analysis of Macro-environment 

Organizational evolution is a dynamic and complex process and in this process it not 

only includes the interaction between various elements within the Organization as well 

as interaction between the Organization and the external environment. From the 

Organization's relationship with the external environment, organizational evolution is 

nested within a larger environment, not isolated in a "vacuum". In order to better 

analyze and understand the organizational evolution of China construction machinery 

agent enterprises and find the rule, there is necessary to combine the organizational 

evolution and its macro environment to make an analysis and only the research objects 

are integrated into the whole social economic environment, can its evolutionary law can 

be understood well (Berth analyzes and understands the organizations of agent 

enterprises, the case studies are to understand the phenomenon deeply, however it needs 

some important situational factors to understand because the situational factors are 

closely to your research theme ((Yin, 2009))and important environmental change is 

usually the main pressure source of organizational reform(Romanelli et al., 1994). Only 

its organizational evolution is understood fully, can its evolutionary law can be 

understood better. 

Construction machinery industry is closely to the economic and social development of a 

country or a region and also has direct relationship between fixed-asset investment, 

especially in infrastructure construction, real estate investment, as well as social 

investment, which is easily affected by the macro-environment to a large degree. This 

chapter analyzes the Shandong Jundar construction machinery (Group) co, China’s 

macro-economic environment in the process of organizational evolution, economic 

development in Shandong province, environment changes in the market of China's 

construction machinery industry development and finally concludes that Shandong Jun 

largest group overall environmental changes in the different stages of organizational 

evolution of Shandong Jundar construction machinery Group. 

4.1 China macroeconomic environment 

Macroeconomic environment affects product market and capital goods market of the 

enterprise, which has an important influence on the various enterprises development. 

For example: the interviewee said: 

More than ten years of its rapid development, Shandong Jundar Company was under 

such context that the China economy developed very quick and various infrastructure 

construction and investment had sprung up, so the Shandong Jundar group developed 

faster with the rapid development of construction machinery industry. (R1) 

China has achieved high economic development for decades and even some people 

predict that by the 2020, China will become the world’s largest economies (Ikenberry, 
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2008). Since it began its reform and opening-up in 1978, china has injected fresh blood 

into the economy. In 1993, its per capita GDP growth rate reached more than 13%, 

being the highest in the world. Per capita GDP growth rate in 1980-1990 had increased 

by almost one time compared to the 1965-1980. 

For the historical process of the reform, some scholars think it can divide into three 

stages: in 1979-1992, it was mainly to construct the planned commodity economy and 

the process was full of contradictions between plan configuration and market 

configuration of commodity; in 1992-2005, it was mainly to construct the socialist 

market system by production elements market with public ownership remaining 

dominant; after 2005, it was mainly to perfect socialist market system (Lu Pinyue, 

2007). Based on the four development stage of the group, namely, the first stage: 

venture period 1999-2000; the second stage: fast development period 2001-2004; the 

third stage: preliminary group development period 2005-2010; the fourth stage: 

transformative period under the new normal, 2011-now as well as transformation 

development period as well as five years as one cycle of Shandong economic social 

development, the paper will divide the organizational evolution of the group into four 

stages: the Ninth five-year plan, (1996-2000 plan), tenth five-year plan (2001-2005 

plan), 11th five-year plan (2006-2010 plan) and the 12th five-year plan of Shandong 

province (2011-2015 plan). 

In order to better describe China's macroeconomic environment changes in the above 

four stages, you need to find the right indicators. There are many macroeconomic 

indicators such as GDP per capita, GDP growth rates, GDP, import and export growth 

rate, and industrial growth rate and so on. This paper mainly analyzes GDP, GDP 

growth, industrial production, growth rate of industrial added value, growth rate of 

investment in fixed assets, fixed assets investment and is closely associated with the 

main macroeconomic indicators of the development of construction machinery industry 

and based on the above; the change China macroeconomic environment in each stage 

can be obtained in 1996-2015. The macroeconomic indicators between 1996 and 2015 

are charted 4-1 to investigate the change of these economic indicators. 
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Table 4-1 Data list of China macro economy in 1996-2015 

 GDP 

（100 

million 

yuan） 

 

GDP 

Growth 

rate 

（%） 

Industrial 

added 

value 

（100 

million 

yuan） 

growth rate 

of 

industrial 

added 

value 

（%） 

investment 

in fixed 

asset 

（100 

million 

yuan） 

growth rate 

of 

investment 

in fixed 

asset（%） 

1996 67795 9.7 28580 12.7 23660 18.2 

1997 74772 8.8 31752 11.1 25300 10.1 

1998 79553 7.8 33541 8.9 28457 14.1 

1999 82054 7.1 35357 8.5 29876 5.2 

2000 89404 8.0 39570 9.9 32619 9.3 

2001 95933 7.3 42607 8.9 36898 12.1 

2002 102398 8.0 45935 10.2 43202 16.1 

2003 116694 9.1 53612 12.6 55118 26.7 

2004 136515 9.5 62815 11.5 70073 25.8 

2005 182321 9.9 76190 11.4 88604 25.7 

2006 209407 10.7 90351 12.5 109870 24.0 

2007 246619 11.4 107367 13.5 137239 24.8 

2008 300670 9.0 129112 9.5 172291 25.5 

2009 335353 8.7 134625 8.3 224846 30.1 

2010 397983 10.3 160030 12.1 278140 23.8 

2011 471564 9.2 188572 10.7 311022 23.6 

2012 519322 7.8 199860 7.9 374676 20.3 

2013 568845 7.7 210689 7.6 447074 19.3 

2014 636463 7.4 227991 7.0 512761 15.3 

2015 676708 6.9 228974 5.9 562000 9.8 

Source: the communique sorted out by China national economy and social 

development. 

The data of China macro-economic environment sorted out by the table 4-1, China 

macro-economy experienced an overheated economic development and China 

macro-economic control, each economic data went down and recovered gradually in the 

Ninth five-year plan when the group was founded in around 1999. In 1999, China’s 

growth fell to the lowest point in the entire Ninth five-year plan, an increase of 7.1%, 

however, the fixed-asset investment growth fell to 5.2%, being the lowest point in 

nearly 20 years. 

Since the 2000, various economic indicators were roaring back. Especially various 

economic indicators in the five year of tenth five-year plan in 2001, social fixed-asset 

investments closely related to the development of construction machinery industry 

increased quickly from the 9.3% in 2000 to 25.8% in 2004. 

From 2006 to the Eleventh five-year plan, China’s GDP growth reached the 11.4% of 

2007 and as China increased the fixed assets to cope with the international financial 

crisis erupted in 2008, China’s fixed assets reached the historical peak of 30.1% for 

nearly 20 years. 

When the history entered the twelve fifth-year plan, as global economic crisis continued 
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to spread and China’s economy entered new normal, China’s GDP growth dropped from 

9.2% in 2011 to 6.9% in 2015. At the same time, as the marginal revenue of the 

fixed-asset investment dropped from 23.6% in 2011 to 9.8% in 2015. 

Based on the above change of macro-economy environment as well as the combination 

of GDP、GDP growth, industrial value-added, industrial value-added growth rate, fixed 

asset investment and growth rate of fixed asset investment, the evaluation of China 

macro-economy environment in each stage was shown in the table 4-2 according to the 

above-mentioned evaluation methods and procedures and conductive to the 

development of the group. 

Table 4-2 Evaluation of China macro-economic environment 

Stage  The first stage The second stage The third stage The fourth stage 

Evaluatio

n 

 

+++ ++++ +++++ ++ 
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4.2 Shandong economic development environment 

Shandong province was located in China’s east and its economy has gone through five 

development stages since the reform and opening-up in 1978: exploratory stage (from 

1978 to 1984); general exploration stage (from 1984 to 1992); overall advancing stage 

(from 1992 to 2002); scientific development stage (from 2002 to 2008 and development 

(from 2009 to now) to promote powerful province in economy and culture. 

The first was to take advantage of region to set up export-oriented economy strategy. 

Master the coastal open-up to cope with entry to the WTO and global industrial transfer 

and the quality of export-oriented economy improved constantly. The second was to 

implement the development strategy of utilizing the science and technology to flourish 

the Shandong based on the scientific and technologic bottleneck. The third was to 

implement sustainable development strategy based on the extensive growth mode. 

Based on the reality, rightly deal with the relationship between economic development 

and population, resources and environment, protect the ecological environment, control 

the population, improve the population quality and strengthen the management of 

resources protection, increase utilization and develop the circular economy. The fourth 

was to expand the development space to build the offshore Shandong and Yellow River 

Delta Development "project based on the lack of resources and development. The fifth 

was to implement the urbanization strategy to adapt the urbanization development. 

According the general idea of developing the big cities reasonably, focusing on 

developing middle-small cities and actively developing small towns, construct Jinan and 

Qingdao, two major urban centers, fifteen regional central cities, four levels of urban 

system medium and small cities and small towns. The sixth was to implement "one 

body two wings" of regional economic development strategies to adapt to the 

requirements of regional economic coordinated development. The seventh was to 

promote the regional development strategy as two areas one circle and one belt: the two 

areas were to set up blue economic zone of Shandong peninsula " and "high efficiency 

ecological economy development in Yellow River Delta; the circle was to construct the 

economic circle of Jinan cities with the Jinan city as the center; one belt was to 

construct the uplift of Southwest economic development. 

Based on the four development stage of the group, namely, the first stage: venture 

period 1999-2000; the second stage: fast development period 2001-2004; the third stage: 

preliminary group development period 2005-2010; the fourth stage: Trans-formative 

period under the new normal, 2011-now as well as transformation development period 

as well as five years as one cycle of Shandong economic social development, the paper 

will divide the organizational evolution of the group into four stages: the Ninth 

five-year plan, (1996-2000 plan), tenth five-year plan (2001-2005 plan), 11th five-year 

plan (2006-2010 plan) and the 12th five-year plan of Shandong province (2011-2015 

plan). 
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Based on the GDP, GDP growth rate, industrial added value, industrial added value rate, 

fixed assets investment, growth rate of investment in fixed assets and Shandong main 

economic development indicators closely related to the development of construction 

machinery industry, Shandong economic development of Shandong Jundar Group in 

each stage was obtained. Shandong economic development data were charted in the 

table 4-3 to investage the change of these economic indicators from 1996 to 2015. 

Table 4-3 Data sheet of economic development in Shandong Province 

T GDP 

（Billion 

RMB） 

GDP 

Growth 

rate 

（%） 

Industrial 

value 

added

（Billion 

RMB） 

Growth 

rate of 

industrial 

value 

added 

Fixed asset 

investment
（Billion 

RMB） 

Growth 

rate of 

fixed asset 

investment 

1996 5960.0 12.2 2500.0 14.0 1560.5 18.1 

1997 6650.0 11.2 1922.1 11.3 1792.8 15.1 

1998 7162.2 10.8 1827.4 12.8 2065.1 15.2 

1999 7662.3 10.1 2027.5 13.1 2245.1 9.2 

2000 8542.4 10.5 3723.4 12.6 2544.7 14.5 

2001 9438.3 10.1 2908.4 14.8 2778.4 9.3 

2002 10552.1 11.6 3502.4 17.3 3512.0 25.1 

2003 12430.0 13.7 4695.2 22.7 5326.7 51.7 

2004 15490.7 15.3 6498.3 26.5 7589.3 37.7 

2005 18468.3 15.2 8411.9 28.4 10541.5 38.9 

2006 21846.7 14.7 11122.8 23.6 11134.6 19.6 

2007 25887.7 14.3 13212.2 20.8 12537.0 24.2 

2008 31072.1 12.1 16718.8 13.8 15435.4 23.1 

2009 33805.3 11.9 18847.8 14.9 19031.0 23.3 

2010 39416.2 12.5 17423.3 15.0 23279.1 22.3 

2011 45429.2 10.9 20259.7 14.0 26770.7 21.8 

2012 50013.2 9.8 22789.3 11.1 31256.0 20.2 

2013 54684.3 9.6 24222.2 10.9 35875.9 19.6 

2014 59426.6 8.7 25340.9 9.3 41599.1 15.8 

2015 63002.3 8.0 25910.8 7.4 47381.5 13.9 

Data source: in accordance with Official Journal released by the national economy and 

social development from 1996 to 2015 in Shandong province. (Remark: Data exception 

of industrial value added in 1998 and 2009 is caused by changing statistical scopes and 

statistical methods)  

From the data of Shandong economic development environment in the table 4-3, 

Shandong adopted active fiscal and monetary policies and increased the investment in 

infrastructure and enlarged the consumption in order to cope with the Asian financial 

crisis in 1997 when the group was founded in 1999. The role of Investment, 

consumption and export demand in the presence of a series of macro-economic 

policies-chanced. Among them, macro-economy increased significantly compared with 

that in the previous year, reflecting the annual average of entrepreneurial confidence 

index 126.8, increasing 15.3% compared with that in the last year and reflected profit 

index after tax to reach its highest point in the recent years, of which the large and 
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medium enterprises had more obvious advantages and state-owned enterprises had 

completed the reform and out of poverty for three years. 

When entering the tenth five-year plan (in2001), the Shandong province persists in the 

sustainable development strategic and strengthens the infrastructure construction and 

actively expands the domestic; implements diversification strategy externally, explores 

export market, attract internal capitals and maintains sustained and rapid development 

of national economy. During the tenth five year period, Shandong’s GDP exceeded one 

trillion in 2002, with a rise speed of 15.3% in 2004 and 51.7% for the growth of fixed 

investments in 2003. 

During the 11th five-year plan (eleventh five-year plan, 2006), the rapid growth of 

investment has been restrained while the fixed assets investment growth has been 

slowed down under the macro control policy in 2006. Suffered by the global financial 

crisis of 2008, the average growth rate of GDP is 13.1%, with 17.62 for the industrial 

added values and 22.5% for the fixed assets investment. 

After the 12th five-year plan, of the continual spreading for the global economic crisis 

and Chinese economy entering “new normality” gradually, the growth rate of Shandong 

province has experienced a double digit-growth of 10.9% in 2011, then fell to 9.8% in 

2012 and dropped to 8.0% in 2015. Meanwhile, due to the decrease of marginal revenue 

of the fixed assets investment, the increasing rate of fixed assets investment has fell 

from 21.8% in 2011 to 13.9% in 2015. 

Taking the environment change of Shandong’s economy, the growth rate of GDP and 

GNP, industrial added value, fixed assets investments, the growth rate of fixed assets 

investments into consideration, I get the evaluation of the various stages of China’s 

macro-economic environment as the table 4-4 according to the evaluation methodology 

and the evaluation procedure in Chapter 3 and the extent that conducive to Judar Group. 

After discussing the final results with related personnel, we believe that this evaluation 

result reflects the true situation. 

Table 4-4 Evaluation on Economic development environment in Shandong 

Province 

Stag

e 

the first stage the second 

stage 

the third stage the fourth 

stage 

Eval

uation 

+++ +++++ +++++ ++ 

4.3 Development environment of China construction machinery 

In the 1960s, the founding of “Construction Machinery Bureau” marked the born of 

China construction machinery industry officially. Over the past five decades or so, 

China construction machinery has generally experienced the following six growth 
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stages: stage 1 - Pioneering period (in 1949-1960). Stage 2 - Industrial Formation 

Period (in 1961-1978), stage 3 - Comprehensive Growth Period (in 1979-1990), stage 4 

- Rapid Growth Stage (in 1990-2004). Stage 5 - Rapid growth stage (in 2005 - 2010), 

stage 6 - Economic New Normal Growth Period (in 2011- ). 

Based on the four development stage of the group, namely, the first stage: venture 

period 1999-2000; the second stage: fast development period 2001-2004; the third stage: 

preliminary group development period 2005-2010; the fourth stage: transformative 

period under the new normal, 2011-now as well as transformation development period 

as well as five years as one cycle of Shandong economic social development, the paper 

will divide the organizational evolution of the group into four stages: the Ninth 

five-year plan, (1996-2000 plan), tenth five-year plan (2001-2005 plan), 11th five-year 

plan (2006-2010 plan) and the 12th five-year plan of Shandong province (2011-2015 

plan). 

In order to better describe the changes in the development environment of China 

construction machinery agent industry, need to find the appropriate the indicators. There 

were many construction machinery development indicators such as product production, 

sales, import volume and export volume. The paper will achieve the construction 

machinery industry development in each stage on the basis of product production, sales, 

import volume and export volume. What is notable is that the paper only chooses the 

hydraulic excavators and loaders related to the Jundar business, not data the whole 

industrial products in the data of production and sales. Finally, development data of 

China construction machinery industry between 1996 and 2015 are charted in 4-5 to 

investigate the changes of economic indicators. 

Table 4-5 Production and sales data of China construction machinery excavators 

and loaders   

Year Hydraulic excavators (sets) loaders（sets） 

Product

ion 

Sales Import Export Producti

on 

Sales Import Export 

1996 2420 2234 3899 917 17462 17947 1210 404 

1997 3818 3293 6623 714 17700 17404 1164 2863 

1998 4021 4238 4728 213 18715 17254 431 389 

1999 6114 5988 1602 156 18760 18819 438 266 

2000 8111 7926 1333 225 20861 20857 297 406 

2001 12569 12397 1624 570 27750 26352 217 493 
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Remarks: the data are sorted out from journal and books of construction machinery 

Like the development of the world’s construction machinery, China’s development of 

construction machinery also exhibited a significant periodicity. The early 1990s was the 

boom phase of construction machinery and it began to decline since 1994. After 1997, 

there was a slight recovery. After two years’ recovery, it had entered an unprecedented 

prosperity since 2000. The periodicity is clearly shown in the following “Figure 4-1” 

and “Figure 4-2”. 

 

Investment growth in construction and installation 

Demand growth in construction machinery 

Graph 4-1 Relationship between the investment growth of construction and 

installation and the growth of construction machinery demand 

 

2002 20147 19710 2886 337 47153 43348 287 942 

2003 35946 33982 28200 790 75162 69666 441 384 

2004 33367 33614 18673 2874 96329 91334 568 917 

2005 34511 33862 18017 3839 111423 107354 396 4130 

2006 50034 49625 28397 8004 133379 129834 469 9357 

2007 74522 72976 33789 8709 159484 158951 502 23307 

2008 78633 82765 34387 8653 159237 159940 591 27303 

2009 99881 101559 23613 3527 143346 149355 736 15388 

2010 175454 173818 41766 5166 213893 215490 682 24996 

2011  193891    258901   

2012 142200 118949    173699   

2013 106073 109720   149396 148094  29476 

2014 79301 84413 11050 11474 89329 114631 526 40640 

2015  60514    73581   
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The ratio of construction machinery demand in the construction investment 

The ratio of construction machinery inventory in the construction investment 

Graph 4-2 Relationship between the demands for construction machinery and the 

possessing capacity 

Since the “Eighth Five-Year Plan”, China’s investment of fixed assets in the whole 

society had stepped into a substantial growth period. In 1991, the investment in fixed 

assets was only 551 billion yuan. In 1992, the investment increased rapidly to nearly 

one trillion yuan in 1992 and in 2000 it reached 4 trillion yuan. 

A large number of various construction projects related to the construction machinery 

were carried out; especially the industrial buildings and real estate industry entered the 

high growth period, driving the construction machinery market for a larger development. 

In 1992, the income of construction machinery industry was only 26.3 billion yuan. In 

2000, it increased rapidly to 480 million yuan and reached 72.4 billion yuan in 2002. In 

1992 and 1993, the growth rates of construction machinery products sales were 40% 

and 50% respectively. Products were in short supply and the prices kept rising. The 

sales were much higher than the sales value at the time. Since 1994, in order to prevent 

the overheated economy, China had strengthened the macro-control efforts and 

implemented the tight monetary policy, carrying out a series of measures for a soft 

landing of the overheated economy. Hence, the sales of most products of construction 

machinery began to decline and the inventories increased. In 1997 it had a slight 

recovery while the price competition made the economic benefits decline. In 1998, 

driven by the investment in the infrastructure construction, the market began to improve. 

Starting in 1999, it maintained the high growth for three consecutive years. (Please note 

that the case-studied enterprise--Shandong Junta (Group) Co., Ltd. started the business 

in 1999s.) In 2002, the growth rate of the gross industrial output value and sales revenue 

was more than 30%. 

Between ten fifth and eleven fifth was a golden decade. Whether it was the market sales 

of hydraulic excavators or loaders, both of them reached the highest in the history in 

2011 so far. 
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According to Construction Machinery Journey of China Construction Machinery 

Journal in1949, China construction machinery experienced the development of the 

three five-year plans and reasonably adjusted the operating mechanism, the group 

achieved the unprecedented development during the tenth five-year plan (2001-2005), 

with annual growth rate reaching 37.7%. As China construction machinery market 

developed, foreign enterprises were very active in the investment in China and the total 

foreign sum reached 27 billion yuan, accounting for 33%. By the 2003, industrial 

average comprehensive economic index reached 154.5, with the growth rate 47.7%, 

hydraulic excavators increased by 77% and loader by 61.7%. However, by the end of 

2004, the China construction machinery ownership reached 1.4 million units, soaring to 

2.03 million units. It can be said that China construction machinery industry entered a 

gold period of the development in the entire of tenth five-year period after 1992 and 

1993 

In the eleventh Five-year plan (2006-2010), China construction industry encountered 

the global financial impact of global financial crisis in 2008, however, China 

construction ushered into the blowout era when experiencing high-speed development.  

However, the twelfth Fifth plan (2011-2015), the hydraulic excavators and loaders 

reached the highest point in the history and China construction ushered into a period of 

painful adjustment and transformation along with the new normal of China economic 

development. 

As shown in the Figure 4-5 (The sales of China hydraulic excavators and loaders from 

2006-2015) respectively graph 4-3 and 4-4, there were some errors between the data in 

the two graphs and the data from China Construction Machinery Association, but the 

graph showed that how the China construction machinery declined after the peak in 

2011. 
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Sales (sets) 

 

 

Graph 4-3 the sales of China hydraulic excavators from 2006-2015 

 

 

Sales (sets) 

 

Graph 4-4 China loader sales from 2006 to 2015. 

The year of 2011 was a turning point or “watershed” for the development of China 

construction machinery industry. At the completion of “11th five-year plan”, the 

“blowout” growth of China construction machinery industry triggered by the “four 

trillion” investment portfolio came to an end and construction machinery witnessed an 

obvious decline from April 2011after experiencing one crazy quarter. In 2012, the 

domestic sales volume of eight major construction machines (excavators, bulldozers, 

construction cranes, industrial vehicles, loaders, graders, road rollers, pavers) had a 
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YOY increase of -33.4%, -22.3%, -35.0%, -7.2%, -29.7%、-17.0%, -38.5%, -33.4%, 

-22.1% respectively. Besides the sharp decrease of sales volume, the profitability of 

construction machinery enterprises was also reduced. In 2012, the revenue of thirteen 

key construction machinery enterprises was RMB 369.85 billion, only in a YOY 

decrease of 3.7%. Nonetheless, the profit decline greatly exceeded the revenue decline 

by 30%, in a YOY decrease of 34.1%, while the total profits reached RMB 22.343 

billion. Such decline could be primarily attributed to the fact that all enterprises 

expanded their sales by bearing debts under the context of the economic downturn and 

the accounts receivable reached RMB 91 billion in 2012, in a YOY increase of 61.3%. 

Meanwhile, the interest rate of monetary market gradually rose, which led to the sharp 

increase of financial costs and interest expenses. Financial costs and interest expenses 

had a YOY increase of 73.8% and 55.4% respectively. In 2013, total sales revenue of 

construction machinery sector hit RMB 410 billion, decreasing by RMB 152.6 billion 

than that in the previous year with YOY increase of -27.1%. According to the data from 

China Construction Machinery Association, in January-April 2015, the domestic sales 

volume of excavators, loaders, graders, industrial vehicles, crane trucks, lorry-mounted 

cranes, road rollers and pavers had a YOY decrease of 44.2%, 52.3%, 27.4%, 6.43%, 

39.6%, 20.0%, 27.1% and 7.18%, respectively from January to April，2015. Except for 

the YOY sales increase of pavers, the sales volume of other construction machinery 

experienced the decline at various levels.  

Based on the environmental change of China construction machinery industry and the 

combination of the hydraulic excavator and loaders of China construction machinery 

with important economic development indicators such as product production, sales, 

import volume and export volume of Shandong Jundar Group as well as conductive to 

the group development, the environment evaluation of China construction machinery 

industry was obtained in table 4-6 in accordance with the evaluation methods and 

procedures mentioned in chapter three. The final results would be discussed with the 

related staff mentioned before, they thought the evaluation results reflected the reality. 

Table 4-6 Environment evaluation of China construction machinery industry 

stage the first stage the second stage the third stage the fourth stage 

evaluation ++++ +++++ ++++++ ++ 
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Chapter V Analysis of Evolutionary Process 

Organizational activities include numerous activity domains and study on the 

organizational evolutionary process needs to select some aspects which are very 

important to the organization, including the organizational activities which have an 

important significance in the organizational survival and core competitiveness (Prahalad 

and Hamel, 1990; Romanelli et al., 1994). Learned from these thoughts and basic 

thoughts of the theory of punctuated equilibrium, strategic change theory and enterprise 

life cycle theory and seen from inside the enterprise, the organizational strategic 

orientation, organizational structure and organizational performance, pressure for 

change and organizational inertia shall be the focus of analysis. These factors reflect the 

inner dynamical mechanism of organizational evolution, thus meeting the criteria that 

are important to the organization. Although the organizational culture, right distribution 

and control system are also important fields of organizational activities (Romanelli et al., 

1994; Tushman et al., 1985) ，the paper will not analyze these fields due to limited time, 

energy and available data. Based on the information obtained from the interviews and 

data collected from other methods as well as chapter four macro-environment analysis, 

this chapter sorts out the four stages of organizational evolution of Shandon Jundar 

Group and gives a brief description of each phrase followed by analyzing organizational 

structure, performance, strategic direction, pressure for change, organizational inertia 

and so on. These analysis results will provide the data basis for the follow-up analysis. 

5.1 Overview of each stage 

The Jundar Group is divided into four stages in the development process which is 

conducted independently by the author. The preliminary result will be discussed within 

the assistant team, the related result will be communicated by experts in the assistant 

team and interviewees and finally the reasonable division result will be reached. This 

section will briefly describe the situation at each stage. 

Shandong Jundar (Group) Co., Ltd was firstly born in 1999. After 16-year development, 

it has become a large-scale engineering machinery service provider with integrated 

complete machine sales, after-sales service, maintenance service, accessories service, 

engineering machinery re-manufacturing, engineering machinery driving and 

maintenance technical training, used excavator import sales and engineering machinery 

labor skill identification. Based on the tenet of “help customers to create wealth, 

become an engineering machinery service export”, Shandong Jundar (Group) Co., Ltd 

has established strategic partnership with Hyundai Heavy Industries, Cummins Engine, 

Yannmar and Lonking etc. The company has been awarded honors and qualifications 

including “Cummins Engine Best Customer Service Award”, “Hyundai Heavy 

Industries Best Sales Agent Award”, “Hyundai Excavator Outstanding After-sales 
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Service Award, China Lonking Holding Strategic Partners, China Engineering 

Machinery Agent Working Committee Outstanding Director Unit, China Construction 

Machinery Association Maintenance Branch Outstanding Director Unit, China 

Engineering Machinery Labor Skill Identification Shandong Station, the First Batch 15 

Import Used Excavator Qualification Enterprise approved by Ministry of Commerce”. 

Further, the company is also a standing director member of Shandong Enterprise 

Federation, Shandong Entrepreneur Association, Shandong Quality Control Association 

and Shandong Federation of Industrial Economics. The sales revenue broke through 0.2 

million yuan in 2006; the sales revenue achieved 0.3 billion yuan in 2007; the sales 

revenue achieved 0.5 billion yuan in 2008; the sales revenue broke through 1.2 billion 

yuan in 2010; the company has entered into the list of a large-scale engineering 

machinery agent in China successfully.  

“Four Development Stages” as well as Stage Characteristics of Shandong Jundar 

(Group) Co., Ltd 

5.1.1 Stage one: 1999-2000, pioneering stage 

In January 1999, the elite team of Shandong Jundar Group in the entreneurship stage set 

up Jundar construction machinery Co: Ltd. 

As the elite team was from the same state-owned institution, sharing common work and 

business background, therefore, the team easily reached a consensus on the one hand 

and was also vulnerable to common mistakes on the other hand in the start-up business 

choice. 

As discussed in the organizational life cycle theory described in the literature review of 

chapter two, the enterprises in the start-up phrase had low popularity and insufficient 

funds. Any errors occurred during the entire production and business activities were 

linked to the collapse of the enterprise. New products development and cash flows in 

the future were characterized by high certainty, therefore, the operating risks were very 

high.  

Indeed, the first question for the entrepreneur team was to choose which business the 

enterprise would engage in. 

In the start-up stage, there was a confusing time and we did a lot of attempts such as 

diesel business, gas stations business and even contracting engineering business, but the 

results were not satisfactory. (R1). 

If we did not choose the sale field of construction machinery spare parts, the enterprise 

would deplete the little venture capital and was over due to various trials and errors in 

the start-up stage. (R2) 

It was not only occasional but also inevitable to enter the field of construction 

machinery spare parts. The occasionally was that everyone did not think of this idea and 
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it did not matter to try once now that many attempts had failed and the inevitability was 

that we had engaged in contracting the engineering and earthwork and stonework in the 

famous Three Gorges Project. We were familiar with the hydraulic excavators and 

loaders and other equipment which were our means of production as well as repairing 

the construction machinery and purchase and sales of spare parts brought by the 

construction machinery. (R1) 

Although going through numerous trials and choices, entrepreneur team of Shandong 

Jundar finally chose the field of construction machinery spare parts, however, the 

enterprise went very tough due to the simple business, lack of the support from the 

hydraulic excavator and loaders and other main machines, plus small factories selling 

the spare parts of construction machinery. 

How to break through, to seek the development, to solve the problems of survival in the 

crevice and slow development was a main contradiction faced by the Shandong Jundar 

Company when solving its survival. 

5.1.2 Stage 2: 2001-2004, rapid development stage 

In the late 1990s, with the rapidly increasing economy in China, especially the 

infrastructure construction and hydraulic engineering construction such as big rivers etc., 

the market demand for engineering machinery was increasing quickly in China. The 

huge market demand and abundant profit space attract a large number of world 

engineering machinery manufacturers to enter into China successively. The 

world-famous engineering machinery manufacturers including Caterpillar, Komatsu, 

Hitachi, Kobelion, Daewoo and Hyundai Heavy Industries etc. founded jointly-funded 

or exclusively foreign-funded enterprises in about 1995.  

After entering into China, though with rich product design and manufacture as well as 

market operation experience, the jointly-funded or exclusively foreign-funded 

enterprises shall establish marketing channel systems that are suitable to China’s unique 

conditions.  

In 1995, since the Caterpillar, Komatsu, Hitachi, Daewoo and other multinational 

construction machinery giants set up joint venture companies, Korean Modern Heavy 

Industries set up joint venture companies in Chaozhou, Jiangsu Province and Beijing, 

China respectively in 1995 and 2002, which produced large hydraulic excavators, 

compact hydraulic excavators and fork-lift trucks and other products. 

As the joint venture went into operation and products were put offline, the marketing 

channel and sales of the products became a significant problem. 

As construction machinery manufacturers adopted agent licensing mode agented by the 

exclusive brand in the marketing mode, it was impossible for Korean Modern Heavy 

Industry to use agent marketing channel by Caterpillar and Komatsu in China market. 
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Therefore, Korean Modern Heavy Industries must build agent marketing channel 

independently. 

It can be said that Korean Modern Heavy Industries and Shandong Jundar Company 

chimed in easily in the cooperation. Although Shandong Jundar Company was a private 

enterprise with weak strength, the personnel of entrepreneur team possessed high 

overall quality: one was that they were exclusively undergraduates from the colleges; 

the second was they owed high comprehensive qualities, management and rich 

experience; the third was that they had rich network in the government, therefore, 

Korean Modern Heavy Industries wanted to cooperate with Shandong Jundar Company 

when glancing at the company, the reason of which may be the Jundar future, not its 

strength. (R1) 

The company got very slow development concerning the parts and maintenance in 2000. 

Hence, Dong Jingchun started to seek for complete machine marketing business for 

greater development space. At that time, the sales of joint venture plant of Hyundai 

Heavy Industries in China also encountered difficulties aiming to seek for new 

marketing channels. Through consultation and strict investigation, Jundar Company 

became the fourth agent of Hyundai excavator in Jinan. Further, Jundar Company 

started its Hyundai excavator agency career in March, 2003, which achieved the 

business transformation from parts sales and maintenance to complete machine sales 

and service. Though still with crises in the development, Jundar Company moves 

towards fast lane with rapid development.  

When Shandong Jundar cooperated with Korean Modern Heavy Industries and became 

the agent in Changzhou Hyundai and Beijing Hyundai, its development did not go 

smoothly. 

When stepping into the whole machine agent of hydraulic excavator, Shandong Jundar 

was faced with brutal competition. Hyundai Heavy had set up four agents in the 

Shandong market. (R1) 

It should be said that the current market was very good and the customers were often 

patient to get the cars after payment in full. However, the company were faced with 

unprecedented pressure due to the internal competition existed in the brand agents in the 

same region. The factories liked to sell the cars, but selling the cars did not make profits. 

(R3) 

However, Shandong Jundar was overwhelmed by vicious competition and on the 

contrary, achieved full agency of West China market through prudent risk control and 

marketing management when overcoming the crisis. 

Shandong Jundar Company embarked on a road of rapid development when going 

through vicious competition. The characteristics are as follows by reviewing the 

development in this stage: 
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One, service ranges are enriched and strengthened. Except for complete machine 

sales service, Jundar Company obtained the agency qualification of Cummins Engine in 

Shandong concerning after-sales service maintenance; the Jinan Jundar Excavator 

Technical Training School was founded in 2003, which is the first excavator technical 

training school in China Engineering Machinery Industry; Hyundai established its plant 

in Beijing in 2003; Jundar obtained the agency qualification of Beijing Hyundai 

complete machine sales and service including crawler excavator, wheel excavator and 

forklift etc. Shandong Jiayin Investment Guarantee Co., Ltd was founded in 2004 to 

become a professional guarantee company in the industry concerning engineering 

machinery mortgage sales service, which escorts Jundar’s installment sales, plays a 

decisive role for the formation of its steady operation style and helps Jundar to avoid 

business risks caused by cut-throat competition.  

Two, the enterprise talent structure gets optimized and improved. In the late 1990s, 

China government function showed transformation. A batch of well-educated personnel 

who knew well about product technology and market with rich experience in state 

organs started to go into business. Particularly, some colleges such as Lin Yiguo, Xu Jun 

etc. who worked in agricultural machinery bureau previously joined the company, 

which not only solved the talent shortage in the rapid development stage, but showed 

certain talent advantages. Graduated from Shandong Agricultural University, Lin Yiguo 

is still the technical director in Jundar Group. Graduated in Shandong University, Xu 

Jun is still the housekeeper of group affairs.  

Three, the enterprise management level gets improved rapidly. In this stage, the 

company established a linear function organization structure that can basically adapt to 

enterprise development requirements, which improves the management efficiency; the 

company passed ISO2000 quality management system certificate to standardize its 

operation in 2003; meanwhile, the company enhanced the training strength by recruiting 

domestically leading experts to conduct regular training on staff officers; Dong 

Jingchun went to Guanghua School of Management of Peking University for EDP 

project training and learning in 2003. After learning, he deepened and improved his 

understanding on enterprise development goals, development orientation and 

development thoughts; more importantly, the cooperation with Jiayin Investment 

Guarantee Company not only provides professional service for enterprise financing, but 

makes great contributions to sales risk control and management standardization 

construction.   

Four, the enterprise strength is growing gradually, whose social influence has been 

recognized by the industry. Jundar Company became the exclusive agents for Hyundai 

products in 11 cities of Shandong in 2003; the sales revenue broke through one billion 

yuan in the same year. The State established China Engineering Machinery Agent 

Working Committee in 2003. Then, Jundar Company becomes the first standing council 
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unit. Since then, its industry status and influence have been widely recognized by the 

industry.  

5.1.3 Stage 3: 2005-2010, initial group development stage 

Since the history entered the year of 2005, Shandong Jundar Group have entered the 

preliminary group development stage which was first and foremost reflected in the 

related diversification in business. 

In 2006, along with the high-speed development of China construction machinery 

market, China hydraulic excavator manufacturers with domestic brand was also rapidly 

rising with several typical representatives, of which China Longkong, Sany Group，

Xugong Group, Liugong and other construction machinery manufacturing enterprise 

were the best-known. 

China Longkong Holding Group was founded in the early phrase of reform and 

opening-up and started from the small farm machinery and equipment in Longyan city, 

Fujian Province, China, entering the loader production market and becoming one of 

China’s biggest domestic loader manufacturing company with successful initial public 

offerings in Hongkong in 2001. 

Since the beginning of 2003, China Longkong Holding Group invested huge funds to 

make research and development and manufactured the high-end product- hydraulic 

excavator in the construction machinery industry after financing from stock market. 

In 2006, the hydraulic excavators of China Longkong developed successfully and began 

large-scale production. 

Just as Korean Modern Heavy Industries sought to cooperate with Shandong Jundar 

Company to establish marketing channel when producing hydraulic excavators, China 

Longkong also needed to seek high-quality agent marketing channel when producing 

large-scale hydraulic excavators. 

In 2006, China Longkong Holding Group reached strategic cooperation agreement with 

Shandong Jundar Company, the former setting up wholly-owned subsidiary- Shandong 

Junrun Construction Machinery Co:; Ltd in charge of series of hydraulic excavators 

marketing of China Longkong. 

It was 2006 that was very memorable year in the historical development of Shandong 

Jundar Company, not only keeping steady growth of Korean hydraulic excavators’ 

business, but also making major breakthrough in the sales which made China Longkong 

Holding Group China Longkong Holding Group win the National Championship among 

twenty-three agents. (R2) 

China Longkong Holding Group did not develop successfully in selling the hydraulic 

excavators because modern excavators were middle and high-end products with foreign 
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brand, however, the Longkong excavators just listed were middle-end products with 

domestic brand. Therefore, we met a lot of difficulties in selling Longkong excavators 

with the method of selling modern excavators. Later on, we adjusted our thought, took 

advantage of the new rural construction and opened the market very soon. 

Shandong Jundar Company reached a strategic cooperation with China Longkong 

Holding Group, of which the former opened up new line of business, entered into the 

loader business successfully, realizing the related diversification successfully and 

preliminary group development in addition to enriching the excavator business. 

In April, 2007, as Shandong Jundar Company had made great breakthrough in the 

Longkong excavators in the Shandong market and China Longkong Holding Group 

decided to give Shandong agency on Longkong loaders to Shandong Jundar Company, 

therefore, Jundar started the merger and acquisition twice in the succession in the 

history. 

The first was to make acquisition of Jinan Longkong Construction Machinery Company, 

to register the new company called as Shandong Junlong Construction Machinery 

Company and to put the fifty marketing and management team from the former 

company into the Shandong Junlong Company, continuously in charge of Longkong 

loader sales. 

The second was to make acquisition of Weifang Construction Machinery Company to 

register the new company called as Qingdao Junrun Construction Machinery Co; Ltd. 

The Longkong excavator business was divided into eastward and westward strategic 

marketing areas. 

In the stage of related diversified development, Jundar Company encountered many 

difficulties in the management while expanding its business rapidly. The first was to 

cultural integration and integrating quite different three teams with different 

development cultures, management cultures, marketing ideas and systems into a whole 

was a huge challenge to Jundar Company at that time; the second was great difficulties 

faced by the human resource security system and recruiting and training systems were 

tightly stretched; the third was that the management difficulties increased 

unprecedentedly and each company owned its independent sale and service offices 

which appeared management chaos once, making a great efforts to be solved in the 

future. 

The characteristics are as follows by reviewing this stage:  

Firstly, the product line, service variety and sales network are expanded 

continuously. The company established a business service base with over 10,000 square 

meters in Jinan and more than 20 sales service offices were built in Shandong in 2005; 

China issued used excavator import enterprise qualification management policies in 

order to standardize used excavator import market, guarantee used excavator quality & 
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user service and avoid damaging user behaviors in 2006. Jundar Company became one 

of 15 enterprises in China with used excavator import qualification approved by 

Ministry of Commerce. The company conducted strategic cooperation with China 

Lonking Holdings to build Shandong Junrun Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd and took 

charge of its complete machine sales and service in Shandong market in 2006. At that 

time, the company ranked top among agents in Lonking excavators; further, the 

company planned to build another marketing service office  with the area of 10,000 

square meters in Jinan in 2006, which indicated its preliminary entering into 

engineering machinery re-manufacturing fields; the company became an after-sales 

service agent of Yanmar engine in the same year; besides, the company seized the 

opportunity (successful strategic cooperation with Lonking Excavator as well as 

engineering machinery industry merging and reorganization) to acquire Jinan Lonking 

Machinery Co., Ltd and enter into loader sales fields successfully in 2007; the company 

obtained the after-sales service agency of Weichai Power engine in the same year. The 

company reached new strategic partnership with Lonking Holdings to expand Lonking 

excavator business into Jiangsu market in 2009.  

Secondly, the company forms a basic framework for group operation with a new 

level on enterprise management informatization; Jundar Company transited to group 

operation and established business decision committee, executive committee and 

advisory committee in July, 2008. 7 profit centers including Shandong Jundar 

Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd, Shandong Junrun Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd, 

Shandong Junlong Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd, Shandong Jiayin Investment 

Guarantee Co., Ltd, Shandong Jundar Excavator Technical Training School, Shandong 

Jundar Engineering Machinery Maintenance Center and Shandong Jundar Engineering 

Machinery Parts Center were established according to product and service ranges. 

Meanwhile, based on the previous related function departments, the company rebuilt its 

group management center, human resource center, financial center and administrative 

center, which laid the foundation for organizational structure of enterprise group 

operation; in order to adapt to contradictions among expanding scale, diversified 

product and service ranges, increasing enterprise employees, wider operation scope and 

growing enterprise management difficulties, Jundar Company invested over 10,000,000 

yuan to develop its group ERP system, which greatly improved the operation efficiency 

and reduced operation cost.  

Thirdly, the talent structure is expanding continuously with improved enterprise 

influence; the group has over 600 employees. In order to solve the contradiction 

between deficient leaders and growing new employees, the company founded Shandong 

Jundar College in 2007, which hired external & internal lecturers and conducted 

targeted training on workers and cadres regularly; the company created enterprise 

journal Jundar Machinery in 2008, which not only becomes a powerful carrier of 

external communication and enterprise culture construction, but a tool to communicate 
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with customers and publicize enterprise image; China Construction Machinery 

Association-Engineering Machinery Maintenance Branch was founded in 2006; then 

Jundar Company becomes its outstanding council unit.  

Fourthly, the business structure is being optimized gradually. The strategic 

transformation from engineering machinery vendor to engineering machinery service 

operator achieved initial success. At present, the business structure and profit structure 

have been developed towards complete machine sales, parts sales, maintenance service, 

complete machine overhaul and engineering machinery re-manufacturing rather than the 

previous simple complete machine sales. The industry chain is expanding continuously 

with increasing optimized business structure. The profit contribution rate of complete 

machine sales has decreased to about 60%, however, the post-service profits (meaning 

the profits achieved by maintenance, fittings, training, leasing and other non-whole 

machine sales) contributed to around 40% of the whole gross profit of Jundar Group, 

taking a leading role when the construction machinery industry contributed to 20% of 

post-service profit in the average at that time.  

5.1.4 Stage 4: 2011 to present, transformation develop stage under new normal 

Since the second quarter in 2011, affected by multiple factors such as prudent monetary 

policy, liquidity management and increasing regulation on real estate market as well as 

some reflationary policies to deal with crises, the whole engineering machinery industry 

was in a low-price running stage. The parts supply, complete machine production, sales 

agency and end users were encountering severe test. Particularly, the agent groups 

named as “survival in the cracks” are confronted with ever-increasing challenges and 

pressure including sharp sales volume decline, money squeeze, huge payment collection 

pressure and more and more intense cash flow as well as inventory drops etc. In this 

stage, Jundar took precautions and made leading adjustment by adopting a series of 

targeted measures and dealing with unprecedented crises in the industry effectively, 

which maintained its steady development.  

Started from the second half of 2011, Shandong Jundar Group started an organizational 

structural adjustment. First of all, Shandong Jundar Construction Machinery Co: Ltd in 

charge of modern excavator business, Shandong Junrun Construction Machinery Co:; 

Ltd in charge of Longking excavator business and Shandong Junrun Construction 

Machinery Co:; Ltd in charge of Longking loaders and other whole machine sale 

companies were spilt up into small business units and conducted the Flat Management 

at the same time. 

Shandong Jundar Construction Machinery Co: Ltd was split into Jinan Jundar enterprise, 

Heze Jundar enterprise, Dezhou Junrun enterprise, Zibo Jundar enterprise and Dongying 

Jundar enterprise. Shandong Junrun Construction Machinery Co: Ltd was split into 

Jinan Junrun enterprise, Linyi Junrun enterprise, Heze Junrun enterprise, Dezhou Junrun 
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enterprise and Zaozhuang Junrun enterprise. Qingdao Junrun Construction Machinery 

Co: Ltd was split into Qingdao Junrun enterprise, Weifang Junrun enterprise and Weihai 

Junrun enterprise. Shandong Junlong Construction Machinery Co: Ltd was split into 

Jinan Junlong enterprise, Jining Junlong enterprise, Zibo Junlong enterprise, Zaozhuang 

Junlong enterprise and Dezhou Junlong enterprise. 

When the companies were split up and implemented the Flat Management, fifteen 

general managers and deputy general managers from Shandong Jundar, Shandong 

Junrun and Shandong Junlong would dispatched to small companies with the 

management and marketing efficiency of Shandong Jundar Group promoting 

significantly. 

In the process of splitting, whether they are high-level cadres or middle managers and 

employees, everyone is painful and cannot accept it because the company is becoming 

stronger and stronger and the staff are strong and full of experience after many years of 

efforts. (R7) 

General managers and deputy general managers from three marketing companies are 

very difficult to change their thoughts. First of all, they think their rights are weakened, 

the second is their sphere of influence have been smaller and the third is that their teams 

are pulled away as well as they and their subordinates are treated as an equal which they 

cannot accept. Therefore, the human resources department has done a lot of work. (R1) 

The effect of splitting and lessening business units is significant. The first is to lower 

management costs and communication costs; the second is to mobilize the enthusiasm; 

the third is to achieve high efficiency of decision-making and implementation all of 

which are reflected by sales performance eventually, effectively responding to the 

downturn of construction machinery industry at the early stage and ensuring the normal 

operation and development of the enterprises. 

In 2013, when the China economic development entered into the new normal and the 

industrial development into the sustainable downward path, Shandong Jundar Group 

entered a new round of organizational adjustment. 

The first was to adjust the business structure, splitting the loader business with low 

profit and big risk and successfully withdrawn from the business with all the personnel 

being reassigned reasonably. 

The second was that based on the industrial structure, the expanding increment 

from the new machines shifted to the in-depth adjustment coexisted by adjusting stock 

and optimizing the increment, the Junyuan second-hand market was set up, not only 

opening up new market and profit growth, but also providing powerful guarantee for 

changing old machine for new machine to sell new machines and other marketing 

innovative methods. 
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The third was to adjust the marketing networks and personnel layout based on the 

industrial rapid change: the first was to adjust the network laid out independently 

according to the brands and products to centralized office; the other was that clerks and 

warehouse management staff in the original various marketing networks were also 

centralized.  

The fourth was to steadily streamline the personnel with more than 600 people 

reducing to around 260. 

The fifth was to largely implement the organizational reform: the first was to shift 

the original large formation ware-fare mode into small mode to improve the 

organizational flexibility, responsiveness and profitability. The Group further conducted 

independent operation revolution, thus leading to adjust organizational reform in China 

Construction Machinery Agent Industry and provided strong guarantee for keeping 

leading role in the tough time. 

The sixth was to promote the Internet and business mode reform of enterprise and 

to develop the capital market at the same time, persisting in the new development idea 

of industry-oriented, strategy as the strength, innovation as soul and finance as the 

machine to promote enterprise development.  

5.2 Organizational structure 

The organizational structure plays a significant in the organizational survival and is an 

important concept to study the organizational development and its change showing the 

organizational strategy. The structure is one of apparent features in the process of the 

organizational evolution and one of core concepts of the theory of punctuated 

equilibrium (Romanelli et al., 1994; Tushman et al., 1985). In each stage of the 

organizational evolution of Shandong Jundar Group mentioned above, along with the 

change in the external environment and adjustment of enterprise strategy, Shandong 

Jundar Group had undergone significant change in the organizational structure. Simply, 

the group structure evolved from the simple and linear function-oriented focusing on 

relatively simple and highly centralized in the simple environment at the early age into 

complex and liner function-oriented, M-style organizational structure and finally 

small-unit organizational structure. Currently the organizational evolution is based on 

the Internet platform+ group, which reflects that the enterprises have to adapt to the 

environment constantly and organizational structures with different features in different 

stages shows the punctuated equilibrium of organization. 

The first stage: simple and linear function-oriented structure 

In the first stage, Shandong Jundar Group formed a direct and efficient simple and 

linear function-oriented structure (seen in the graph 5-1) due to small-scale, single 

operating business and relatively simple external environment, which adapted to the 

organizational development law with the organizational life cycle and had a flexible and 
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efficient management feature. 

Graph 5-1 Simple and linear function-oriented structure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The second stage: complex and liner function-oriented structure 

As Shandong Jundar Group entered its second development stage, namely rapid 

development stage (2001-2004), the original and simple structure could not meet its 

high-speed growth and the change of organizational structure was imminent due to such 

strategic and environmental requirements for sustainable expansion, diverse businesses 

and more and more complex external environment. 

In the beginning of around 2002, we felt the management cannot keep up with the 

development and did not realize that the organizational structure could match the 

strategic goal and environment of the enterprise until the strategic adviser Chen Sheng 

who made a comprehensive diagnosis to the enterprise mentioned the problem. We had 

realized that the enterprise had entered new development stage and organizational 

structure was still stuck in the past simple and linear function-oriented mode. (R1) In 

June, 2002, Shandong Jundar Group started its first systematically organizational reform 

and formed a new organizational structure as shown in the figure 

  

General manager 

Financial department Human resources department 

Business I department Business II department 
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Graph 5-2 complex and liner function-oriented structure 

Shandong Jundar Group was comparatively thorough and appropriately advance in the 

organizational change which offered powerful organizational support and guarantee for 

presenting a good future for the enterprise development strategy.  

Compared with the simple and linear function-oriented structure in the first stage, the 

organizational structural change had several notable features: 

The first was to add the operating decision and operating staff institutes such as 

advisory committee, operating decision committee and comprehensive management 

center. The operating decision committee was organized by the business departments 

and staff departments, which changed from the highly centralized decision by the 

general manager in the past to committee collective decision and even though its 

efficiency was slightly slower, decision-making quality, scientific and feasible 

decision-making significantly enhanced. In addition, personnel involved in 

thedecision-making increased, the understanding for the decision and executive effect 

also improved significantly. Operation decision-making committee is composed of 

general managers in charge of each business and management pillar; consultative 

committee is made up of general managers and those in charge of main business pillars, 

general manager of Human Finance, legal adviser of the Group and strategic 

development consultants. When there is an important matter which needs discussing, 

the general manager in charge of this business will raise questions and proposal for 

reform at first and then the general managers in charge of other departments at the same 
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level raise a question and give different proposals. If the disagreements continue, the 

operation decision-making committee will reach a consensus after several rounds of 

discussion and if it does not work, a resolution discussed by the consultative committee 

will be formed. 

The second was that the enterprise was divided into a marketing center, after-sales 

service, maintenance companies, spare parts operating center and so on with business 

organizational management enhanced significantly based on the business value chain of 

whole machine, after-sale center, maintenance, spare parts and so on. 

The third was that market department in each business department was added which 

conducted information collected on business, market analysis, planning, results analysis 

and sales supervision and other staff work, providing a strong support for the sales line.  

The third stage: Business division M-type organizational structure 

Graph 5-3 Business division M-type organizational structure 

As Shandong Jundar Group entered the third development stage, namely the 

preliminary stage of group development (the group entered in 205), the group adjusted 

the organizational structure from the complex and liner function-oriented structure to 

M-type organizational structure (seen in the figure 5-3) with obvious features of 

business division due to significant changes in the external environment and 

development strategy of the enterprise. This kind of structural decision is characterized 
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by closer relation between business division and Integrated Management Center and the 

questions encountered in the business development can be negotiated and dealt to 

improve decision-making efficiency in the framework of the Group’s strategy and 

direction. 

Shandong Jundar Group adopted M-type organizational structure (seen in the picture 

5-3) which stressed the decentralization management with relatively multiple business 

and set up multiple business divisions based on the business and geographical difference 

and so on in headquarters. Although these business divisions were set up in accordance 

with subsidiary, their roles were extremely obvious because they had big operating 

decisions and all functional departments except for the financial department.  

The headquarters mainly controlled strategic planning, risk management, major 

investment, auditing and so on and used this structure to control the business divisions. 

The decision-making was no longer centralized by the enterprise top management, 

overcoming the disadvantage that the relatively high centralized organizational structure 

did not react to the external information quickly.  

Under this structure, the business division became the profit center of the headquarter, 

owned its products and markets as well as relevant management functions, owning 

united leadership and responsibilities to the related products. BU (business unit) general 

manager can determine the sales price in accordance with the market competition or 

gives more marketing expense support to the salesmen or saleswomen. Under the 

M-type organizational structure, the management system with clear rights and 

responsibilities fully stimulated the enthusiasm and creativity of each management team 

under the headquarter. Previously, Integrated Management Center was only in charge of 

implementing the Group decision, and control business department would conduct more. 

The former coordinated with the business pillar in accordance with its own 

responsibilities in this model. If the coordination did not work well, it would affect the 

business development which would be censured by the President and the Group 

Management Committee. Appropriate decentralization system ensured each business 

division to own enough management decisions and was conductive to quick reaction to 

the changes in the external environment. 

The fourth stage: small-unit operation and organizational structure based on the 

Internet network platform group 
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As external business environment experienced dramatic changes and the age of Internet 

was coming, organizational development showed such development trends as flattening, 

deneutralization, miniaturization of operation unit, customer personalization, enterprise 

platform and staff making and Shandong Jundar Group also ushered in a massive 

change in the organizational structure with its new structure as shown in figure 5-4: 

Graph 5-4 Small-unit operation and organizational structure based on the Internet 

plus network platform plus group 

Amoeba business mode was first created by the Inamori Kazuo, Kyocera president 

which was a kind of small-unit business and self-financed mode. As the mode was 

occurred in the Asia where China and Japan shared the Confucian Culture and adapted 

to the organizational development trend of customer personalized, enterprise platform, 

staff making, distribution, zero distance, flattening and so on, the business became more 

and more popular organizational theory in recent years. Many enterprises actively tried 

to make changes and used this business mode. 

Shandong Jundar Group conducted the small business mode at earlier age in the 

construction machinery agent industry. Due to smaller business units, each unit 

conducted self-financed, thus each employee could realize unity of responsibility and 

rights which would greatly mobilize the enthusiasm of the staff and ensure the normal 

operation and development of the enterprise under the industrial tough condition.   

At the same time, Shandong Jundar Group actively explored the Internet network 

transformation, adopted the company network and data platform in the field of service 

and maintenance and actively created “platform group” business mode which has not 

been pushed across the group, but had achieved the initial results in the field of 

maintenance and service. 

5.3 Organizational performance 
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Organizational performance was the core issue of organizational research and 

management and good performance was the prerequisite for the sustainable 

development of the organization. Normally organizational performance used to describe 

the organizational tasks finished within a certain period, including quantity, quality, 

efficiency and so on. There were three main methods to evaluate the organizational 

performance. There were three methods to evaluate the organizational performance in 

the existing literature: the first was a target method which judged the performance 

through the situation of achieving the expected goal; the second was systematic resource 

method which measured the performance based on the organizational internal and 

external factors; the third was the supporter method which regarded the organization as 

numerous internal and external methods and used the requirements which met the 

supporter to measure the organizational performance(Dess and Robinson, 1984; Ford 

and Schellenberg, 1982). Scholars would use different organizational performance 

indicators from the different perspectives(Qi Xiaoyun, 2011), such as profits Sastry, 

1997), return on investment and market share(Burrow and Berardinelli, 2003), 

traditional financial index (Nkomo, 1987)and so on. In order to evaluate the 

organizational performance reasonably, the financial indicators and not-financial 

indicators shall be combined together(Qi Xiaoyun, 2011). Qualitative analysis and 

objective indicators combined together can improve the internal validity and reliability 

(Dess et al., 1984; Romanelli et al., 1994; Venkatraman, 1989). The paper conducted 

qualitative analysis to comprehensively the organizational performance through 

collecting the data by the interview and other methods and at the same time utilized the 

objective financial indicators to evaluate the organizational performances in each stage 

of Shandong Jundar Group to overcome the subjective arbitrariness of qualitative 

analysis to ensure the validity and reliability of the analytic results. The paper would 

evaluate the organizational performance mainly from the perspectives of organizational 

development and employee benefits. 

5.3.1 Qualitative analysis 

The biggest advantage of using the financial indicators to measure the organizational 

performance was to avoid the subjective bias, but the data was missing and at the same 

time single or several financial indicators were incomplete in measuring the 

organizational performance. Therefore, the paper conducted qualitative analysis through 

related information to reflect the organizational performance more comprehensively, but 

financial indicators can provide validation for these analysis. 

In the first development stage of Shandong Jundar Group, as the enterprise was in the 

start-up stage and experienced some errors and attempts in choosing the business, 

finally entering the field of spare parts sales of construction machinery, therefore the 

enterprise had poor performance and barely survived. At that time, not only enterprise 

had poor profits, but also the employees’ payment was lower. However, the 
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entrepreneurship team resigned from the same state-owned company started their 

business. Although the physical treatment was low, the team spirit was high and 

effectively made up for lack of material treatment. 

In the second development stage, Shandong Jundar Group reached strategic cooperation 

with Korean Modern Heavy Industrial, especially getting victory in the vicious price 

war, the group’s economy was flourishing, employees’ salary had been improved greatly. 

However, as the company was sales-oriented, employees’ salary was not fixed wage, but 

showed the high commission. With higher commission, the sales people with rich sales 

experience could receive the huge returns on material.  

In the third stage-preliminary group development stage of Shandong Jundar Group, as 

its business line enriched constantly and workforce was enlarged continuously, 

enterprise benefits had reached a historical peak as well as employees’ benefits. In each 

stage, not only sales, service and maintenance staff’s salary had been improved largely, 

but also the second-tier clerk, logistics and other employees’ salary had been greatly 

improved. 

In the fourth stage of the enterprise development, as the China economy entered a new 

normal and industrial development appeared the winter freeze, the recession, the 

enterprise profits had been seriously declined as well as the employees’ salaries which 

had become the obvious performance features. The representative evidence about the 

organizational performance in each stage is shown in the table 5-1.  

Table 5-1 Qualitative analysis of organizational performance 

Stage Representative qualitative evidence 

the first 

stage 

 The enterprise was in the start-up stage. 

 make some errors and attempts in the choice of the business. 

 The enterprise performance was normal to barely survive.  

 The employees’ salaries were comparatively lower. 

the second 

stage 

 Reach strategic cooperation with Hyundai Heavy Industries Co: 

 The economy was flourishing after a vicious price war. 

 The employees’ payments had been improved significantly. 

 The more salaries were shown in the high commission. 

 The sales people with rich experience received high returns  

the third 

stage 

 The business line and staff team expanded 

 The business profits had reached a historical peak. 

 The employee benefits had reached a historical peak. 

 The frontline sales, service and maintenance staff’s payments were largely 

expanded. 

 The second line clerk, logistics staff’s pay had also improved largely. 
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the fourth 

stage 

 China economy entered new normal. 

 Industrial development experienced winter freeze-recession. 

 The enterprise profits declined seriously 

 The enterprises experienced large-scale layoffs. 

 The employee’ pay was dropped to a different degree. 

 the enterprise still had enough cash flow, but the profits declined largely 

 The social benefits of transforming the Internet appeared. 

For the qualitative analysis above, evaluate the group performance in accordance with 

the evaluation methods and procedures mentioned in the chapter three. 

Table 5-2 Performance of Shandong Jundar Group in each stage 

stage the first stage the second stage the third stage the fourth stage 

organizational 

performance 

++ ++++ +++++ +++ 

5.3.2 Objective indicators 

This section would use objective indicators to test the reliability of analytic results 

above. Annual sales revenue of 1999-2015 was charted in 5-5 and 5-3 where the sales 

revenue grew slowly during 1999 and 2000(the sales revenue reached 10 billion yuan in 

1999 and 25 billion yuan in 2000) because it was start-up stage and the enterprise tried a 

lot to seek the core business. 

In March, 2000, although Shandong Jundar Group began the agency of modern 

excavators, achieving the transformation from selling spare parts and maintenance 

service to whole machine sale and service of excavators. However, due to narrow sales 

area and vicious price war, the company sales revenue did not make big breakthrough 

between 2000 and 2001(the sales revenue reached 30 million yuan in 2001). Until the 

end of 2002, the sales revenue exceeded 100 million yuan, reaching 120 million yuan, 

150 million yuan and 180 million yuan.  

Since the beginning of 2005, the group entered the third stage, namely the initial phrase 

of group development (2005-2010), its sales revenue entered into the fast lane, 

expanding from 200 million in 2006 to 1.2 billion yuan in 2010. 

As the group entered the fourth stage and China economy reached the new normal and 

industry was downward, its sales revenue dropped from 1.15 billion yuan to 650million 

yuan. 
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Graph 5-5 Sales revenue in Shandong of Shandong Jundar Group from 1999 to 2015. 

Sales revenue 

（100 million yuan） 

 

 

Year 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

Revenue 0.1 0.25 0.3 1 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.0 3.0 

Year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015  

Revenue 5.0 7.0 12.0 11.5 9.0 7.5 7.0 6.5  

Table 5-3 Sales revenue of Shandong Jundar Group from 1999 to 2015(Unit: 100 

million) 

5.4 Strategic orientation 

Strategic orientation referred to core value, beliefs, products and markets as well as core 

technology of the enterprise and one of core constructs of the theory of punctuated 

equilibrium (Sastry, 1997). The organization maintained the original mode due to the 

routines, however, when the strategic orientation did not adapt to the environment, the 

organization encountered the enormous pressure for change. When the pressure for 

change was large enough, the strategic reorientation in the theory of punctuated 

equilibrium. When this stage was finished, the organization was about to enter a 

relatively and more complete stage, thus beginning the next consolidation stage. 

Therefore, strategic orientation and its change played a significant role in the 

organizational evolution. 

The strategic orientation was also one core construct in the field of strategic 

management (Mintzberg, 1994) and related studies thought that strategic orientation 

was multidimensional construct and can use six dimensions of aggressiveness, analysis, 

defensiveness, futurity, pro-activeness and risk to measure the strategic orientation. 

Sastry (1997) noted that the strategic orientation can be used to measure the features of 
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these factors shown by the organization. Therefore, the paper investigated the strategic 

orientation through main target market and main products of the group, namely how the 

group to achieved the multi-brand and trans-regional strategy of the whole machine 

market and in-depth development of post-market. The following would analyze the 

strategic orientation of the group in two aspects: the first was to judge the evolution of 

target market in each stage through the qualitative analysis of data collected; the second 

was to analyze the strategic orientation in each stage objectively through the business 

ratio in each stage to verify the results of qualitative analysis. 

5.4.1 Qualitative analysis 

Make a brief description of business portfolio of Shandong Jundar Group in each stage: 

In the first stage of start-up, Shandong Jundar Group used to try a lot, such as 

trying to enter the field of earthwork construction, water construction, all of which 

failed. When China construction machinery was about to enter continuous high-speed 

growth, the group entered the field of selling spare parts of construction machinery. As 

the China construction machinery was just beginning, most machines in the market 

were new and customers did not agree with the factory look-alike accessories but were 

willing to use original accessories even if the latter were relatively higher, therefore the 

group developed slowly. At that time, how to become whole machine sales service agent 

from spare parts dealer had become the strategic goal of the group which actively 

sought for. 

In the second rapid development (2001-2004), as more and more hydraulic 

excavators with foreign brand landed into China, Jundar Group began to conduct 

strategic cooperation with Korean Modern Heavy Industries and became Korean agent 

in modern hydraulic excavators, successfully achieving the business transformation 

from spare parts sales and maintenance service to whole machine sales and service.  

In addition to selling whole machine, Shandong Jundar Group achieved Shandong 

after-sales service and maintenance agent of United States Cummins Engine in 2002; 

the group set up the first technical training School-Jinan Jundar Excavator Training 

School in2003; it successfully extended and diversified enterprise industrial chain and 

value chain. 

In the third stage of preliminary group (2005-2010), Shandong Jundar Group 

conducted strategic cooperation with China Longkong Holding Group, achieved whole 

Shandong agency on China Longkong hydraulic excavators and loader and broke 

through the limitation of modern excavator market only in the Shandog westward 

market, reaching the strategic goal of multi-brand, trans-region, chain and scale. At the 

same time, the group also achieved the agency in whole Shandong market on 

maintenance and spare parts service from Japanese Yanmar Engine and Weifang Power 

Engine and so on with the value chain and industrial chain of the enterprise improving 
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further. 

In the fourth development stage (2011-2015), as China economic new normal came 

and industrial development was downward continuously, Shandong Jundar Group was 

to adjust the business layout firstly, successfully stripping the loader business and timely 

marched into second-hand market, setting up Shandong Junyuan Second-hand 

Excavator trading market. 

Representative qualitative evidence of strategic orientation in each stage mentioned 

above can be seen in table 5-4. 

Table 5-4 Strategic orientation analysis at each stage 

Based on the qualitative analysis results mentioned above, the evaluation of strategic 

orientation of Shandong Jundar Group in each stage in accordance with the methods and 

evaluation procedure mentioned in the chapter three was shown in table 5-5. When the 

author discussed with related personnel, they thought the results reflected the reality and 

owned good reliability. 

Stage  representative qualitative evidence 

The first 

stage 

 Try to enter the field of earthwork construction and water construction which 

were failed. 

 Later enter the field of construction machinery parts sales 

 As the customers did not agree with look-alike spare parts, group developed the 

business slowly 

 How to change from spare parts dealer to whole machine sales service agent of 

hydraulic excavator became the strategic goal of Shandong Jundar Group which 

actively sought for. 

The 

second 

stage 

 Conduct the strategic cooperation with Korean Modern Heavy Industries and 

became modern excavator agent of Korean Modern Heavy Industries 

 Successfully achieve the transformation from the spare parts service and 

maintenance service to whole machine sales and service of excavators 

 Achieve the Shandong after-sale service and maintenance agent of United States 

Cummins Engine. 

 Set up Jinan Jundar Excavator Technical Training School. 

The third 

stage 

 Conduct strategic cooperation with China Longkong Holding Group and 

successfully achieved agency in whole Shandong on the China Longkong 

hydraulic excavator and loaders. 

 Break through the limitation of selling original modern excavator in Shandong 

westward market. 

 Reach the strategic goal of multi-brand, trans-region, chain and scale. 

 Achieve the agency in whole Shandong on maintenance and spare parts service 

of Japanese Yanmar Engine and Weifang Power Engine  

The 

fourth 

stage 

 Split the loader business 

March into the second-hand market and set up Shandong Junyuan Second-hand 

Excavator trading market 

 shrink the numerous sales and service networks in the whole province in the 

strategy. 
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Table 5-5 Evaluation results of strategic orientation in each stage 

stage the first stage the second stage the third stage the fourth stage 

strategic orientation + +++++ +++++ +++ 

5.4.2 Financial indicators 

In order to avoid the subjective arbitrariness of qualitative analysis, objective indicators 

such as financial indicators can be used to verify the validity and reliability of the 

analytic results. According to the stage divisions, the main annual financial indicators in 

1999 can show the ratio of market service revenue in the total revenue which will be 

regarded that the group paid much attention to the post-market service and dealt with 

the unreasonable structure problem caused by the whole machine sales accounting for 

much larger ratio in the marketing structure. Simply relying on the profit of the whole 

machine sales, Jundar Group profits will also decline when the market downturn occurs 

or cannot guarantee the profits while encountering the difficulties in the sales. Excessive 

pursuit of whole machine sales profit will ignore post-service business such as after-sale 

service, maintenance, accessories, leasing and second-hand cellphones, cannot serve to 

users better and provide stable business volume when the market is not involved in the 

good situation. Post-service market can guarantee the stable operation of the company, 

especially to ensure company operation and maintain the old customers under the 

condition of the whole-machine market. 
 

Graph 5-6, Tendency chart of ratio of post-market service revenue in the total 

revenue from 1999 to 2015 in the Shandong Jundar Group 

Seen from the figure above, we could say that in the start-up stage, as the 

Shandong Jundar Group was a construction machinery spare parts manufacturer, its 

post-market revenue reached to over 90%. However, as the group shifted to whole 

machine sales of hydraulic excavators and loaders, the ratio of its post-market revenue 

became more and more lower, only accounting for around 10% in 2010. As the 

macro-economy was downward and the market for whole machine sales declined 
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continuously after 2011, the group actively explored the post-market and its post-market 

revenue improved continuously, reaching 45% in 2015 in order to respond to the tough 

market. This structural adjustment was not only brought about by the external market 

environment, but also by the strategic adjustment of the group, which ensured how the 

group survived and developed under the tough market of whole machine. The figure 5-6 

and table 5-6 showed that the change trend was highly consistent with qualitative 

analysis results mentioned above, proving the reliability and validity of the results. 

Table 5-6 The ratio（%）of post-market service revenue in the total revenue in 1999 

Year 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

Revenu

e 

95 40 35 30 20 25 20 15 17 

Year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015  

Revenu

e 

15 12 10 15 25 30 40 45  

5.5 Pressure for change 

The pressure for change mainly resulted from the survival brought about by the low 

performance and (or) was required by the expectation and might be a result of long-term 

low performance caused by the not-matched organizational activities or ineffective 

strategic orientation (Sastry, 1997), of which the pressure for performance meant the 

continuous low performance or the urgent need to make organizational change brought 

about by the expected high performance and the expected change needed the 

organization to change out of judging the environment to better adapt to the 

environment(Romanelli et al., 1994; Tushman et al., 1985). The larger the pressure for 

change was, the easier the organization experienced the strategic reorientation, thus 

experiencing the metamorphic organizational change in essence. The paper combined 

the pressure for change and demand for change together to assess the pressure for 

change faced by Shandong Jundar Group in each stage: the first was to attain the 

evaluation of pressure for change brought out by the expected change by the qualitative 

analysis of the related data; the second was to verify the results of qualitative analysis 

by the financial indicators. 

5.5.1Qualitative analysis 

In the first stage of Shandong Jundar Group, the pressure for change resulted from 

the survival. In order to solve the survival, the group must seek the high-growth 

business which occurs now or in the future in the external market and can have the 

ability to match the business through quick learning. Therefore, the group experienced 

lots of errors and attempts. 

In the second development stage, the first problem for the group was to solve the 

vicious competition which caused the group to still face the pressure for survival even if 

the group entered the field of whole machine sales of hydraulic excavators with 
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high-growth and high profit. Therefore, the group increased the intensity of marketing 

resources on the one hand and on the other hand had to bear high pressure for selling 

products with no profits. Therefore, when providing good after-sales service, the 

Shandong Jundar must improve the management efficiency and reduce the operating 

costs in order to survive in a brutal price war. 

The pressure for change in the third stage resulted from the sales and service 

networks in the enterprise management, human resources and offices which laid behind 

the construction after the continuous expansion of initialized group as well as the 

operation. Therefore, when strengthening the human resource management center, the 

group invested the huge resources to make the Handbook on Business Management to 

optimize the management flow and to set up the enterprise ERP system, establishing 

more than sales and service networks in eighty cities in seventeen provinces and the 

number of employees reaching seven hundred. 

The pressure for change in the fourth stage was the result of economic new normal. 

As china investment in huge payments declined and industry was downturn 

continuously, the market for whole machine was in the negative growth continuously as 

well as risk of huge payments. Therefore, Longkong loader business was split by 

Shandong Jundar Group timely. At the same time, over 100 sales and service outlets 

were integrated and two sets of sales and service networks and teams of modern 

hydraulic excavators and Longkong hydraulic excavators were integrated and 

meanwhile the large teams experienced a layoff to reduce the financial cost. 

Table 5-7 showed the representative qualitative evidence of pressure for change in 

each stage mentioned above. 

Table 5-7 qualitative analysis of pressure for change in each stage 

Stage Qualitative evidence 

The first 

stage 

 This was a start-up stage 

 The pressure for change came from the survival. 

 It must seek the high-growth business now and in the future in the external 

market. 

 It experienced numerous errors and attempts. 

The 

second 

stage 

 The foremost question was to solve the vicious competition. 

 Strengthen the after-sales service 

 Pay attention at any time to prevent the financial risk of cash flow which dried 

up. 

 Bear the pressure of selling products and not making profits 

 Improve management efficiency and reduce the operating costs 

 Survive in a brutal price war. 
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The third 

stage 

 When the enterprise laid behind and the efficiency reduced. 

 The tremendous stress brought out by the lagging the construction of human 

resources. 

 The tremendous stress brought out by the lagging the construction of sales and 

service network 

 The tremendous stress brought out by the lagging the informatization 

construction 

The 

fourth 

stage 

 Tremendous pressure brought out by the industrial downturn 

 The loss of loader business as well as risk of huge payments  

 Labor cost pressure brought out by the over-staff. 

 Tremendous pressure for the transformation and development 

5.5.2 Pressure for performance 

Normally speaking, when the financial performance increased slowly or faced the 

continuous low performance, the organization would face the corresponding the 

pressure for change; furthermore, when the financial performance was negative growth, 

the pressure would become larger so that the organization will examine its strategic 

orientation, thus causing the strategic reorientation. Although the pressure for change 

might be from the low performance and expectation for the high performance, the paper 

would consider the pressure brought by the low performance due to the restricted data. 

The paper would examine the pressure for performance faced by the Shandong Jundar 

Group based on the change in the annual profit in 1999. The profit change was shown in 

the graph 5-7. 

 

Graph 5-7 Change of annual profit of Shandong Jundar Group from 1999 to 2015 

Seen from the graph 5-7, we could see: firstly, the pressure for performance of 

Shandong Jundar Group showed wave state; secondly the larger pressure for 

performance was occurred in the early start-up stage, magnificent price war in the rapid 

development and industrial development under the new normal, but the largest pressure 

was in the stage of magnificent price war. 

According to the evaluation methods and procedures mentioned in the chapter three, the 
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evaluation results of pressure for change was shown in figure 5-8 based on the pressure 

for change faced by the group in this stage and combining the curve of pressure for 

change and quantitative analysis. When the author discussed with the relevant staff 

mentioned above, they thought the results reflected the reality. 

Table 5-8 Evolution results of pressure for change in each stage 

Stage The first stage The second 

stage 

The third stage The fourth stage 

Pressure for change +++++ ++++ ++ +++ 

5.6 The organizational inertia 

To reach the organizational formal goal and executing the organizational activities 

needed the organizational relative stability, but the organizational inertia would occur in 

the process of systematism and standardism (Barnett and Pontikes, 2008; Hannan and 

Freeman, 1984; Kelly and Amburgey, 1991), of which the organizational inertia at 

certain degree would be conductive to maintain the organizational survival and 

development. The paper thought the organizational inertia and routines were quite 

different concepts: the former focused on the fixed mode and uneasy to change; the 

latter paid much attention to the self-strengthened and route dependence (白景坤, 2009). 

The scholars mentioned many related concepts such as cognitive inertia (Hodgkinson, 

2003), action inertia (Sull, 1999), structural inertia (Hannan et al., 1984; Schaefer, 1998) 

and so on. Tushman and Romanelli(1985) and Sastry(1997) pointed out that the 

organizational inertia meant the solidified force between the organizational existing 

patterns and stockholders and expanded an institutionalized and standardized 

commitment to become the member; organizational inertia could not prevent the 

incremental organizational change, but the radical organizational change; High-degree 

organizational inertia would weaken the evolution capacity of the organization to its 

environment, thus preventing the its social relations and structure from making the 

substantive change; possible assessment method was measured by evaluating the 

relationship between the organization and related organizations or measuring the 

intensity of the organizational culture and norm. Some studies pointed out that the 

sources of organizational inertia consisted of performance, size and dependence which 

could be used to assess the organizational inertia(Dean Jr and Snell, 1991).Normally 

speaking, the organizational management personnel would face the pressure for 

changing the current organizational practice under the poor organizational performance 

which also released out the signal that the organization needed changing; the good 

organizational performance promoted the organizational management personnel to think 

that the current organizational activity mode was reasonable and they did not have any 

motivation to do any change(Dean Jr et al., 1991).The larger the organization was, the 

bigger the organizational inertia was; the longer the organizational history was, the 
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bigger the organizational inertia was. (Ranger-Moore, 1997) 

Based on the related theories of the organizational inertia (Hannan et al., 1984) and 

research (Dean Jr et al., 1991;), Guill mode was reasonable, therefore there was no 

motivation to make any change. lly and Amburg adopted qualitative analysis to evaluate 

the organizational inertia in each stage of Shandong Jundar Group. The organizational 

inertia was the highest in the third stage because the group and industry was in the peak 

period. The quicker the market development was, the enterprise performance was quite 

good and employee benefits better and the group bore the less pressure for competition, 

therefore, the organization tended to keep its fixed activity mode. The first stage was 

start-up phrase, the organization was faced with the survival and had strong motivation 

to change the current activity mode to survive, thus showing the lowest organizational 

inertia. Although the group encountered vicious price war in the second stage, the 

overall organizational inertia was higher than that in the first stage but lower than that in 

the third stage as the vicious price war ended. As China economy entered new normal 

and industrial development dropped continuously, the pressure for change of the group 

enlarged and organizational inertia was smaller than that in the third stage, but larger 

than the first stage and second stage. The related evidence of the qualitative analysis 

was shown in the table 5-9. 

Table 5-9 Qualitative analysis of the organizational inertia in each stage 

Stage Quantitative evidence 

The first 

stage 

 The enterprise was at the start-up stage 

 The enterprise survival made the organizational inertia 

The second 

stage 

 The pressure for survival is enormous in the malignant price war. 

 As the enterprise was on the rapid development, the organizational inertia was 

created after the price war. 

The third 

stage 

 The enterprise experienced related diversified development 

 The enterprise expanded 

 With the good performance and relatively large team, the organizational inertia 

was enlarged. 

The fourth 

stage 

 Economic development had entered the “new normal”. 

 The industrial development continued to decline. 

 the larger the pressure for enterprise survival is, the smaller the organizational 

inertia. 

In the paper, more emphasis was on the dependence of organizational inertia on the 

routines and existing activity mode. According to the evaluation methods and 

procedures mentioned in the chapter three and based on evaluating the size of group 

organizational inertia in the stage, the results were shown in the table 5-10. When the 

author talked with the relevant people mentioned above, they thought the results 

reflected the true situation with better reliability. 
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Table 5-10 Evaluation results of the organizational inertia in each stage 

Stage the first stage the second stage the third stage the fourth stage 

Organizational inertia + ++ +++++ ++ 

5.7 Chapter summary 

This chapter firstly divided the organizational evolution into four stages and briefly 

described each stage. Based on the division, the chapter mainly adopted qualitative 

methods and analyzed organizational performance, strategic orientation, pressure for 

change and organizational inertia in each stage successively by combining the related 

financial data. The chapter not only conducted in-depth analysis of each factor, but also 

provided data foundation for the analysis of the following chapter. 
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Chapter VI Case Analysis Results 

As described in the Chapter three, the paper selects Shandong Jundar Group as the case 

study in accordance with typical and successful criteria with the purpose of discerning 

the development law of China construction machinery agent enterprises in the process 

of organizational evolution of Shandong Jundar Group and exploring theoretical 

proposition for developing China construction machinery agent enterprises successfully. 

The above makes a detailed analysis of macro environment and numerous factors inside 

the organization, including strategic orientation, organizational performance, pressure 

for change and organizational inertia during the process of organizational evolution of 

Shandong Jundar Group, analyzing changes of these factors in different stages from the 

vertical perspective, however, this kind of isolated analysis is only to reveal the changes 

of these factors and cannot reveal these change law and connection among these factors 

in the process of organizational evolution. Based on the above results, this paper will 

make an analysis of change law and connection among these factors to deeper explore 

the model existed in the evolution process of Shandong Jundar Group and come up with 

the related prepositions. First of all, the analysis results of chapter four and five is 

summarized in the table 6-1 for the next use. 

Based on the theory of punctuated equilibrium (Romanelli et al., 1994; Sastry, 1997; 

Tushman et al., 1985), the reorientation period in the process of organizational evolution 

is of importance stage because it breaks the convergent period for a long time and 

promotes the route of organizational evolution to a new stage. Therefore, the paper will 

explore the relationship between strategic orientation and other factors based on the 

strategic orientation as the core and logical relationship among different concepts in the 

theory of punctuated equilibrium and law shown in the process of organizational 

evolution of Shandong Jundar Group. Based on the above principles, the paper will 

observe the change relationship among the variables in the table 6-1 carefully to find out 

the law probably existed in the process of organizational evolution of Shandong Jundar 

Group. The important law reflected from the above-mentioned data will be expressed as 

the theoretical propositions which will reflect the law of organizational evolution of 

China construction machinery agent enterprises through the law in the Shandong Jundar 

Group.  
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Table 6-1 Comparison list of evaluation results in four stages of Shandong Jundar 

Group 

Concept and dimension First 

stage 

Second 

stage 

Third 

stage 

fourth 

stage 

 

 

Environmental 

factors 

China macroeconomic environment +++ ++++ +++++ ++ 

Shandong economic development 

environment 

+++ +++++ +++++ ++ 

Construction machinery industrial 

environment 

++++ +++++ ++++++ ++ 

Organizational 

performance 
 ++ ++++ +++++ +++ 

Strategic 

orientation  
 + +++++ +++++ +++ 

Pressure for 

change 
 +++++ ++++ ++ +++ 

Organizational 

Inertia 
 + ++ +++++ ++ 

6.1 The role of macro environment 

From the analysis of the chapter four, we can find since the Shandong Jundar Group has 

been established, the China macroeconomic environment, Shandong economic 

development environment and construction machinery industrial development 

environment involved by the Group are in the dynamic and fluctuate change and all of 

them show features of stage change. 

The macroeconomic environment affects the product market and market for capital 

goods of the enterprise, therefore, it willhave an important impact on the development 

of Jundar Group which is involved in it. 

As for the process of China macro economy, some scholars believe that it can be 

divided into three phases: the first mainly to construct planned commodity economy 

which was full of the contradiction between the planning disposition of the production 

factors and market disposition of commodities from 1979 to 1992; the second was 

mainly to construct the socialist market economy system by establishing the production 

factor market with the public ownership as the main form from 1992 to 2005; the third 

was to improve the socialist market system(Lu Pinyue, 2007) since 2007. The Shandong 

Jundar Group has experienced four development periods: namely, the first was the 

start-up period in 1999-2000; the second was rapid development period from 2001 to 

2004; the third was initial Group development period from 2005 to 2010; the fourth was 

transition period under the new normal since 2011 as well as the five-year cycle of 

China’s economic and social development: namely China adoptsthefeatures of the 
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“five-Year Plan” to promote social and social development. The macroeconomic 

environment in the organizational evolution of Shandong Jundar Group can be divided 

into four phases: “China’s Ninth Five-year plan (1996-2000), China’s Tenth Five-year 

plan (2001-2005), China’s 11th five-year plan (2006-2010), China’s 12th five-year plan 

(2011-2015). 

The stages of China macroeconomic environment, Shandong economic development 

environment, construction machinery industrial development environment change are 

consistent with the organizational evolution process of Shandong Jundar Group. As the 

organizational evolution process is a continuous process and the corresponding 

environmental changes at different stages are not entirely separate, therefore, although 

the stage division in the different dimensions of macro environment is quite different 

from the stage start and end points of stage division of organizational evolution of 

Shandong Jundar Group, they still show consistency at certain degree. 

Table 6-2 Stage comparison of macro environment and organizational evolution 

Stage China 

macroeconomic 

environment 

Shandong 

economic 

development 

environment 

Construction 

machinery 

industrial 

development 

environment 

Shandong 

Jundar Group 

 

First stage the ninth Five-year 

Plan 

the ninth Five-year 

Plan 

the ninth Five-year 

Plan 

1999-2000 

Second stage the tenth Five-year 

Plan 

the tenth Five-year 

Plan 

the tenth Five-year 

Plan 

2001-2005 

Third stage the eleventh 

Five-year Plan 

the eleventh 

Five-year Plan 

the eleventh 

Five-year Plan 

2006-2010 

Fourth stage the twelfth 

Five-year Plan 

the twelfth 

Five-year plan 

the twelfth 

Five-year plan 

2011-2015 

Organizational strategic orientation concentrically reflects the organization to the 

environmental change. Only when the organizational strategy matches with the external 

environment, can the appropriate activities achieve established results. From the 

comparison between each dimension of macro environment and strategic orientation in 

the table, we can say: the first is that the more favorable the macroeconomic 

environment is, the quicker the machine sales of Shandong Jundar Group are and its 

strategic orientation and the macroeconomic environment change shows consistency; 

the second is that the macroeconomic environment is stagnant, therefore Shandong 

Jundar Group increases market development and its strategic orientation is consistent 

with macroeconomic environment change; the third is that when the organizational 

environment make changes, its strategic orientation also changes accordingly. 

Graph 5-6 Ratio trend graph of the post-market service revenue in the total revenue of 

Shandong Jundar Group from1999-2015 shows the relationship and connection between 
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various dimensions of macro environment and strategic orientation more vividly. 

When the whole machine market is bad, Shandong Jundar Group pays more attention to 

market development. When the macroeconomic situation is better, the whole market 

needs increasing and Shandong Jundar Group will adjust its strategic orientation 

corresponding. Therefore, its strategic orientation shows high consistency with market 

change and adverse relationship with overall market change. However, this alternative 

change will make us understand the strategic orientation change of Shandong Jundar 

Group. We can think that the strategic selection of Shandong Jundar Group in the whole 

machine market and post-market is affected by the market environment change to a 

large extent. 

The findings and the theory of punctuated equilibrium on the environmental change 

makes the organization break the consolidation phrase and generate reorientation 

thought (Sastry, 1997). And strategic management theory on the common evolution of 

the environment and organization (Tan et al., 2005) own consistency, matching the 

research conclusion of the environment impacting on the organizational reform (Koberg, 

Detienne, and Heppard, 2003). In the development process of China construction 

machinery agent enterprises, China macro-control policy also affects its external 

environment, therefore, China construction machinery agent enterprises must be 

affected by the macro-environment, in addition to the general organization and the 

macro policy is one of the most influential factors in the environment. 

According to the impact analysis of the macro environment on the organizational 

evolution process of Shandong Jundar Group, it comes up with: 

Proposition one: macro environment has an influence on the organizational evolution 

process of China construction mechanical agent enterprises and influences its stage; the 

macro-control policy plays an important role in the organizational evolution process of 

China construction mechanical agent enterprises. 

6.2 Relationship among elements 

The macro environment has an influence on the organizational evolution process of 

China construction mechanical agent enterprises and influences its stage. However, the 

paper thinks that environmental factor only provide necessary condition for the 

organizational evolution and numerous factors inside the organization also plays a very 

important role in the process and result of the organizational evolution. The chapter 

conducts the analysis from the perspective of inside the organization and comes up with 

the corresponding preposition. 

6.2.1 See the development process of Jundar Group from three perspectives of 

convergent period，reorientation period and executive leadership of Punctuated 

Equilibrium theory 
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(1) Convergent period of Punctuated Equilibrium theory and relatively stable 

development stage of Jundar Group 

Convergent period is that over a long period of time, the organization integrates the 

social, policy, technical, and economic activities and so on so that they are aligned to 

support the overall strategic orientation. In the environment of relatively stable macro 

economy and stable market demand, the department set-up and operating mode also 

maintains relatively stable and the group has less reform pressure and low enthusiasm. 

Whether it is from the distribution pattern, internal assessment and layout of external 

business outlets, they are in the orderly development and leisurely development. its 

internal management and external expansion have only improved in the quantity and 

degree without major radical reform. The operating inertia and system and organization 

maintain the original activity mode and development speed is also relatively gentle as 

well as the enterprise development also has no fundamental change. 

(2) Reorientation period 

Jundar group always faces the pressure brought about by the external environment and 

internal environment such as market demand changes, mechanical equipment needs 

multi-level demand, the customers have higher requirements for service technology, the 

internal management slacks, the distribution tends to average, organizational discipline 

is challenged, external and internal management mismatch leading to a decline in 

benefits, the costs increase and the management rate reduces, all of which push and 

promote the group to conduct the further reform and to reorientate the external 

operating strategy and internal assessment management program. Construction 

machinery is highly related to macro economy of the country or a region and is closely 

related to the local capital construction. The reform of Jundar Group namely 

reorientation is also forced and helpless. The group must change the status quo, 

implement reorientation, change the past and relocate the new business strategy and 

management model to get rid of crisis and enter into the rapid development. 

(3) Executive leadership 

The executive management is an important factor in the organizational evolution of 

Jundar Group. The leadership team coordinates the demand between stability and 

reform and middle and low-level management cadres take charge of consolidating the 

original strategy. Only the executive leadership team can study and promote to finish a 

complete Group reform. In the convergent period with stable development, executive 

leaders mainly set an example for the middle and low-level managers who will 

accomplish the gradual change; at the stage of reform, executive leaders have a choice 

of strategy, rights, structure and control. When the environment changes, the strategic 

choice made by the executive leaders is the main force to conduct the Group strategic 

reform. That is to say, in the middle of two important dimensions between environment 
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reform and organizational strategic reform, executive leaders’ cognition, analysis and 

judgement are main key force to safeguard the enterprise reform, survival and 

development. 

6.2.2 China macroeconomic control policy and path of Jundar Group 

From the beginning of China’s 8th Five-Year Plan (1991-1995), China’s entire social 

investment in the fixed assets has undergone a substantial growth period. In 1991, the 

investment in the fixed assets was only 551 billion yuan, soaring to nearly trillions in 

1992 and reaching four trillion billion in 2000.  

Various construction projects related to construction machinery start up in a large 

number especially the industrial construct and real estate industry, entering a high 

growth period which drives the construction machinery market to achieve greater 

development. The sales revenue of construction machinery was only 26.3 billion yuan 

in 1992 with the growth rate reaching 40% and 50% respectively in 1992 and 1993 with 

the products in short supply, the sales price rising unceasingly and much higher than the 

sales output value. Since 1994, in order to prevent the economic overheating, China 

intensified its macro-control efforts, implemented a monetary tightening policy and 

practiced a series of soft landing measures. In 1998, the demand for the construction 

machinery increased again because of the investment in infrastructure construction. 

Since 1999, construction machinery has maintained a rapid growth momentum for the 

three consecutive years. 

In 1999, under the boom of construction machinery, Dong Jingchun decided to resign 

from Shandong Agricultural Machinery Management Institutions and founded 

Shandong Jundar Construction Machinery (Group) Co; Ltd which conformed to the 

China’s macroeconomic rapid development and was also a reason why the Jundar 

Group was established and developed. The enterprise survival and development cannot 

be separated from social macro development of the environment at that time. The tenth 

five-year plan and eleventh five-year plan were the golden decade for the development 

of China’s construction machinery industry. Whether it was hydraulic excavators or 

loaders. Their sales had reached the highest point of history so far in 2011. Jundar 

Group came through the company’s start-up phrase, caught up with good time of 

China’s economic development and grew from scratch. This phrase also laid the 

foundation for the developing the China’s private enterprises for the decade where 

nowadays many large-scale enterprises with great impact were created and developed at 

that period. 

According to the Construction Machinery Industry in the China Construction 

Machinery Industry Journal 1949, China Construction Machinery achieved 

unprecedented development with the average annual growth rate of during the five-year 

plan through the development of the first five-year plan and the reasonable adjustment 
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of operation mechanism. During this period, Jundar Group also maintained annual 

growth rate of 45% on sales and whole tenth five-year plan (the year of 2000) was also 

the period that the sales and benefits increased steadily and enterprise organization, 

institution and personnel developed vigorously. 

In the period of eleventh five-year plan, China’s construction machinery industry 

encountered the global financial crisis in 2008, however the industry gained the profit 

from the misfortune and ushered into the blowout period in the rapid development. The 

market shrank sharply in 2008. Although Jundar Group suffered a few non-sales status 

quo, the Group achieved brilliant results when the market rebounded again in 2009 even 

if it was not forced to reform because the Group owned enough money. 

However, after the twelfth five-year plan, the main products of construction machinery 

such as hydraulic excavators and loaders have reached the highest historical point so far. 

Along with China’s economic development entered into the new normal, China’s 

construction machinery industry ushered in a painful adjustment and transition period 

and Jundar Group also entered the reform period with strategic reorientation, 

institutions adjustment as well as the marketing methods changing. 

The process of developing environmental change in China’s construction machinery 

industry is also the process of development and reform of Jundar Group whose 

development is inseparable from macroeconomic regulation and determines the reform 

process and development speed of Jundar Group. 

6.2.3 Strategic orientation and organizational performance 

Strategic orientation is determined by the organization in accordance with its 

environment, which is the necessary prerequisite for the sustainable development and 

continuous evolution of the organization. The fitting degree of strategic orientation and 

the environment determines the organizational performance (Venkatraman and Prescott, 

1990). The organization usually takes various environmental factors into consideration 

including general environmental factors and task environmental factors (Bourgeois, 

1980) when formulating the strategy. 

When the Shandong Jundar Group starts up, it tries to seek core business in numerous 

trials and errors, showing low poor performance; when its strategic orientation and the 

environment is low compatibility, poor performance will follow up in this stage. The 

Group begins to explore and start the whole machinesale strategy of big hydraulic 

excavator machines to better match the macroeconomic environment and industrial 

environment and this strategy support the Group to achieve good organizational 

performance in the second and third stages. When the Group effectively implement the 

strategy of overall sale plus post-market development, it still achieves better 

performance, becoming the industry leader when facing the continuous downward of 

macro-economy and industry and even though its performance is less than that in the 
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second and third stages. 

As you can say that the higher matching the environmental strategy is, the better the 

organizational performance is accordingly. Environmental strategy matching and 

organizational performance show consistent change law, showing that the strategic 

orientation cannot determine organizational performance. Only the strategic orientation 

combines with the environment, (namely environmental strategic matching), can the 

organizational performance take the predication into consideration, which is consistent 

with the traditional view of strategic management (Tan et al., 1994; Venkatraman et al., 

1990). 

Therefore, the proposition second concludes that China construction machinery agent 

enterprises must make efforts to adjust its strategic orientation to better adapt to the 

environment, thus achieving better organizational performance; environmental and 

strategic match is an important intermediary variable for the environment and strategy 

to affect the organizational performance, which is especially important for China 

construction machinery agent enterprises. 

6.2.4 Organizational performance, pressure for change and organizational inertia 

Good organizational performance is essential for the continuous existence and 

development of the organization. From the data of performance, pressure for change and 

organizational inertia in the comparison table 6-1, you can find out: 

When the organizational performance starts to rise gradually from the second stage 

(from two to four, pressure for change is slowly smaller (from five to four) according. 

When the organization is faced with better performance, the organization tends to 

recognize current mode of organizational activities and lacks the incentive to discover 

and seek probably alternatives and optimized scheme. At the time, the organization is 

faced with smaller pressure for change, shows larger organizational inertia and tends to 

keep current mode of organizational activities. 

For example：when having good performance，Shandong Jundar Group faces smaller 

pressure for change (from four to two)in the third stage; when the organizational 

performance is poor in the first stage, the pressure for change is big(5); when China 

economy enters new normal and industry continues downward, the pressure for change 

suddenly increases(from two to three) in the fourth stage. 

Meanwhile, the organizational inertia is more closely linked to the organizational 

performance. The better the organizational performance is, the bigger the organizational 

inertia is. The better the organizational performance is, the expectation for pursuing 

good performance strengthens current activity mode, thus causing the organization to 

produce larger inertia; when the performance becomes poor, the organization doubts the 

current activity mode and organizational inertia is slowly smaller when actively seeking 

alternative mode. 
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As for the Shandong Jundar Group, when its organizational performance is poor, 

organizational survival will get threatened, employees’ jobs cannot get guaranteed and 

its organizational inertia is the minimum which can been see in the first stage; As the 

organizational performance gradually improves and when organization and its members 

will feel that current activity mode will bring the good performance, the organizational 

inertia will be slowly larger seen in the second and third stages of Shandong Jundar 

Group, especially the third development stage.  

Organizational inertia and pressure for change must be closely connected with each 

other. From the conceptual point of view, the former is based on the recognition of 

current organizational active mode, thus requiring sustained force; the latter is a doubt 

and challenge to the current active mode, tending to use another active mode instead of 

current mode. Therefore, they are against each other and contradictory in essence. As 

for Shandong Jundar Group, you can see from the table 6-1, larger pressure for change 

is closely associated with lower organizational inertia 

The Proposition three is concluded: in the process of organizational evolution of China 

construction machinery agent industries, the sales performance has a more prominent 

role in the organizational inertia and pressure for change; the organizational inertia 

plays an important mediating role between the pressure for change and organizational 

performance; the pressure for change plays an important mediating role between 

organizational inertia and organizational performance. 

This proposition is consistent with the available literature that performance pressure is 

the main pressure source for the organization to reform (Romanelli et al., 1994). 

6.2.5 Pressure for change and strategic orientation 

When the pressure for change is much enough, the organization must change current 

organizational active mode and adjust its strategy, culture, structure and other aspects so 

as to match organizational activity with the environment again and promote the 

organization enter the new development stage. From the data comparison between 

pressure for change and strategic orientation in the table 6-1, we can see as for the 

Shandong Jundar Group in the entrepreneurship stage, its organizational pressure is the 

largest and it tries to seek core business through trials and attempts in the first stage 

which has become urgent task, therefore, its organizational inertia is small, its strategic 

orientation (shown in the main target market and main products) shows active pursuit of 

sales of hydraulic excavators from spare parts of construction machinery and 

unprecedented change pressure forces the organization to change original strategic 

orientation. However, when it comes to the third stage, as the Shandong Jundar Group 

reaches the strategic cooperation with Korea Modern Heavy Industries, it successfully 

transfers to sale service provider of hydraulic excavator. In order to compensate the 

limited regional pressure from Korea Modern Heavy Industries, it also reaches strategic 
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cooperation with China Lonking Holding Group with its strategic orientation 

transferring to new strategy of multi-brand, cross-region, large-scale and 

chain-orientation 

If the strategic orientation conducts the strategic reorientation under the pressure for 

expecting better performance, eagerly breaking through the limitation in the third stage, 

the change from whole sale service provider to focusing whole sale and post-market and 

seeking for Internet transition actively are the strategic choice when the macro economy 

enters new normal and enormous external pressure from continuous downward in the 

industry. 

Linking to the relationship among the environment, organizational performance and 

pressure for change mentioned above, we can understand that pressure for change 

actually reflects the double effect of organizational performance and organizational 

environment change. Only when the strategic orientation adjusts to match the 

environment well, can the organizational activities adapt to the environmental 

requirements, thus achieving better organizational performance and sustainable 

organizational development. Therefore, it comes up with: 

Proposition four: in the evolutionary process of China construction machinery agent 

industry, the pressure for change, the environment, and the strategic orientation are 

variables that conjointly influence performance, and in the other direction, performance 

influences pressure for change and strategic orientation.  

6.2.6 The role of leadership 

The theory of punctuated equilibrium also stresses that the organizational senior leaders 

play an important role in the organizational evolution, thinking only they can balance 

the stable situation and requirement for change, thus determining if the organization 

needs the strategic orientation; the theory also stresses the senior leaders’ different roles 

in the organizational evolution, for example: the senior people mainly keep the 

organizational activity stable and orderly and middle and low executives complete an 

incremental change during the consolidation stage; senior leaders need to make strategic 

choices and conduct right distribution, organizational structure, I benefit distribution 

and choice of control system（Tushman and Romanlli, 1985; Sastry, 1997）in the 

reorientation stage. Seen from the whole evolutionary process of Shandong Jundar 

Group, senior leaders play an important role in the process. For example: 

In the first development stage, when Shandong Jundar Group failed to enter earth 

and rock construction, water conservancy construction, diesel filling stations and other 

things, it faced crossroads and did not know where to go. Currently, the leaders played 

an important role and eventually determined to mobilize all employees to change their 

minds and to transfer to sales of construction machinery spare parts through in-depth 

analysis. When the Group entered the field of selling spare parts, it overcame the 
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difficulties and firmly was on the road to entire machine sales of construction 

machinery firmly. The group successfully overcame the difficulties and marched 

towards a healthy and steady development through concerted efforts of all staff.  

When reaching the strategic cooperation with Korea Modern Heavy Industry and 

especially successfully overcoming malignant price war, the Group entered a 

fast-growing stage. When facing the strategic cooperation with China Lonking which 

just started out on hydraulic excavator, the inside the Group and senior leaders have 

different voices and opinions. 

1.  

The interviews repeatedly stress that the leaders play an important role, for example: 

The chairman is very ambitious, leading us to do lots of things and staff are also 

great and very spiritual. (R7) 

It turns out that the senior leaders went against all odds and reaching strategic 

cooperation with China Lonking Holding Group was very wise at that time. (R8) 

Along with the rising of China domestic brand hydraulic excavators and the 

European hydraulic excavators expanding the middle and low-end products, Korean 

hydraulic excavators with Modern and Doosan as representatives were losing their 

advantages, however, the Group cooperating with China Lonking Holding Group seized 

the opportunity. However, many people did not see it as well as challenges and risks 

faced by the roaring modern hydraulic excavators in the future. 

These examples fully show that senior leaders play an important role in analyzing 

the situation to make a right strategic orientation in the process of organizational 

development. Thus, the paper proposes: 

Proposition five: leaders from China construction machinery agent enterprises play 

a decisive role in the organizational evolution, leading to adjust the relationship among 

organizational performance, pressure for change and organizational inertia in detail; 

leaders directly have an impact on the direction and process of strategic reorientation. 

6.3 Evolutionary model 

Summarizing the research results of organizational evolution of Shandong Jundar Group, 

we can see enterprise organizational evolution model of China construction machinery 

agent shown in the table 6-3. In the model, China construction machinery agent 

enterprise evolves from a relatively simple organization into a complex one in the 

process of strategic environment matching, organizational performance, pressure for 

change, strategic orientation and strategic reorientation. The mode proposed by the 

thesis is consistent with the original mode originated from 

context-structure-performance logically. 
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In the evolutionary process of China construction machinery agent enterprises, when 

environmental strategic matching is high, the good organizational performance can be 

achieved, the pressure for change is very small and the practical adjustment for the 

strategic orientation is not conducted but incremental improvement of organizational 

activities is conducted. Under the fixed strategic orientation, the organization will form 

a high momentum and inertia to enhance the routines which has been formed inside the 

organization and to promote operating efficiency, thus increasing its competitiveness 

and improving organizational performance. Higher performance means smaller pressure 

for change which will add the organizational inertia because the organizational mode 

tends to be the best in the current strategic orientation and only these routines are 

enforced, can they be in line with the requirements of organizational activity mode. If 

the environmental strategic matching does not make much change, the organizational 

inertia is conductive to improving the efficiency of organizational activities and is able 

to increasing the organizational capacity, thus having an positive effect on 

organizational performance which belongs to consolidation stage of the theory of 

punctuated equilibrium（Tushman and Romanlli, 1985; Sastry, 1997）where the 

organization may be some incremental changes locally to improve the efficiency of 

current organizational activities. For example, in the third development stage of 

Shandong Jundar Group, the Group spends huge resources to optimize the operating 

management process and builds enterprise ERP with organizational evolution being 

incremental changes at that time, focusing on how to improve the enterprise efficiency 

under the guidance of right strategy.  

The consolidation stage is also a game process between pressure for change inside the 

organization and organization inertia essentially. When the pressure for change and the 

organizational inertia can work in harmony with a system to some extent, the 

organization will make radical and discontinuous change, namely the strategic 

orientation process. When the reform pressure from the inside and outside are 

increasing enough to change the original organizational activity mode, the reform has 

become a logical thing. Each reform of the enterprise is conducted when the internal 

and outside environments have changed and have an impact on the enterprise 

performance and efficiency. As the group founder Dong jingchun’s personal prestige 

and influence of the senior management team, the relevant resistance of Jundar Group 

reform does not affect the reform process of the enterprise. However, if the group 

founder Dong Jingchun’s personal prestige and senior management team can overcome 

the inertia, own a more advanced vision and change the passive reform for the initiative 

reform, which may be more favorable for the development of Jundar Group. The 

pressure can lead to non-lasting reform.  
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Table 6-3 Organizational evolutionary mode based on the case study 

Along with the change in the external environment, the matching of original strategic 

orientation and the environment may be poor and organizational performance may 

become poor according at the time, thus bringing greater pressure for change, forcing 

the organization to review its strategic orientation finally and making some substantial 

adjustment, therefore, the organizational evolution will enter the reorientation stage

（Tushman and Romanlli, 1985; Sastry, 1997）. For example, when the Shandong 

Jundar Group develops whole machine sales, its original strategic orientation does not 

match the political and economic situation along with China economic development 

entering the new normal and industrial development continuous downward. At that time, 

the pressure for change is great because the Group will die if not making change. Senior 

managers analyze the enterprise prospect and eventually make substantial changes to 

the organizational strategic orientation to improve the environmental strategic matching 

under the enormous pressure for change. Therefore, Group successfully makes 

qualitative leaps, namely reorientation. 

Another factor that must be stressed is leaders’ consciousness and ability which are 

essential for the organizational development. Here explains the consciousness and 

ability separately, the former being defined as cognitive ability and the latter focusing 

on the ability to execute. In the above mode, the role and nature among various factors 

are affected by the leadership to a certain degree. For example, when the organizational 

performance is sustainablydownward, the organization faces strategic reorientation 

under the pressure for change, however, how to adjust the organizational strategy to 

improve the matching between the strategic orientation and external environment and to 

improve the organizational performance will be determined by the leaders who scan, 

analyze and judge the environment. Only when the readers understand the requirement 

of the environment, can the leaders make right strategic orientation. Just like when the 

Shandong Jundar Group encounters whole machine sales falling, it makes right choice 
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of strategic reorientation focusing on both whole machine sale and post-market. With 

the right strategic orientation, the leadership becomes very important.  

6.4 Chapter summary 

Based on the analysis results of Chapter four and Chapter five, this chapter analyzes the 

relationship between macro environment and organizational evolution in the evolution 

process of Shandong Jundar Group and the relation of strategic orientation, 

organizational performance, pressure for change and organizational inertia with 

organization capacity. According to the analysis results, proposition related to 

organizational evolution of China construction engineering agents has been mentioned. 
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Chapter VII Conclusion and Discussion 

Since the majority of construction machinery agent enterprises are weak and small and 

remain inferior position while cooperating and competing with manufacturers, the 

industry and academic world have conducted more studies on construction machinery 

manufacturers than agent enterprises whose studies are often limited to such aspects as 

the macro market circulation or specific enterprise sales and risk management and 

control skills during these years. Studying the China construction machinery agent 

enterprises from the macro perspective and pure marketing skills which is lacking in 

exploring internal mechanism of construction engineering agent enterprise evolution is 

very limited to guide construction engineering agent enterprises in detail, thus cannot 

explain how construction engineering agent enterprises to evolve in theory. At the same 

time, there are more studies on organizational depth abroad and punctuated Equilibrium 

theory has been applied in various research situations, however, China construction 

machinery agent enterprise will face huge risk when using foreign research findings or 

theories under the foreign mature market economy system due to its own special history 

and special background of China transitional economy. Therefore, the following issues 

will have important theoretical and practical significance. What is the rule for the 

organizational evolution of China construction machinery agent enterprise? What are 

the external factors and internal factors and is there any relationship among these factors 

in the process of organizational evolution? Through exploring the above issues, the 

paper can summarize the experience of China construction machinery agent enterprise 

and promote to theoretical level so as to guide the policy formulation and enterprise 

practice. Therefore, the purpose of the paper is to explore successful organizational 

evolution mode and law of China construction machinery agent enterprise so as to 

provide theoretical guidance for policy formation and enterprise practice. 

The existing theories will be conductive to directing the case study and improve 

external validity of single case study (Yin, 2009). The paper will adopt basic thoughts 

and concepts of punctuated equilibrium theory (Romanelli et al., 1994; Sastry, 1997; 

Tushman et al., 1985) ，enterprise strategic change theory and life cycle theory to guide 

the case analysis. Reviewing the related studies of the organizational evolution, 

enterprise strategic change theory, enterprise life cycle theory, the paper realizes that 

relevant theories about organizational evolution provide a weapon for knowing the 

internal mechanism of organization development change and theories such as 

punctuated equilibrium theory, strategic change theory have deepened people’s 

understanding the organizational evolution. However, although punctuated equilibrium 

theory and other theories (e.g. Chimhundu, 2011; Gersick, 1991; Lant et al., 1992; 

Romanelli et al., 1994; Sabherwal et al., 2001; Wollin, 1999) have been applied to 

studies in various fields (e.g. Baumgartner et al., 2009; Boushey, 2012; Breuning et al., 
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2006; Jones et al., 2003; Jordan, 1999; Robinson, 2007), most studies of organizational 

evolution are based on the western mature market economist environment. The studies 

on organizational evolution in the transitional economy environment is rare and the 

paper will improve this situation. 

7.1 Conclusion of research findings 

Reviewing the related studies of China construction machinery industry and agent 

enterprise, the paper points out that most of related studies are done by national scholars 

and mainly about engineering construction agent enterprise especially, most of which 

are limited to macro market flow or detailed enterprise sales and risk control skills. 

These studies have a high shortage which is to ignore the individual differences of 

China construction machinery agent enterprise, including its organizational culture, 

historical experiences and leader difference, etc., but just regard the related enterprises 

and organizations as a black box, losing the deep research on organizational evolution 

mechanism and evolution process in the process of history. Therefore, these studies are 

limited to guide the individual organizations and lacks the deep explanation for the 

evolution of China construction machinery agent enterprise in theory. The foreign 

studies are less and maybe the rare understanding of foreign scholars to China is a 

reason. 

The paper selects the successful representative of China construction machinery agent 

enterprises - Shandong Jundar (Group) Co., Ltd.as the research object based on the 

punctuated equilibrium, organizational strategic change, organizational life cycle and 

other theories related to organizational evolution by adopting the case study. Through an 

in-depth analysis, it summarizes the macro environment, the industrial development 

environment, inside and outside of the industry to explore the unique law for the 

development of China construction machinery agent enterprises, ranging from 

environment variable and enterprise variable, the content and process of strategic 

changes, great historical depth to the time, the large cross-section to the space, to the 

historical cross-section featuring the specific strategic phases to the time-space 

intersection. Based on basic thoughts and research findings of punctuated equilibrium, 

organizational strategic change, organizational life cycle, the paper will construct 

organizational evolution mode and evolution change mode of China construction 

machinery agent enterprise so as to explain its dynamical mechanism and evolutionary 

reform change, thus to promote research on China construction machinery agent 

enterprise to a new level. 

As the organizational evolution is a vertical historical process which is complex 

interacted by numerous factors, the case study will be more appropriate to the paper 

(Yin, 1989, 2009). The case selection is based on theoretic sampling (Coyne, 1997), 

choosing the cases which meet the standard of extreme case so as to show the law 

behind the phenomenon (Eisenhardt, 1989). Based on the standard of extreme case, the 
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paper chooses Shandong Jundar Group as case study through combining the enterprise 

development for nearly ten years and combining available data. 

The paper divides the evolutionary process into four stages: the first stage: 

entreneurship from 1999 to 2000; the second stage: rapid development from 2001 to 

2004; the third stage: initial phrase of Group development from 2005 to 2010; the fourth 

stage: transitional development under the new normal from 2011 to up to now by means 

of collecting the related data comprehensively and conducting the detailed and rigorous 

analysis. 

In order to analyze the factors, change and their mutual effect of organizational 

evolution of Shandong Jundar Group deeply, the paper conducts analysis of 

environment, strategic orientation, organizational performance, pressure for change, 

organizational inertia and organizational changes in each stage of Shandong Jundar 

Group and comes up with the five propositions of organizational evolution of China 

construction machinery agent enterprise through comparing change of various factors. 

Proposition 1: the macro environment affects the organizational evolution process 

of China construction machinery agent enterprise and determines its stage; China macro 

control policy will play an important role in the organizational evolution of agent 

enterprises. 

Proposition 2: China construction machinery agent enterprise must make efforts to 

change its strategic orientation to adapt to the environment better, thus achieving good 

organizational performance; environment strategic matching is an important medium 

variable for the environment and strategy to have an influence on organizational 

performance, which is very important for China construction machinery agent 

enterprise. 

Proposition 3: in the process of organizational evolution of China construction 

machinery agent enterprise, whole machine sales performance plays a significant role in 

the organizational inertia and pressure for change; organizational inertia plays a medium 

role in the organizational performance and pressure for change; the pressure for change 

plays a medium role in the organizational performance and inertia. 

Proposition 4: in the process of organizational evolution of China construction 

machinery agent enterprise, pressure for change is the medium variable between the 

environment, performance and strategic orientation. 

Proposition 5: the conscientiousness and abilities in China construction machinery 

agent enterprise play a decisive role in the organizational evolution. Speaking in detail, 

the leaders will adjust the relationship among organizational performance, pressure for 

change and organizational inertia and directly affects direction and process of strategic 

reorientation. 
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These propositions centrally describe the research findings of Shandong Jundar Group 

in the paper and at the same time provide the propositions of empirical research for the 

following research. 

7.2 Theoretical contribution 

Whetten (1989) thought there were three issues needed to be discussed in regard to the 

theoretical contribution of research: what kind of content can constitute the theory; 

which was valuable theoretical contribution; which factors needed to be considered in 

judging the theoretical contribution. He pointed out that complete theory must consist of 

four necessary factors, namely what, how, why and who, where and when and indicated 

how to judge theoretical contribution of the research further. According to the 

viewpoints from Whetten and other scholars, the paper makes certain contribution to the 

theoretical development in the following aspects: 

7.2.1 Theoretical test 

The paper promotes punctuated equilibrium, organizational strategic change, 

organizational life cycle to be applied in China，testing the explanation abilities of 

punctuated equilibrium, organizational strategic change, organizational life cycle. Seen 

from the various factors change in the evolution process of Shandong Jundar Group 

mentioned above, China construction machinery agent enterprise shows a clear 

punctuated equilibrium process in the evolution process. 

Some studies pointed out that the route dependence and punctuated equilibrium rose at 

the same time in the process of organizational evolution. (Feder-Bubis et al., 2010). 

Although the paper does not make a study of Shandong Jundar Group evolution from 

the view of route dependence, reviewing the strategic orientation of whole machine 

sales as the foundation persisted by Shandong Jundar Group can predicate that route 

dependence exists in the process of evolution at the same time, namely, in the complex 

process of organizational evolution, route dependence theory and punctuated 

equilibrium theory are not contractor, but complementary. 

7.2.2 Theoretical development 

The model attained in the paper developed the Sastry (1977) model. Although the role 

of organizational performance to pressure for change and organizational inertia is the 

same as the conclusion in the literature, the paper finds that whole machine sales 

performance has more significance to pressure for change and organizational inertia. In 

the original punctuated equilibrium model of organizational evolution, the impact of 

pressure for change on the organizational inertia is ignored. Based on the case of 

Shandong Jundar Group, the paper finds out that the pressure for change will weaken 

the organizational inertia. The organizational inertia will tend to strengthen or follow the 

available organizational activity mode and thinking mode, but the pressure for change 

(wherever the pressure for change comes from) has a direct impact on the organizational 
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inertia. With the pressure for change increasing, organizational members will tend to 

identify another new alternative activity model and thinking model, thus shaking the 

organizational inertia and proposing the medium variable preposition between pressure 

for change and organizational inertia on the basis of this. 

7.2.3 Promote the studies of China construction machinery agent enterprise 

Based on the core thoughts and basic concept of punctuated equilibrium, organizational 

strategic change, organizational life cycle, the paper comes up with the organizational 

evolution model of China construction machinery agent enterprise based on the case of 

Shandong Jundar Group. The research results in the paper promote the studies of China 

construction machinery agent enterprise in the level of macro market flow or detailed 

enterprise sales and risk control skills to the organizational and empirical level. The 

preposition will conduct the study of China construction machinery agent enterprise in 

the strict and empirical method. 

As mentioned before, most of the available studies of China construction machinery 

agent enterprise is from macro market flow or detailed enterprise sales and risk control 

skills. Different from these studies, the paper will promote the studies of China 

construction machinery agent enterprise to the inside the enterprise based on the 

punctuated equilibrium of organizational evolution. The propositions centrally describe 

the law of organizational evolution and strategic reform of successful China 

construction machinery agent enterprise. The model constructed in the paper provides 

theoretical framework for the further empirical research which will promote relevant 

research closer to the positivist paradigm, thus becoming more precious and profound.   

7.3 Policy and practical suggestions 

One important significance of the study is to provide very valuable suggestion for the 

government to formulate policy of China construction machinery industrial 

development and also to offer theoretical and practical guidance for the development of 

China construction machinery agent industry. As mentioned above, China construction 

machinery and China construction machinery agent industry are in the tough adjustment 

and transitional period when the China construction machinery industry enters the new 

normal because of China economic development and is affected by the continuously 

decline of China infrastructure input, however, this kind of construction machinery 

agent industry such as Shandong Jundar Group is able to maintain better development 

even though the industry is declining. Therefore, the case analysis of Shandong Jundar 

Group will offer benefit-able experience for the following policy formulation and 

developing China construction machinery agent industry. 

7.3.1 Policy plan shall pay attention to predictability and systematization 

Although China construction machinery industry has achieved brilliant achievements 

after forty years of reform and opening- up, however, its key and high-end components 
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are still dependent on the import, becoming the bottleneck in the industry and at the 

same time, domestic economy slows down its growth. Currently, China economy is in 

the key period of three stacks being speed shift, structural adjustment and policy 

digestion in the early phrase, key period from rapid growth to high-speed steady growth. 

China construction machinery industry is closely related to economic environment; 

therefore, domestic economic growth change will have a direct impact on industrial 

development. Thirdly, the industry has a serious problem on the overcapacity and 

growth speed of industrial sales kept for a longer time with national inventory reaching 

more than six million units before 2012.Due to large market inventory and higher 

vacancy rate, the excessive inventory is preferred, followed by the purchase of new 

equipment when the new demand in the market occurs. Meanwhile, greater investment 

and faster productivity growth in the China construction machinery industry results in 

the global relatively excessive capacity.  

Therefore, the government must comprehensively consider various factors such as the 

prospective and complex policy and plan, global industrial development as well as 

problems existed in the China construction machinery industry to avoid seeking quick 

success and instant benefits while formulating the related polices of developing China 

construction machinery industry. human-machine interaction: the first is to increase 

scientific and technological research and development and input to make major 

breakthrough in the key and high-end spare parts, solving the bottleneck of relying on 

the import when focusing on developing products and technologies; the second is to 

speed up developing the construction machinery and equipment in the emerging field 

and seek new economic growth through marine engineering construction machinery, 

urban building garbage recycling and using technology, urban garbage processing and 

utilization equipment, construction landing machine, self-propelled aerial work platform, 

environment-saving storage equipment(including electric forklifts), recycling and 

remaking technology of used construction machinery products and so on; The third is to 

increase the application of ergonomics and intelligent technology including 

human-machine interaction, improving human-machine safety, conformable driving, 

simplifying the drivers’ operation program, convenient technology maintenance, 

improving drivers’ work condition, inter-linking of equipment based on the network and 

field bus system, automatic identification and communication of the equipment and 

materials, digital model and information system related to enterprise operational 

business; the fourth is to develop scientific and practical support policy to lead and 

support China construction machinery industry and agent industry, making full use of 

China strategy of One Road and One Belt to go out earlier so as to address industrial 

overcapacity. 

7.3.2 Cultivate the enterprise leadership with strategic vision 

The case of Shandong Jundar Group shows that enterprise leaders’ consciousness and 
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abilities play an important role in the enterprise development and even decide the 

survival of the enterprise in many key moments (as shown in the proposition five), 

therefore, the government shall consciously cultivate China construction machinery 

agent enterprise leaders with a strategic vision and courage to reform, especially the 

main leaders for the purpose of developing this industry. Only the main leaders own 

strategic vision, can they see the enterprise development direction; only they have the 

vigor and abilities to bear the pressure, can they lead employees to achieve the desired 

objective and assume the leading responsibilities to develop the enterprises. 

In the process of writing, the author also realizes that the founder and leader of Jundar 

Group bears the tremendous responsibilities and his decision-making at the right time 

and quality are of vital importance, especially his judgement on the macro-policy trend 

plays an important role in the enterprise development. The pace of the reform will affect 

the enterprise future. In 2008, market sales were stagnated due to the financial crisis, 

Jundar Group depended on the rich financial resources, so did not make reform, as a 

result that the group embarked on a high-speed development due to the market bouncing 

back on the first half of 2009; the market began to decline as the same as 2008 on 

March, 2011 and was thought to be bounce back. As a result, the economic downturn 

lasted for a few years and the enterprise reform is relatively sluggish. The supreme 

decision-makers of the enterprise shall always study the macroeconomic trend, 

overcome the inertia, grasp the rhythm of enterprise reform and pulse of the Times in 

order to be invincible. 

7.3.3 The enterprises need to overcome the blind optimism and pessimism 

The research results show that the organizational evolution of Shandong Jundar Group 

is affected by the external and internal factors, of which the external factors such as 

macro politics, economic environment, market environment and so on playing an 

important role. The paper thinks when China construction machinery agent enterprises 

face the environment, they also mean facing the opportunities and challenges from the 

relationship between enterprise and external environment; the enterprise shall avoid the 

blind pessimism and optimism from the inside the enterprise, avoiding the fatal blow 

due to changing of certain environment factor through identifying the opportunities and 

risks in the environment through scientific evaluation. 

7.3.4 Increase the urgency for change 

The evolutionary change of China construction machinery agent enterprise contains 

inevitable changes including incremental change and reorientation change (Romanelli et 

al., 1994). Some interviewees say that the reform may tend to die, but no reform is 

doomed to die, therefore, the enterprise must build a positive atmosphere and increasing 

the staff’s pressure for change will be a very important and useful method. In the 

complex and dynamic process of the organization from the low and simple level to 
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advanced and complex pattern, many factors shall be considered in the development 

plan, especially the detailed measurements to make a change. For example, the 

organizational performance decreases significantly or sustainably which may contain 

good opportunity to change while bring the pressure for change. If the leaders can use it 

reasonably, the agent industry will make a reform more smoothly. 

Specially, the paper finds out that the pressure for change and organizational inertia 

shows the significant negative correlation in the process of organizational evolution of 

Shandong Jundar Group. The organizational inertia is an important resistance to the 

change, therefore the change managers always hope the smaller the resistance is, the 

better, and the change becomes. Facing the necessary organizational reform, the 

managers can consider the key time to set up the largest pressure for change when 

formulating the strategies and tactics of organizational reform. The managers can use 

various methods such as speech, publicity, conference and strategies to make 

organizational members aware of the change inevitability, increasing their perception of 

the pressure for change and improving their urgency for change as a means to reduce 

the resistance to change. 

7.3.5 Build good manufacture relationship 

China construction machinery agent enterprise and China construction machinery 

manufacture enterprise are related to each other and have a strategic partnership. 

However, as China economy enters a new normal and the strict trend for industrial 

development is coming, the relationship between construction machinery manufactures 

and agents is full of cracks and contradictions. The agent enterprise shall control credit 

sales risk strictly and speed up funds withdrawal while relieving the risk from the sales 

source for the manufactures actively. The manufacture agents also need to exploit the 

advantages such as strong strength and ability to resist the risks, helping the agent 

enterprises out of difficulty. The manufactures shall more play a greater role in risk 

management. 

7.4 The limitation and future orientation of the research 

While the in-depth research of case study can understand the process of organizational 

evolution more deeply, the strict research procedure and data Triangulation and other 

methods try to assure research reliability and validity. As scholars’ doubt for the case 

research, how you can give extended application through case study is what the 

positivism focuses on. As Yin 2009) says the essence of the case study is not relying on 

case sample, but extension and extended theory; case study is a normal process but a 

special process (Lipset, Trow, and Coleman, 1956). The research faces the same 

question: we can deeply understand the external and internal factors and their 

interaction of enterprise organizational evolution of China construction machinery 

agents through the case study of Shandong Jundar Group. If we are able to get support 
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from statistical conclusions based on multiple organizations, we will get more stable 

conclusion, therefore, the following research will verify the propositions mentioned by 

the paper under various situations, which will be the main content of the research 

further. 

The paper hopes to analyze these research problems through one single case in the 

research design and explains the design advantages and disadvantages in the research 

methods. However, an inevitable problem for conducting vertical study on enterprise 

with more than ten years of history. Although the author makes many efforts and search 

data from multiple methods, trying to make full use of data from many sources to verify 

each other to make sure the data accuracy, but some data cannot still be obtained, main 

reason of which is the history reason (such as no record from the archives), therefore, 

the data comprehensiveness is one of the limitations in the article which may be solved 

better in the follow-up study.  

The paper analyzes the core constructs in each stage from the organizational level and 

comes up with related theoretical propositions for the law and model emerged by the 

analytic results. Although the author tries to conduct the analysis objectively and in 

detail in the paper, current research needs deepening and related questions need more 

study due to the limitations of author’s time, energy and ability. For example, in the 

process of organizational evolution of Shandong Jundar Group, the author can use 

smaller analytic units, however the smaller units mean collecting large amount of data 

which is a challenge. In addition, the paper adopts convenient and satisfactory method 

to analyze and evaluate certain concept without conducting comprehensive analysis. For 

example, the paper uses Shandong Jundar Group focusing on the machine sale as the 

strategic orientation to reflect the change of its strategic orientation. Although this 

method is quite reasonable for China construction machinery agent industry, the results 

may be more credible if the author collects more data, changes in product line and 

product category as well as the market division and so on  

Similar to biological evolution, the organizational evolution is a very complex process 

involving numerous external and internal factors and their complex interaction and 

connection. Therefore, there is no necessary to analyze the all factors and their 

connection in the research. Although the paper studies the important factors and their 

interaction which play an important role in the enterprise organizational evolution of 

China construction machinery agents, the author will pay much attention to research in 

the future due to his time, energy and other factors. For example, the organizational 

learning will have an important impact on organizational change and evolution (Lant et 

al., 1992; Levinthal and Marino, 2010; Quinn, 1981). The follow-up study can analyze 

the impact of difference in the organizational learning ability on the organizational 

evolution of China construction machinery agent enterprises.  
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